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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

October - December 2012 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues  
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Consumer 

Court And Legal Decisions 

Crime And Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Financial 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Poverty 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation 
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials.  The Channel 4 News Conference 
also airs on Sundays at 11:35pm. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 11:35pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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KNBC 1:59 10/1/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we're learning more tonight... about that amtrak train that derailed 
today... as it headed for bakersfield... for some reason... a big rig... 
'slammed' into that train.  it happened in the town of "hanford"... 
about 30 miles south of "fresno." dozens of people are hurt... 
'mostly' minor injuries.  tonight we're hearing from the passengers... 
nbc4's john cádiz klemack is live at union station... john... 

KNBC 0:44 10/2/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news... a bad crash on the 101... let's go to alex calder in 
news chopper 4 

KNBC 0:31 10/2/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and... now to the kayaker!  newschopper four flew over an unusual 
rescue tonight... off topanga canyon beach. two off-duty police 
officers in kayak's got seperated -- search and rescue was notified 
and went looking for one of the officers. lifeguards say when the 
missing kayaker was spotted... he was pulling in some nets... and 
then waving off a rescue boat. then when the officer got ashore it 
looked like he just... left. one of the officers later said they'd been 
out lobster fishing with nets. 

KNBC 0:34 10/2/12 11:24p Accidents and 
Disasters 

people are calling her a "miracle dog" last month... a poodle got hit 
by a car. stuck to the front of it... for more than 10 miles... she 
traveled in two states.  you can see how the poodle got wedged... 
under the grill. the driver thought he 'avoided' her... when he didn't 
see her in the rear view mirror. he then drove from "massachusetts" 
to "rhode island" at speeds as high as 50 miles an hour. 
fortunately... the dog only had minor injuries. 

KNBC 0:40 10/3/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

Santa Monica blvd shut down in both directions; pedestrian may 
have been struck by a vehicle 

KNBC 0:24 10/5/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

new at 11... a car accident in encino... sent an l-a-p-d officer... and 
another driver to the hospital tonight. the collision happened just 
after seven... near the intersectiion of ventura boulevard... and 
hayvenhurst avenue. information is still coming in... but we're being 
told the officer was on routine patrol when he crashed into another 
car. the officer... and the other driver... were taken to the hospital in 
good condition. 

KNBC 0:22 10/5/12 11:15p Accidents and 
Disasters 

new tonight...  a vehicle into a riverbed in long beach... it happened 
tonight near the intersection of north long beach boulevard and 
east market street. it appears that vehicle went over the side of a 
bridge... and landed in the riverbed. there's just a little bit of water 
down there. we don't know yet if the driver or anyone else in the 
vehicle may have been hurt. 

KNBC 2:05 10/9/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news... an intense fire burning in echo park... ... several 
firefighters may be hurt...alex calder over the scene in news 
chopper 4      nbc four's patrick healy has been making his way to 
the scene. 

KNBC 1:42 10/9/12 11:15p Accidents and 
Disasters 

back to our breaking news... an fire burning in echo park... let's go 
to alex calder over the scene in news chopper 4 

KNBC 0:33 10/9/12 11:33p Accidents and 
Disasters 

back to our breaking news... an fire burning in echo park... let's go 
to alex calder over 

KNBC 0:24 10/10/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

word tonight... a "disneyland" worker has been hospitalized for a 
week... because a 'car' from the "space mountain ride"... hit him.  
cal osha says... the worker was doing maintenance... after the park 
was closed. investigators say... the accident has 'nothing' to do with 
the safety of the ride itself. disney has issued a statement... offering 
the worker 'heartfelt wishes'... for a 'full' and 'speedy recovery.' 
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KNBC 0:19 10/10/12 11:15p Accidents and 
Disasters 

two people were killed when this parking structure... all of a sudden 
collapsed at miami-dade community college today. at least 10 other 
workers were hurt when the roof of the five-story concrete garage 
just "pan-caked..." no students were around when it happened. it's 
still not clear what caused the collapse. 

KNBC 0:20 10/11/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

more than a dozen students from victorville recovering tonight. they 
were injured this afternoon when their school bus overturned... after 
colliding with a u.haul truck. sixteen people...mostly students from 
gal-e-lao academy suffered minor to moderate injuries. 

KNBC 2:02 10/12/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

now... to that crash in south l-a... where a l-a-p-d cruiser plowed 
through a fence... and landed on top of a car... in someone's front 
yard. it was breaking news at five... and six...  nbc4's beverly 
white... live in south l-a with how this all came about...bev! 

KNBC 1:48 10/17/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

wildfire in santa barbara 

KNBC 0:25 10/19/12 11:24p Accidents and 
Disasters 

something went wrong with one of the tallest rides at the texas 
state fair tonight... about two dozen riders got stranded high above 
the ground.  people on the stratosphere ride got stuck about 150-
feet in the air when the ride lost power dallas police said fair 
workers had to manually lower the riders to the ground. the 
stratosphere is a 200-foot tower that turns and swings riders out 
over the fair. 

KNBC 2:05 10/23/12 11:01p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we're learning more tonight about a surfer... killed in a shark attack. 
it happened today...just north of north of santa barbara... in the 
same area... where there was a deadly shark attack... almost 
exactly two years ago.  the attack happened... just off "surf 
beach"... a popular surfing spot at vandenberg air force base! nbc 
four's gordon tokumatsu is live in santa barbara county... gordon 
what do we know so far??? 

KNBC 0:25 10/23/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

turns out slick roads may have had something to do with a huge 
crash in the newhall pass this morning... **eleven** big rigs 
involved in this one.  according to the c-h-p... a big-rig spun out and 
jackknifed... then more big-rigs traveling behind slammed into the 
wreckage.. it took firefighters two hours to rescue a pinned driver... 
who was hurt but is expected to recover. no other serious injuries 
reported. 

KNBC 0:17 10/23/12 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman was injured today when her car was hit by two manhole 
covers... that went flying through the air... from an underground 
explosion. the l-a-d-w-p says crews were testing a failed 
underground cable... when it blew... the woman was taken to a 
hospital with minor injuries.  and part of atlantic avenue in signal hill 
is open again... after crews worked today... on cleaning up a spill at 
an oil tank farm. a high-pressure line overflowed... sending oil down 
a storm drain... as well as the street. 

KNBC 0:55 10/24/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news... we have some strong winds tonight and they're 
kicking up a grass fire in carson... alex calder,is in newschopper 4. 
alex! 

KNBC 0:25 10/24/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a photographer today showed us photos of the surfer who was 
killed yesterday in a shark attack north of santa babara. francisco 
solorio, died from a massive wound to his upper torso. today shark 
experts say this has all the signs of a 15 to 16 foot long great white. 
we were also shown a picture of solorio's surfboard after the attack. 
you can see where the shark "hit" the board. those teeth marks 
helped to identify the shark as a great white. 
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KNBC 0:42 10/25/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we begin with breaking news from boyle heights... where there has 
been a accident and dui investigation involving city councilman jose 
huizar!!    here's what we know: early this evening... there was a 
two car crash at first street and boyle avenue... near the 101... 
involving a car owned by city councilman huizar's office. the crash 
is still under investigation. late tonight... councilman huizar's office 
released a statement saying the councilman was behind the wheel 
of one of the cars... and that he was given a sobriety test... which 
according to the statement... the councilman passed. the statement 
goes on to say... councilman huizar is glad that nobody was 
seriously injured. 

KNBC 2:02 10/26/12 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

that crash happened late this afternoon at the target store in 
canoga park... at westfield topanga mall.  nbc four's kim baldonado 
is live at the scene with the latest... kim!   

KNBC 0:21 10/26/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and... u-s senate majority leader harry reid of nevada... is out of the 
hospital ... and recovering tonight from a six-car pile-up in las 
vegas!! this was the scene on interstate-15 this afternoon. this 
crash involved vegas police... u-s capitol police accompanying the 
senator... and two civilian cars. investigators are trying to figure out 
exactly what went down! 

KNBC 0:15 10/30/12 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fullerton police officer is no doubt embarrassed after he 
accidentally shot himself in the leg with his service revolver... it 
happened during a training exercise. the officer was alert and 
talking as paramedics took him to the hospital. 

KNBC 0:43 11/1/12 10:59p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a deadly crash in redondo beach now has part of a major street 
closed -- alex calder is over scene in newschopper 4 

KNBC 1:51 11/1/12 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the lead singer in a heavy metal band has been killed leaving a 
huge local fan base in shock. nbc four's vikki vargas is live in 
huntington beach... vikki... 

KNBC 0:42 11/2/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we'll get to that story from new york in just a moment... but first 
breaking news in long beach where there's been a terrible crash 
involving a wrong way driver...  katie clark is live in newschopper 4 
with the details. katie! 

KNBC 0:44 11/2/12 11:15p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news- more info on long beach crash 

KNBC 0:22 11/2/12 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

wow did you see that... a train plows right through the rear end of a 
semi truck.... it happened today in utah.... a construction worker 
was shooting the passing train with his cell phone for his son when 
he inadvertently captured the crash.  there were two men riding in 
that semi... and it's hard to believe...but.... they did not suffer one 
scratch. 

KNBC 0:34 11/5/12 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and this just in. nbc4 has obtained new video of violent accident 
back in may... in which a pickup truck ran over people in a 
crosswalk near hemet high school no one was killed... but we have 
to warn you the video you're about to see is graphic...  take a look 
at the people crossing the street at the top of the screen... eight 
students were injured when a teenage driver lost control of his 
white pickup truck and crashed into the crowd... after an 
investigation the riverside county d-a decided not to prosecute the 
young driver... they said his brakes failed... causing the accident. 

KNBC 0:20 11/5/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

traffic was crawling along the 15 and 215 freeways tonight heading 
east to victorville and las vegas. its all because of a a 350 acre 
brush fire that burned along the freeway earlier today and is still is 
smouldering. it broke out before noon in the cajon pass. the cause 
of the fire... still being investigated! 
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KNBC 0:31 11/5/12 11:24p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a student pilot learned the hard way what can happen when 
your approach to the runway is too low.  at the controls of this 
cessna is a student pilot. as an suv crosses the road at the end of 
the runway... the plane clips the vehicle. the plane skidded to a 
stop.... and nobody was in the plane or in the s-u-v was hurt! this 
happened in texas and the video was shot by the student pilot's 
wife... who came out to see how he was doing. 

KNBC 1:29 11/7/12 11:01p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the quake also caused damage in southern mexico... and led to 
evacuations as far away as mexico city. 

KNBC 0:17 11/7/12 11:17p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a car accident in chatsworth sheered off the top of a fire hydrant... 
shooting a geyser of water 50-feet into the air. it happened near 
nordhoff street and topanga canyon... the d-w-p was able to shut 
off the water... and the driver of the car went to the hospital with 
minor injuries... 

KNBC 0:19 11/8/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we learned today that a family of 10 was among the 52 people 
killed in that powerful 7.4 earthquake in guatemala - 22 other are 
still missing. the youngest member of the family was 4-years old. 
they were all working in a family owned rock quarry when the 
hillside above sudden collapsed and buried them. 

KNBC 0:23 11/9/12 11:24p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

police in the sacramento suburb of folsom believe a jammed 
accelerator is to blame after a woman crashed her mercedes 
through the front of a home… it happened earlier this afternoon… 
the vehicle traveled through a bedroom at the front of the house 
before coming to a stop… fortunately no one was home at the 
time…  the driver suffered minor injuries… police say neither drugs 
nor alcohol appeared to have been a factor… 

KNBC 2:03 11/12/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a home in the hills of brentwood burned to the ground... everyone 
managed to get out safely... but there are questions tonight... about 
firefighter and response times..  why did it take longer than 10 
minutes... were they that isolated??? nbc four's jane yamamoto is 
live in brentwood... jane... 

KNBC 0:20 11/13/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and... video captured this corporate jet... as itover-shot the runway 
in sao paulo, brazil sunday... and then "bounced" its way down an 
embankment and onto a wall along the highway. the cessna 
citation then "snapped" in two. two people on the jet were injured... 
and one is in serious condition. 

KNBC 0:21 11/13/12 11:17p Accidents and 
Disasters 

an 80 year old water main broke in the san francisco bay area this 
morning. the result: 45 thousand gallons of muddy goo in daly city.  
cars parked along clayton circle were coated with three feet of mud. 
it took ten minutes to shut off the water... but by then... the damage 
was done. luckily, nobody was hurt and no homes were damaged. 

KNBC 1:13 11/15/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and this story is developing tonight...  a it was a patriotic event - a 
parade to honor veterans - then suddenly bodies were flying. a 
*freight train* *slammed* into the float...  the float carrying wounded 
veterans to a banquet in their honor in midland, texas....    union 
pacific is offering help to the victims and their families... 

KNBC 0:57 11/19/12 11:01p Accidents and 
Disasters 

more breaking news on this busy night... this time out of bell 
gardens... where a big rig with hot asphalt crashed into several 
other vehicles. traffic is backed up for miles. let's get right to alex 
calder in newschopper 4 for the latest. alex. 

KNBC 1:16 11/19/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

more breaking news from san bernardino... where a major blaze 
tonight light up the night for miles! nbc4's jane yamamoto, is live 
with details... jane.. 
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KNBC 0:30 11/19/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a television crew working on a fishing show got more than they 
bargained for last week... when they caught the explosion of an oil 
rig on video...  they were shooting off the coast of louisiana when 
they spotted a giant plume of smoke off of the bow... the platform 
exploded while workers were using a torch to cut an oil line... one 
worker was killed... and another is still missing... 

KNBC 0:16 11/20/12 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

three people are hospitlaized tonight following this crash in toluca 
lake. witnesses say the driver of this pickup truck was speeding 
when he ran a red light and plowed into a car... the driver of that 
second car was transported in critical condition... the pickup driver 
is being investigated for d-u-i. 

KNBC 0:16 11/21/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're learning more about an accident today at disneyland... a man 
slipped and fell while he was working on the space mountain ride.... 
he "was" wearing a harness when one of the ropes apparently 
came loose... and he slid about 20 feet. he was taken to a hospital 
with several broken bones. 

KNBC 0:17 11/22/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a firefighter was injured this morning... falling sixteen feet off a 
ladder while fighting a fire in canoga park. the one story building 
that was on fire... was home to a paint shop... among others. 
firefighters used saws to break into the building... took them just a 
half-hour to put out the flames. 

KNBC 0:16 11/22/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

fog is being blamed tonight for a massive pileup on an interstate in 
texas.  at least 140 cars and trucks were involved... it happened 
this morning on interstate ten, near beaumont. two people were 
killed! their s-u-v was crushed by a big rig. dozens of people were 
hurt! some... very badly. 

KNBC 0:15 11/22/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

this picture shows the smashed-out windshield of a massachusetts 
commuter plane... after it was hit by a bird. the flight was headed to 
nantucket yesterday... but had to make a quick landing at an airport 
on cape cod. glass from the windshield scratched the co-pilot... but 
everyone got off the plane safe and sound. 

KNBC 0:17 11/23/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

Fog blamed for thanksgiving pile-up in Beaumont Texas 

KNBC 0:18 11/23/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters Gas leak turned into explosion in springfield mass 

KNBC 0:15 11/26/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

new tonight at 11:00... two hikers... rescued from a dark and foggy 
eaton canyon. too dark... and too dangerous... in fact... to stage a 
chopper rescue... both hikers were hurt... one suffered with a 
broken leg. they were both carried out of the canyon on 
stretchers... 

KNBC 0:21 11/26/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and a vigil was held tonight... for a simi valley high school football 
player... who was critically hurt in a motorcycle accident.  tonight... 
hundreds of friends and relatives lit candles for 17 year-old skyler 
lembo... he's on life support... paralyzed... from a motorcycle 
accident on thanksgiving day. and doctors say that now... he's also 
suffering from pneumonia... 

KNBC 1:03 11/26/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a tragic story out of northern california... where a family walking 
their dog along a beach... were swept out to sea in a fatal chain of 
events.    the family dog was tossed in the surf and then washed 
ashore and walked away.... the only survivor! 

KNBC 0:19 11/26/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

two florida brothers are alive tongiht... thanks to their styrofoam 
cooler. the brothers were fishing today in biscayne bay when their 
boat capsized. they split up the cooler and used the parts life 
preservers... since they didn't have the real thing. this is one of the 
brothers coming ashore. 
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KNBC 2:19 11/27/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

right now.... this local couple is missing! last seen in a wide open 
place... that could be very dangerous at night...  the pair was 
reported missing sunday when they didn't come home... and that 
touched off a frantic search! nbc4's robert kovacik live in 
lakewood... where the missing woman lives... robert. 

KNBC 1:37 11/27/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

as a parent you hear this "could" happen... but you never think it's 
real. in north hollywood today... a baby slipped head-first into a 
toilet and almost drowned... what's more... the bathroom door was 
locked! nbc four's kim baldonado is live in north hollywood... and 
kim..you talked to the mom tonight??? 

KNBC 0:19 11/27/12 11:08p Accidents and 
Disasters 

this is why a class at the brentwood art center in santa monica has 
been called off tomorroow. two vehicles collided around 7:00 
sending one careening into the art center on montana ave. 
amazingly nobody in the building or in that s-u-v was hurt... the 
accident... under investigation. 

KNBC 0:16 11/28/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and three l-a firefighters were injured today at a house fire in 
panorama city. the roof caved in... and one firefighter fell on the 
other two. they are "all" expected to recover... along with the people 
who live in the house... and their two dogs.... who you see right 
here. 

KNBC 0:33 11/28/12 11:11p Accidents and 
Disasters 

here's a update to a story we first brought you last night at 11!! a 
couple... missing in joshua tree national park since the 
weekend...beat the odds and made it back home ... safely today.  
helen melnyk... with her daughter... made back to lakewood this 
morning. melnyk and her companion... tony no-so.... were rescued 
today... they survived on snacks and very little water... they walked 
and walked... trying to get a cell signal... apparently... their g-p-s 
failed... and they had 3 flat tires... they were lost and stranded but... 
today... they managed to get a cell signal... and called for help. 

KNBC 1:29 11/29/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news tonight in tarzana! a furniture store goes up in 
flames... firefighters are still working on it right now... ! nbc 4's 
robert kovacik is there *live* at the scene! robert! 

KNBC 1:45 12/6/12 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an arson squad is now on the scene of a house fire... in "azusa." 
firefighters found three people dead in the home.  authorities say... 
they heard... what sounded like... amunition exploding inside... so 
they evacuated nearby homes... "nbc 4's" beverly white live in 
azusa. beverly... what's the latest?  beverly ad libs intro 

KNBC 0:33 12/7/12 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman who got stranded tonight on a cliff in griffith park... is 
doing fine now. she was hoisted to safety by a rescue helicopter. 
the woman-- an east l-a college student-- says she was hiking... 
when suddenly she realized she had left the trail.  the woman was 
shaken by her ordeal but not hurt. 

KNBC 0:17 12/12/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the tail end of rush hour came to a sudden halt when a multi-car 
crash closed the 57-freeway in brea. it happened at 7:30... on wet 
pavement... three cars collided... and another overturned. two lanes 
were closed for about an hour. the freeway has since reopened. 

KNBC 0:19 12/19/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and an update to a story we first brought you at six o'clock... we 
now know... one woman was killed... and 30 other people were 
hurt... in this terrible accident on the long island expressway... in 
new york. state police said an out-of-control truck.. hauling storm 
debris... may have caused the crash... which involved 35 vehicles. 
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KNBC 0:20 12/20/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

now, to a story we brought you as breaking news at six... a man 
pulled from a flood control channel near culver city.  he was 
unconscious and later pronounced dead. the coroner's office will 
have to determine the exact *cause* of death. this all happened 
along the la cienega boulevard off-ramp from the westbound santa 
monica freeway. no word on how... or why he was there. 

KNBC 0:28 12/20/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

this police dashcam video shows officers in florida rescuing two 
people from a burning car. they pulled the driver and a passenger 
in the back seat -- both unconscious -- to safety last night.. after the 
car crashed and caught fire. but those officers weren't the only 
heroes.  before the police even got there, a good samaritan 
stopped and rescued a passenger... in the front seat. all three 
people in the car survived. 

KNBC 2:18 12/21/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

developing news! two boys... killed tonight in a violent crash in 
santa fe springs that left the car they were in severed in half!  the 
victims... just eleven and 13 years old. their father was behind the 
wheel.  but why did this happen? nbc4's jane yamamoto is on 
scene... with what witnesses are saying tonight. jane? 

KNBC 0:32 10/1/12 11:14p 
business & 

industry 

ikea... apologized today... for removing women from some of the 
pictures in catalogs shipped to saudi arabia...  as you can see in 
this side-by-side... the mother standing next to her child has been 
removed in the picture on the right. ikea's catalog is shipped all 
over the world.... the company said today... it sometimes does tailor 
its catalogue for certain markets. but... it said... this was clearly a 
mistake... because women **are** allowed to pose for marketing 
materials in saudi arabia. 

KNBC 1:15 10/1/12 11:14p business & 
industry 

here in california... we love our cars... and love to pamper them. 
but... in the "inland empire"... a move's underway... to 'limit' the 
number of car washes. reporter craig fiegner reports. 

KNBC 0:20 10/1/12 11:16p 
business & 

industry 

and... add a 'bottle of wine'... to the 'list' of things you can buy on 
"amazon-dot-com." the "wall street journal" reports... several 
"california wineries" are partnering with the online retailer. 
"amazon" will get a sales commission. the wineries will pay a 
monthly fee. it should be set to go... before the 'lucrative' holiday 
shopping season kicks in. 

KNBC 0:15 10/1/12 11:16p business & 
industry 

[lucy/vo]] "red lobster" is about to go more surf 'and' turf. the 
restaurant chain will begin serving 'more' entrees... like pork chops 
and chicken. it says it wants to attract... more 'meat-and-potato' 
types... who aren't so into seafood. the new menu rolls out october 
15th. 

KNBC 0:26 10/3/12 11:10p 
business & 

industry 
Mayor and AEG exec sign agreement for new stadium, despite sale 
of AEG 

KNBC 0:24 10/3/12 11:16p business & 
industry 

six major retailers getting ready for holiday season by hiring 
workers- target, macys, khols among others 

KNBC 2:34 10/4/12 11:00p business & 
industry 

'sticker shock' tonight. gas prices 'skyrocketing.' and as drivers 
lined up to fill up... some stations were forced to 'shut' down.  it's 
the 'highest' single day price increase... for gas... in local 'history.' it 
happened suddenly..over night. some stations turned off their 
pumps.. others posted notes apologizing to customers.  nbc4's 
janet kwak live in calabasas... at a station where prices are closing 
in on six dollars a gallon! janet! 

KNBC 2:00 10/4/12 11:06p business & 
industry 

mobile ads are popping up around burbank for a 99-dollar "topless 
maid" service.. and they have residents asking... can't they park 
somewhere else?  nbc four's kim baldonado is live in burbank... kim 
what's the story? 
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KNBC 2:22 10/5/12 11:01p business & 
industry 

now to the skyrocketing gas prices... gas prices so high... drivers 
can hardly believe their eyes! so what do they do? they buy more 
gas! afraid of where prices will go tomorrow!  and then there's the 
problem of gas *supplies* running out... and stations turning off 
their pumps! but we found one place tonight... where they just got a 
new supply!  first: here are the hard, cold numbers! the average for 
self-serve regular hit $4.54 today in l-a county... up more than 19 
cents from yesterday... just a penny lower in orange county... also 
up 19 cents from yesterday... the inland empire, up 18 cents... to 
$4.48 a gallon.  nbc4's craig fiegener found that station with fresh 
gasoline! he's live in burbank... craig! 

KNBC 0:45 10/5/12 11:04p business & 
industry 

so it turns out the spike in gas prices... boils down to a matter of 
supply... and demand.  california is down to 14-refineries... and two 
of the bigger refineries have had production problems. there have 
been problems at chevron's richmund refinery... at the crude oil 
pipeline from kern county to bay ara refineries... and at torrance's 
exxon mobil refinery.  a new refinery hasn't opened in california 
since 19-76... and given economic realities... and pollution 
controls... experts say it's unlikely another one will any time soon! 

KNBC 2:07 10/8/12 11:00p business & 
industry 

the gas price spike -- may be coming to an end -- but tonight... 
we're still seeing record high prices in l-a county, orange county 
and the inland empire. all hovering around 'four - 70' a gallon.  one 
gas station employee *just* told us... expect to see prices coming 
down overnight. but will it 'really' happen... 'that' fast?  inland 
empire reporter craig fiegener is live in "riverside." craig... well, they 
certainly went up that fast. 

KNBC 0:15 10/8/12 11:02p business & 
industry 

with high gasoline prices... throwing some drivers into a panic... 
many in "san diego county" are heading to "tijuana" to fill up. "triple 
a's" reporting... the average price of regular 'and' premium... is 
more than a 'dollar 50' a gallon cheaper... south of the border. 

KNBC 0:42 10/8/12 11:15p business & 
industry 

it's all relative... but we spotted some lower gas prices... let's go to 
alex calder in newschopper 4... 

KNBC 0:14 10/8/12 11:16p 
business & 

industry 

e-bay has 'canceled' the sale of a 'halloween mask'... depicting 
"colorado" movie theater massacre suspect "james holmes." the 
seller wanted 'hundreds of dollars' for the mask. "e-bay" says... it 
removed it friday... because of its 'offensive' nature. 

KNBC 0:40 10/9/12 11:08p business & 
industry 

tonight... gas prices are still high... still breaking records... but the 
increase in the price... is at least slowing down a little bit.... if that's 
any consolation.  triple-a says the average price of regular in 
california... is $4.67 a gallon. and in l-a... drivers are looking at an 
average of $4.70 a gallon.  and... it seems the gas price spike may 
have some drivers staying off the roads. the tow truck drivers who 
patrol the major freeways in l-a say they've noticed fewer cars... 
and... people who ride the bus... and train say they've noticed more 
people on board... in fact... one bus rider says it was standing room 
only today. 

KNBC 0:21 10/9/12 11:10p business & 
industry 

the u-s government is suing "wells fargo"... 'blaming' it for 
'thousands' of home loan defaults... over the past decade. the 
lawsuit seeks to recover... 'hundreds of millions' of dollars... the 
"federal housing administration"... paid out... after borrowers 
defaulted. the housing administration insured those loans. "wells 
fargo" says... it;s going to launch a quote "vigorous defense." 

KNBC 0:48 10/10/12 11:13p 
business & 

industry 
newschopper 4 searched high and low... and found a gas station... 
with lower prices... let's go to alex calder. 
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KNBC 0:16 10/10/12 11:24p business & 
industry 

and it's the end of the line for the little coke bottle... this plant in 
minnesota was the last place in america that filled six and a half 
ounce bottles of coke. now... after 80 years... it will stop filling those 
bottles. you can still get eight ounce bottles of coke. 

KNBC 0:23 10/11/12 11:22p business & 
industry 

the pain at the pump in california is easing a little bit... as prices 
drop for the second day in a row.  according to triple-a... today the 
average price of regular is just under four-sixty-six a gallon... that's 
down more than a penny in two days... but it's still the highest price 
in the nation. the price in l-a fell a fraction to four-sixty-nine... 

KNBC 0:13 10/11/12 11:23p business & 
industry 

the price of stamps is going up again... the postal service will 
increase stamp prices by a penny next year. starting january 27th... 
it will cost 46 cents to mail a one-ounce letter. but the u-s-p-s says 
it will still honor "forever" stamps. 

KNBC 0:32 10/11/12 11:23p 
business & 

industry 

move over chanel and tiffany's.... a new store may be heading to 
rodeo drive.. a '99' cent store...  store executives are scouting 'real 
estate'... on the famous street. they say customers who live in 
"beverly hills"... now drive to the "99 cents store"... on "wilshire 
boulevard"... to pick up brand name items... at a discount. they say 
'that' store... is their 'best' performing store... in the entire chain. 
executives admit... persuading a landlord to rent to them may be 
tough. but they're confident... economic reality will trump any 
'image' factor. 

KNBC 0:15 10/15/12 11:09p business & 
industry 

retailer "nordstrom" is openly supporting same-sex marriage. 
company president blake nordstrom sent out a company-wide 
memo... saying nordstrom supports, quote, "marriage equality." 
you'll recall... chick-fil-a caused controversy this summer... when its 
president came out *against* gay marriage. 

KNBC 1:24 10/15/12 11:10p business & 
industry 

odd coincidence... or something more?? a business in studio city 
goes up in flames... but tonight investigators are looking into a 
connection... with those pink "topless maid" vans. nbc four's gordon 
tokumatsu explains: 

KNBC 0:28 10/22/12 11:25p 
business & 

industry 

apple is making another big announcement tomorrow... and apple 
watchers think... it's going to be... a mini i-pad! or ipad mini... no 
official name yet!  instead of the current 10-inch screen size... the 
mini is rumored to be between seven and eight inches... that's 
about the same as amazon's kindle. nbc4's mekahlo medina will be 
in san jose for the apple announcement tomorrow... watch his 
reports tomorrow morning on today in l-a. 

KNBC 0:20 10/23/12 11:15p business & 
industry 

new tonight... a computer security breach at barnes and noble!!  
barnes and noble says someone tampered with "pin pads"... where 
customers enter their personal identification numbers. it happened 
last month at dozens of stores.. including some in southern 
california. the company says it disconnected all its pin pads... when 
it learned about the breach. 

KNBC 0:28 10/23/12 11:18p 
business & 

industry 

a new holiday ad campaign featuring a very skinny... minnie 
mouse... is not going over well with some people!  disney and 
barneys new york are teaming up for the holiday campaign... which 
features minnie daydreaming about being a very skinny model. 
barneys says it's just an animated fantasy. but a critic has started a 
petition drive on change-dot-org... and thousands of people have 
signed it!! they say it's just another example of forcing the wrong 
body image on women and girls. 
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KNBC 0:35 10/26/12 11:24p business & 
industry 

other car makers have tried the same thing but it flopped... 
nevertheless... honda has rolled out a new model car... which it 
says... is designed just for women...  it's called the "honda fit 
she's"… the new model… which is currently available only in 
japan… comes in pink and includes interior pink stitching… it also 
has a windshield designed to block ultraviolet rays... it has a 
climate control system... which honda claims... can improve skin 
quality... we can't tell you *why* that wouldn't apply to men as well!! 
and... honda hasn't said whether or not they'll offer the model in the 
u-s market… 

KNBC 0:20 11/2/12 11:23p 
business & 

industry 

gas prices keep on dropping here in southern california... in l-a 
county... the average price of self serve regular fell more than 
three-and-a-half cents today.. to around $4.09 a gallon. in orange 
county, drivers are now paying around $4.04... in the inland empire 
-- $4.02. prices have been decreasing daily since hitting record 
highs three and a half weeks ago. 

KNBC 0:16 11/5/12 11:23p business & 
industry 

it's been a good five months for samsung... and its flagship 
smartphone.  the south korean company announced today... it has 
sold more than 30-million "galaxy s-three" smartphones. the device 
launched over the summer... months before apple began shipping 
the iphone five. 

KNBC 0:12 11/5/12 11:24p 
business & 

industry 

and speaking of apple... the new ipads are selling strong. apple 
says it has sold three-million i-pad minis and fourth generations i-
pads... since their launch on friday. 

KNBC 0:50 11/8/12 11:11p business & 
industry 

the fresh and easy grocery chain is reassuring employees and 
customers in riverside... that the company is *not* planning any 
store closures  employees at the fresh and easy in riverside say 
they've been hearing a lot of rumors... and the company... which is 
owned by the british food chain "tesco"... did close at least a dozen 
stores earlier this year... but the company told nbc4 today... that it's 
not going anywhere. in fact.. it said... they recently opened a new 
store in sacramento... but the company admits it *is* struggling to 
improve profits... to help ensure survival. 

KNBC 0:23 11/8/12 11:15p 
business & 

industry 

but at this store in france they've attached them to packages of 
meat. its because meat prices are going through the roof. some of 
the cuts of meat are topping 38-dollars a package. the store says 
meat and alcohol are top items for french shoplifters.... 

KNBC 0:20 11/8/12 11:16p 
business & 

industry 

everyone has an opinion on this! a controversial doll will be making 
a return to u-s stores this holiday season...  it's the "breast-feeding 
doll." it makes a suckling sound... and it took a lot flak when it first 
hit the u-s market more than a year ago. the doll-maker is hoping to 
make a comeback... by offering the doll at half price. 

KNBC 0:17 11/9/12 11:02p business & 
industry 

up at mountain high in wrightwood... the locals are gearing up for 
the start of the ski season... snow-making machines were running 
at full capacity tonight as the resort gets ready for the big opening... 
if all goes well... and they get some real snow over the next day or 
so... mountain high is hoping to open on sunday... 

KNBC 0:17 11/12/12 11:07p business & 
industry 

and even more people want macy's to secede... or cut ties with 
donald trump. more than 400 thousand people have petitioned 
macy's to stop selling trump's line of shirts and ties. they say they're 
angry about his criticism of president obama... and other comments 
about women... they consider sexist. 
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KNBC 3:33 11/12/12 11:10p 
business & 

industry 

we've shown you stories about agents raiding homes where 
marijuana is grown! they look like any other homes in 
neighborhood.. and usually we only get access to these houses or 
warehouses *after* they've been raided!  but tonight... our john 
cadiz klemack... is going to take you into a secret grow house... 
actually a warehouse... that the feds apparently don't even know 
about! john? 

KNBC 1:49 11/13/12 11:03p business & 
industry 

this was the scene last thanksgiving.... chaos... at a local wal-
mart... when a woman hit shoppers with pepper spray during an 
early black friday shopping frenzy....  black friday... now 9 days 
away...and tonight a new push to stop the chaos... and make sure 
there's not a repeat of last year. nbc4's kim baldonado is live in 
porter ranch... kim... 

KNBC 0:15 11/15/12 11:07p business & 
industry 

but here's something that might *open* ... ikea wants to build a 
mega-store in burbank... the size of eight football fields! this is a 
mock-up of what it would look like. right now... only ikea stores in 
sweden and china are bigger... 

KNBC 0:29 11/15/12 11:07p 
business & 

industry 

some big chain stores are breaking with tradition and will begin 
their "black friday" sales on thanksgiving night... that means store 
employees will have to work on a hoilday and *some* of them are 
not happy about it!  today deputies arrested six protestors outside a 
walmart warehouse near ontario... for allegedly blocking traffic. and 
more than 200-thousand target workers have signed an on-line 
petition asking the store not to open on thanksgiving day... but 
some people say... they want to work... to pick up some extra 
money... 

KNBC 0:48 11/16/12 11:08p 
business & 

industry LAX worker demonstration scheduled for wednesday 

KNBC 0:42 11/16/12 11:09p business & 
industry 

Hostess closes 

KNBC 0:22 11/19/12 11:11p business & 
industry 

it's possible, hostess the company famous for twinkies and ho-ho's 
might get a second chance from the union that brough them down. 
lawyers for hostess were in court today asking for permission to 
liquidate... members from the bakers union asked them to keep 
negotiating. the two sides will return to the bargaining table 
tomorrow, with federal mediators. 

KNBC 0:16 11/21/12 11:04p business & 
industry 

check out this line... out the door... in tustin. all these people waited 
all day and into the night... for a holiday favorite... "honeybaked 
ham"... . many of these folks ordered ahead... which is a good 
thing, because the store only had 500 hams. 

KNBC 0:16 11/21/12 11:04p business & 
industry 

and they're still out there, last-minute grocery shoppers -- picking 
up their turkey dinners -- but what do you do if your turkey is still 
frozen like a rock? coming up later... one safe and speedy way to 
thaw it out.  whether you're leaving town or staying here... what will 
the weather be like? let's check in with fritz. 

KNBC 0:45 11/21/12 11:09p 
business & 

industry 

a bankruptcy judge has given "hostess" the green light to begin 
shutting down operations and laying off thousands of employees. .  
the ruling came after the maker of twinkies and wonder bread... 
couldn't reach an agreement with striking workers.. the company 
can now sell off its brands. the bankruptcy and liquidations has 
some 18-thousands employees in limbo... wondering what would 
happen next.  hostess says it needed to start liquidating right away 
to take advantage of outside interests in its brands like ding-dongs 
and twinkies. 

KNBC 2:05 11/21/12 11:15p business & 
industry 

this time last year... the procastinators were probably swearing 
they'd never do it again! but tonight... the last minute shoppers are 
back! nbc4's kim baldonado live in monrovia. kim! 
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KNBC 0:26 11/21/12 11:17p 
business & 

industry 

do you ever get the creepy feeling...that the mannequins are 
watching you when you shop? some of them are... this holiday 
shopping season.  some retailers are deploying dummies with high 
tech spy cameras. the "eye see" mannequin uses facial-recgonition 
to collect data... like your shopping behavior, your approximate 
age, and your gender. the information is then "crunched" to help 
stores better cater to you... which... of course.... helps their bottom 
line. 

KNBC 0:30 11/21/12 11:23p business & 
industry 

people at the grove this black friday... will be on a treasure hunt for 
"golden tickets"...  sprinkles... the maker of all these cupcakes seen 
on its website... is celebrating its grand opening at "the grove" this 
black friday... by baking a prize into five random cupcakes... the 
prizes are called "golden tickets"... one of the tickets will get you a 
1000-dollar shopping spree... two of the tickets get you a 500 dollar 
shopping spree... and the two other tickets will get you... lots of 
cupcakes! 

KNBC 1:15 11/22/12 11:00p business & 
industry 

let the shopping begin! door busters... bringing big crowds to big 
box stores tonight. from target -- to kmart -- and the tent city at best 
buy. we saw hundreds of people lined up for what's being called... 
gray thursday.  but it wasnt without problems... we caught police 
breaking up fights... and keeping the peace.  black friday isn't what 
it used to be! stores are opening before friday even begins! and the 
lines are getting longer...  lets' go to alex calder... live in the sky 
over atwater... alex! 

KNBC 1:54 11/22/12 11:01p business & 
industry nbc4's janet zappala... is live in burbank! janet! 

KNBC 1:45 11/22/12 11:03p business & 
industry 

now... to security! the job of keeping black friday safe and sane! the 
l-a-p-d says it's got zero tolerance for rowdy shoppers! nbc 4's 
beverly white is live with shoppers in porter ranch. beverly... safe... 
and sane so far? 

KNBC 0:42 11/22/12 11:13p 
business & 

industry let's go to alex calder... 

KNBC 0:38 11/23/12 11:08p business & 
industry 

Walmart workers protest on Black Friday 

KNBC 1:42 11/23/12 11:08p business & 
industry Restaurants get boost from Black Friday too 

KNBC 1:59 11/23/12 11:10p 
business & 

industry Cyber Monday 

KNBC 0:26 11/23/12 11:33p business & 
industry 

caviar vending machine in burbank 

KNBC 0:22 11/26/12 11:10p 
business & 

industry 

and the company that makes the "sensa" weight loss system... has 
been ordered to pay more than eight-hundred thousand dollars to 
settle a false advertising lawsuit... the company claimed people 
could lose weight by sprinkling little crystals on their food. under the 
settlement signed last week... sensa can no longer make claims 
that aren't backed up by reliable scientific evidence. 

KNBC 0:16 11/26/12 11:14p business & 
industry 

cyber monday is just about over... and you can expect to hear 
about a lot of shopping records when the preliminary numbers are 
tallied. the latest estimates are that sales were up 28 percent from 
last year... with people using mobile devices to shop... like never 
before. 

KNBC 1:00 11/27/12 11:10p 
business & 

industry 

lots of people have the fever tonight... powerball fever that is! 
tomorrow night's jackpot is up to half-a-billion dollars...and climbing 
- a powerball record! 
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KNBC 0:22 11/27/12 11:24p business & 
industry 

and jeff zucker...the former chief executive of nbc/universal... is 
rumored to be in line... for the president of c-n-n. if the rumors hold 
true... zucker would succeed jim walton... who has run c-n-n for 
nearly a decade. the cable news pioneer has seen its ratings 
decline... putting it behind its two rivals... fox news and msnbc. 

KNBC 0:50 11/28/12 11:04p business & 
industry 

and we've just heard just with-in the past hour... there are two very 
lucky *winning* tickets... you know what i'm talking about...the half-
a-billion dollar powerball jackpot!  powerball officials confirm 
winning tickets were purchased in arizona and missouri! they don't 
sell tickets here in california but... if you traveled out of state... or 
called a friend or family member to get one... here are the winning 
numbers.  five, 16, 22, 23, 29 and the powerball number... six. 
powerball officials believed there was a 75 percent chance that 
someone would win tonight. and again... we now know... there are 
2 winning tickets... with all those numbers... 

KNBC 0:15 11/28/12 11:05p business & 
industry 

and the lottery commission here in california is hoping to cash in on 
the powerball! tomorrow... the commission is expected to give the 
"go ahead" for california to join the 42 states that already have 
powerball... that means...you could start buying the tickets here... 
as early as next year. 

KNBC 1:52 11/28/12 11:05p 
business & 

industry 

and this controversy is back in the news tonight! peta has sued a 
local resaurant for allegedly breaking the state's new ban on faw 
gras! nbc4's robert kovacik live in hermosa beach! robert. 

KNBC 0:20 11/28/12 11:07p business & 
industry 

striking clerical workers say they'll be back on the picket lines 
tomorrow morning... today... their walked-out managed to shut 
down the port of los angeles and then it spread to the port of long 
beach.. and when the longshormen's union ... honored their picket 
lines...it perty much crippled the largest port complex in the country. 
port managers say they may go to court to try and stop the walk-
out. 

KNBC 2:06 11/28/12 11:09p business & 
industry 

it's a damp... cold night... so how does a nice *seven dollar cup* of 
coffee sound about now? starbucks is testing it out... a seven dollar 
cup of coffee! so would you pay for it? nbc four's janet zappala is 
live at starbucks in burbank... janet... is this a latte or coffee served 
in a silver mug??? 

KNBC 0:21 11/29/12 11:08p business & 
industry 

tonight... the national retail federation wants the white house to 
intervene in the l-a and long beach port strike. tonight...there were 
high level talks.... but no word of a settlement. clerical workers are 
on strike... but dockworkers won't cross the picket line.. and that 
has effectively shut down the busiest ports in the world... "that" may 
be holding up a lot of holiday merchandise. 

KNBC 0:29 11/29/12 11:12p business & 
industry 

last night we told you there were two winning tickets in that record 
powerball jackpot! tonight... one of those tickets has been verified...  
the lucky winner in missouri presented that ticket today and it does 
indeed have all six winning numbers... but so far that winner has 
not been identified... the powerball people plan to hold a news 
conference about it tomorrow... another winning ticket was sold in 
arizona... but nobody there has stepped forward... yet! 

KNBC 0:14 11/29/12 11:12p business & 
industry 

and finally... we will soon be able to get into the game... the state 
lottery commission voted today to bring powerball to california... 
we'll join 42 other states... tickets go on sale in april. 
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KNBC 0:31 11/30/12 11:07p 
business & 

industry 

so-cal edison met with officials from the nuclear regulatory 
commission tonight to discuss the fate of the san onofre nuclear 
power plant...  they discussed edison's proposal for the limited 
restarting of the plant... both of the plant's reactors have been out 
of service since january because of wear and tear issues with tubes 
that carry radioactive water… so-cal edison wants to restart unit 
two for five months to see how the tubes do... but edison needs the 
n-r-c's approval… no word on when a decision will be made... 

KNBC 0:31 11/30/12 11:24p business & 
industry 

holiday shoppers have department stores... and the internet... but 
shopping experts remind us...there is another place to go where 
you can save a lot of money. we're talking about outlet malls...  
they're a little off the beaten path... but the trip might be worth it.. 
many of the biggest brands in retail now have their own outlet 
stores.. out-of-season... overstocked or slightly damaged 
merchandise.. can sell for big discounts.. and experts add... don't 
forget to check out an outlet's website... in search of coupons for 
even more savings... 

KNBC 0:20 12/3/12 11:04p 
business & 

industry 

that strike at the ports of los angeles and long beach... today 
moved into its second week. clerical workers have walked-out last 
week... and dockworkers are honoring their picket line. the national 
retail federation today renewed its call for the white house to step 
in... saying a lot of holiday merchandise remains stranded on cargo 
vessels. 

KNBC 2:04 12/4/12 11:00p 
business & 

industry 

it's appropriate to say... mission accomplished! (clapping)  it's over - 
eight days of a punishing port strike in l-a and long beach tonight 
comes to an end. a mediator 'rushed in' tonight... to 'stop' the 
stand-off. let's go right to "patrick healy"... following this story from 
the very beginning. patrick. 

KNBC 0:24 12/5/12 11:03p business & 
industry 

citigroup said today it will cut 11 thousand jobs worldwide... 
including about 250 here in california.  the move is expected to 
save a *billion* dollars a year in expenses... with the announcement 
shares of citigroup shot up nearly seven percent. financial analysts 
say the cuts are part of a trend in the banking industry... which has 
changed dramatically since the mortgage meltdown. 

KNBC 0:14 12/5/12 11:04p business & 
industry 

the "fresh and easy" may be on its way out. the c-e-o of the parent 
company... british food giant "tesco"... said the company may have 
to close... or sell... all of its u-s stores. by the company's own 
account... it has been struggling... 

KNBC 0:25 12/10/12 11:10p business & 
industry 

an appeals court has ruled those eye-catching digital billboards 
displayed across los angeles... must come down.  today's decision 
applies to 100 digital billboards. the court said the permits to 
convert old billboards were invalid and violated city laws. the court 
battle has been going on for six years. it's not clear yet... if the 
companies owning those billboards will fight back. 

KNBC 0:28 12/10/12 11:17p 
business & 

industry 

19 million packages! today was not the day to call in sick at fedex!  
it was actually the busiest day in the company's history. they 
processed more than 200 packages per second. competitor u-p-s 
says it expects to deliver 28 million packages on december 20th... 
its projected peak day. 
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KNBC 0:21 12/13/12 11:15p 
business & 

industry 

tonight... there appears to be a bidding war... for the rights to the 
hostess brand.  the company that made twinkies and wonder bread 
...plans to auction off its assets next month. bloomberg is reporting 
that about two dozen bidders are already showing interest... 
including big names like wal-mart and kroger. experts say the 
liquidation sale could generate as much as one billion dollars. 

KNBC 0:20 12/20/12 11:10p business & 
industry 

victims of a video peeper who was employed at this sears store in 
north hollywood want to take the store to court. they claim 
management should have stopped him much sooner. the lawsuit 
claims it was sears' responsibility to monitor its workers' activities. 
sears says nobody at the company had any idea what was going 
on... until the man was caught in the act. 

KNBC 1:49 12/21/12 11:05p business & 
industry 

what's being called super saturday is less than an hour away! and a 
lot of stores are staying open around the clock... to lure in as many 
last minute holiday shoppers as possible!  nbc4's janet kwak is live 
tonight at south coast plaza in costa mesa. janet! 

KNBC 0:22 10/1/12 11:15p consumer 

honda is recalling '600' thousand "accords." the problem... is a 
'faulty' power steering hose.  the recall affects 2003 to 2007 
"accords"... with 'v-6' engines. the power steering hose can 'crack' 
and 'leak'... which could ignite a fire. "honda" is fixing the problem 
for free. but... "accord" owners have to 'wait'... until 'next year' 
because the parts are 'out of production.' 

KNBC 0:29 10/5/12 11:23p consumer 

we told you at the top of this newscast... about the spiking gas 
prices... but the u-s department of energy says there are a few 
things you can do... to stretch your gasoline!  check your tires... and 
oil. keeping your tires properly inflated... and using the 
recommended grade of motor oil... can save gas. and slow down! 
when it's safe... driving a little more slowly is more efficient... and 
finally... shut off your engine if you're going to be waiting in the 
same place for more than two minutes. 

KNBC 0:26 10/10/12 11:23p consumer 

toyota has announced one of the 'largest' recalls... in history.  
seven and a half million vehicles... sold between 2005 and 2010... 
are involved. the problem surfaced... when people noticed power 
window switches overheating... even smoking and melting. toyota 
traced the problem to improper window lubrication. so far... there 
have been no injuries. 

KNBC 0:29 10/19/12 11:16p consumer 

the "banana boat" company has recalled some of its popular 
sunscreen products... because they could *catch fire* while they're 
on your body!  the company is pulling nearly two dozen different 
"ultra-mist" aerosol spray-on products... because it says... the lotion 
can ignite... on your body... when exposed to an open flame. there 
have been five reports this year of people catching fire after 
applying those sunscreens... that's a small number compared to the 
millions of products sold...but clearly it's still a dangerous problem. 

KNBC 1:49 10/22/12 11:09p consumer 

five people *may* have died after drinking monster energy drinks... 
according to the f-d-a.. nbc 4's kim baldonado... has reaction from a 
mother whose teenager daughter was one of those who died ... 
kim... 
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KNBC 4:33 10/25/12 11:13p consumer 

five hundred of the best known chefs and restaurant owners in the 
country have sent a letter to the federal government... demanding 
better control over fish sold to the public...  they're upset about fish 
being mis-labeled. this comes just as the get garcia team is 
revealing the results of a hidden camera investigation.... how often 
did we find that fish was labeled incorrectly?  nbc4's ana garcia is 
here now with details... ana...  eighty three of the chefs who signed 
that letter of protest are from california. you think you're buying one 
type of fish, but are you getting a totally different fish? in order to 
know for sure, we had to dna test the fish. here are our results.    
everyone we spoke to agrees fish is healthy and no one should 
stop eating it because of potential fraud. tomorrow night we will 
have the exclusive results of our mercury testing of fish. 

KNBC 3:37 10/26/12 11:14p consumer 

eating fish... can be very healthy... with a beneficial dose of "omega 
threes"... but it can also pack a punch... of mercury! so what do you 
need to know?  so we got garcia! ana garcia is here to sort out the 
confusion! ana!  it sounds simple. the food and drug administration 
sets a level for mercury in fish. but does that level protect you? we 
went seafood shopping to get the answers!    if you would like to 
see a full list of all types of fish and their average mercury levels 
based on the fda's test results, we have a link on our website 
nbcla.com  if you need help with something, give us a call at 818-
520-tips or email us at getgarcia@nbcuni.com 

KNBC 4:29 10/29/12 11:15p consumer 

it's an nbc4 i-team investigation:  scams that target people looking 
for apartments and homes to rent. officials say one man has been 
behind a lot of these scams, that take people's money but don't find 
them a place to live.  (anchor) the law hasn't been able to catch 
him, but the i-team's joel gover did. joel is here with the latest... 

KNBC 2:59 11/1/12 11:15p consumer 

can anyone really win when you challenge a parking ticket?  well... 
one driver decided his chances would be better if he *got garcia*!  
and now.... nbc4's ana garcia is here with details! ana... how did it 
go?  sometimes it's about the small victories in life. helping one 
man over-turn a wrongful parking ticket is a victory for all drivers. in 
this case, challenging the parking bureau paid off. here's how i did 
it.   

KNBC 3:10 11/7/12 11:12p consumer 

when you work... you expect to get paid! but a group of actors say 
they haven't been paid for months... so they decided to *get 
garcia!*  nbc4's ana garcia is here... ana... what happened??  the 
complaints i received were all connected to one casting director... 
and a commercial shoot that took place back in january. that's how 
long these actors had been waiting to get paid. 

KNBC 0:20 11/13/12 11:13p consumer 

breaking news... toyota is about to recall 2-point-7 million vehicles 
worldwide.... including some prius hybrids. the problems have to do 
with a steering failure... and the water pump system. there are 13 
models under the recall... sold between august of 2000 and january 
of 20-12. 

KNBC 1:43 11/14/12 11:01p consumer 

would you allow you child to eat food... right now ... that expired 
eight months ago? tonight... serious allegations about *a school* in 
orange county serving foods with the "use by" date on the 
package... long expired. nbc four's jane yamamoto, is live in 
westminster... with this exclusive story.. jane...this was cafeteria 
food??? 
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KNBC 1:41 11/14/12 11:05p consumer 

for the second time in a month... federal health officials are talking 
about a *possible* link between a popular energy drink... and 
several deaths. nbc four's kim baldonado is live in west hollywood... 
kim... 

KNBC 3:16 11/16/12 11:13p consumer Get Garcia 

KNBC 0:52 11/19/12 11:12p consumer 

the nbc4 "get garcia" team were the first to show you a serious 
problem with supermarkets and resraunts mislabeling fish.. and 
now the the l-a county health department and board of supervisors 
agrees.  the county found that 74% of the fish they tested had a 
wrong label... the fish came from several major grocery chains and 
restaurants... often they found the fish they sampled was actually a 
much cheaper fish... than the expensive one on the label. and in 
one case an entire species was made up ...  a spokesman for the 
national fisheries institute said he was pleased the county is taking 
proactive steps to stamp out seafood fraud.... but disappointed at 
the large number of mislabeled samples. 

KNBC 4:13 11/19/12 11:14p consumer 

a group from thousand oaks was planning a night to remember... 
they rented a party bus like this!  they were headed to a superstar 
concert with a luxury ride to downtown l.a. but when the night 
turned into one they'd rather forget, they decided to get garcia!  
here's ana garcia to show us what happened! ana!! 

KNBC 1:29 11/26/12 11:15p consumer 
shopping at target and best buy for the holidays? be on alert! if you 
get a text saying you may have won a thousand dollar gift card... it 
could be time to "get garcia"! nbc-4's ana garcia! 

KNBC 0:31 11/30/12 11:23p consumer 

late today... ford announced that it was recalling more than 89,000 
escape s-u-v's and fusion sedans because of overheating.  the 
recall effects vehicles with one-point-six liter engines from the 2013 
model year that were sold in the u-s and canada. according to 
ford... the problem involves a serious fire risk when engines 
overheat and leak fluids onto heated parts. the recall comes after 
the company received word of a dozen fires in escapes and one in 
a fusion. no injuries have been reported. 

KNBC 4:46 12/5/12 11:12p consumer 

now, a get garcia exclusive... and an investigation that may give us 
some insight into the leadership at the l-a-p-d. it's 'centered' on e-
mail... the l-a-p-d 'wishes' we did 'not' have.  nbc 4's ana garica is 
here. ana...  this e-mail from a commander at l-a-p-d headquarters 
raises serious questions about the motivation behind certain 
arrests. is it possible the l-a-p-d is policing for the cameras to "avoid 
negative coverage?" and if so, what does that mean about the 
integrity of the top command?    so how many people have been 
arrested in the fashion district this year for selling animals? three. 
how did i get the email? the dangers of reply all! chief beck has a 
general media availability tomorrow morning. maybe he'll talk to me 
then. 
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KNBC 2:39 12/6/12 11:13p consumer 

now... to a "get garcia" exclusive... one that has a lot of people 
talking.  today... "ana garcia" talked to "l-a-p-d" chief beck... about 
an 'internal' police e-mail... that e-mail said the department could 
end up... with a... quote... "black eye" if it doesn't quote "have more 
arrests to show". he was refering to ana's reports about illegal 
animal sales in the fashion district.    the "l-a-p-d" is obviously 'not' 
happy we have this email. but... it was "commander smith" who 
sent it to us... when he hit "reply all". smith tells us... he's very 
concerned... he be portrayed 'accurately'... as an animal lover. 
but... the e-mail we've been investigating... isn't about that. it's 
about whether the "l-a-p-d" makes decisions on arrests... based on 
news coverage... which civil rights attorneys we've talked to... say 
can be potentially dangerous. you can read the e-mail chain 
yourself... on our website... "nbc l-a dot com." 

KNBC 1:23 12/7/12 11:05p consumer 
crooks in the inland empire have been busy... rigging up gas 
pumps with "skimmers"... to steal your credit and debit information. 
inland empire reporter jacob rascon has details... 

KNBC 0:37 12/10/12 11:16p consumer 

what if there were a drinking glass that could detect if a date rape 
drug had been slipped into your drink? an inventor claims he's 
created just that.  it's called drink savvy... the company *claims* the 
glassware it created will change color... showing lines... if traces of 
a date rape drug are in your drink. drink savvy introduced its 
creations on the invention fundraising website... indie gogo.com. 
there's also a drink savvy straw that's supposed to change color... 
but right now... it's just an invention... that has yet to be *proven 
effective* to the public! 

KNBC 5:09 12/18/12 11:07p consumer 

now, an nbc4 i-team investigation: three years after michael 
jackson's death, his fans-- including lady gaga -- are paying big 
bucks for items autographed by the late super-star. but are many of 
these autographs fakes?  investigative reporter joel grover is on the 
case. joel...  it seems like anything michael jackson autographed... 
turns to gold. a recent auction of jackson memorabilia... made over 
five million dollars. the i-team got a tip that many of the autographs 
being sold there.. were fakes. so we decided to investigate.    we 
asked julien's if anyone authenticated the autographs it just sold. 
they told us to contact laura woolley. but woolley told the i-team 
she's an appraiser, not an autograph authenticator, and didn't 
authenticate any of the autographs in the recent auction.  she did 
say "i have no reason to doubt michael bush...the provenance... 
(that is, the source)... of these signatures is solid." ms. woolley, is a 
paid consultant to julien's auctions. 

KNBC 0:25 10/1/12 11:09p court and legal 
decisions 

the "u-s supreme court" has started its new session... and it has 
'declined' to hear an appeal... from 'opponents' of same-sex 
marriage. "the national organization for marriage" put up two-million 
dollars... to 'repeal' maine's same-sex marriage law. that repeal is 
still pending... because the group refused to release its list of 
donors... as required by state law. the group says releasing their 
names... would subject donors to harassment. 

KNBC 1:53 10/2/12 11:08p 
court and legal 

decisions 

halloween's around the corner... with children picking out their 
costumes. should pedophiles have the right to hand out trick or 
treat candy? some registered sex offenders say "yes"... and they've 
filed suit... to strike down a new "simi valley" law...  nbc4's ted 
chen... is live in simi valley... with new details... ted... 
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KNBC 0:27 10/5/12 11:05p 
court and legal 

decisions 

and we've learned that the man who was arrested and then cleared 
as a major suspect in the bryan stow beating case has filed a 
federal lawsuit... giovanni ramirez says that the l-a-p-d violated his 
civil rights. the complaint was filed last month... the l-a-p-d has 
declined to comment.  the federal lawsuit is the second one ramirez 
has filed in the case. in july he filed a defamation suit against the l-
a-p-d... and chief charlie beck. 

KNBC 0:18 10/18/12 11:08p court and legal 
decisions 

and a judge today refused to reduce the four million dollar bail for 
wealthy restaurateur joshua woodward. yesterday... he pleaded 
**not guilty** to four counts of attempted murder. prosecutors say... 
on four occassions... woodward used a drug on his pregnant 
girlfriend... to induce a miscarry. the woman miscarried at 13 
weeks. 

KNBC 0:44 10/18/12 11:14p 
court and legal 

decisions 

a texas judge ruled today that a group of cheerleaders in texas.... 
*will* be allowed to display bible banners at their public high school 
football games... despite a lawsuit claiming that it violates the 
separation of church and state...  the judge ruled that the girls can 
display their bible verses... at least until the issue can be decided in 
a full trial next june. so now... banners like... "if god is for us.. who 
can be against us?"... will still be allowed on the football field.  the 
texas attorney general sided with the cheerleaders... saying... 
students should be allowed to state their religious views under the 
first amendment... 

KNBC 0:41 10/19/12 11:07p court and legal 
decisions 

to orange county... where politics are playing a role in the seal 
beach salon shooting case.  today... scott dekraai was back in a 
santa ana courtroom for a pre-trail hearing. he is charged with 
killing eight people at a seal beach hair salon in october 2011. but 
the judge hearing the case said he would not move forward... until 
he knows the outcome of the november election. the reason... the 
d-a is seeking the death penalty... but if prop 34 is passed 
california's death penalty will be abolished.  the judge continued 
dekraai's case until january of next year. 

KNBC 0:44 10/19/12 11:07p court and legal 
decisions 

in florida... the judge in the trayvon martin murder case has decided 
that the defense *should* be given access to martin's school and 
social media records...  george zimmerman... the man accused of 
killing the florida teenager... was back in court today... to hear his 
attorney argue for the use of martin's records. prosecutors claim 
the teenager's school, social media and cellphone records are not 
relevant to his shooting death. but the judge disagreed... and 
martin's family is now outraged:  the defense attorneys argued 
that... in their opinion... *martin* was the person who *prompted* 
the confrontation that led to the shooting. 

KNBC 0:17 11/2/12 11:06p court and legal 
decisions 

prosecutors still want to put anna nicole smith's former boyfriend... 
howard k. stern... on trial... l-a district attorney steve cooley filed a 
motion today seeking a new trial. stern was acquitted on most 
charges at his first trial... he was accused of getting prescription 
drugs for smith under false pretenses. 

KNBC 1:30 11/2/12 11:06p court and legal 
decisions 

and... we've been following this case from the beginning... today... 
the gang member convicted of killing... jamiel shaw... shown here in 
his high school football picture... was sentenced to death... nbc-4's 
gordon tokumatsu reports... 
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KNBC 0:38 11/7/12 11:06p 
court and legal 

decisions 

tomorrow, former congresswoman gabby giffords and her husband 
mark kelly... are going to come face to face with the man who 
*shot* her in the head last year!  jared lee loughner, will be 
sentenced tthursday... the couple plan to be there. they're expected 
to confront him... loughner struck a plea bargain in august... saving 
him from the death penalty. he's expected to get life in prison... 
loughner opened fire during a ralley outside a supermarket in 
tuscon ... killing six people... and wounded 13 others... including the 
congresswoman. 

KNBC 0:31 11/7/12 11:12p 
court and legal 

decisions 

remember that anti-muslim movie called... that caused all protest in 
the middle east?? now... the cerritos man behind it... is going to 
federal prison!  today in court... 55-year-old mark youssef... who 
also goes by the name "nakoula nakoula"... admitted to violating his 
probation. in 2010... youssef was sentenced to prison for bank 
fraud charges and ordered not to use the internet as part of his 
probation . actors in the movie reported him to the probation office 
when an on-line clip of the movie sparked those protests... 

KNBC 0:20 11/7/12 11:16p court and legal 
decisions 

a woman who drove on a sidewalk to avoid a school bus has gotten 
an unusual sentence. a judge said she will have to stand on a 
corner with a sign saying quote "only an idiot would drive around a 
school bus." the incident was caught on video. her license was also 
suspended for 30 days... and she was ordered to pay court costs. 

KNBC 0:50 11/8/12 11:06p court and legal 
decisions 

former congresswoman gabby giffords came face to face today... 
with the man who *shot her in the head* almost two years ago... 
and forever changed her life!  that's giffords and her 
husband...mark kelly...leaving the courthouse in tucson today... 
jared loughner... had just been sentenced to life in prison... kelly 
spoke before the court saying "everyday is a continuous struggle" 
for gabby. she struggles to walk... her right arm is paralysed and 
she's partially blind. congressman ron barber who was also 
wounded that day... had this to say...  although he also had a legal 
right to address the court... loughner didn't... his shooting spree at a 
tucson rally killed six people.. and wounded 13. 

KNBC 0:25 11/9/12 11:11p court and legal 
decisions 

o-j simpson could be one step closer tonight... to regaining his 
freedom...  today... a nevada judge agreed to reopen the armed 
robbery and kidnapping case against the former football star... 
simpson claims his lawyer in the first trial... yale galanter... had a 
conflict of interest that should have precluded him from handling 
the case… simpson himself will likely testify at the evidentiary 
hearing... which has been set for may 13th of next year... 

KNBC 0:27 11/13/12 11:02p court and legal 
decisions 

and new video just in...  a jury has convicted two lapd officers of 
perjury for lying under oath in a 2008 drug case. the officers 
testified they saw a suspect they were chasing toss drugs to the 
ground. but...security video showed that's not what happened. the 
video showed officers searching the area for more than 20 minutes 
before finding the drugs. the suspect's attorney says the police 
planted the drugs... the officers denied any wrong doing. 

KNBC 0:31 11/13/12 11:11p 
court and legal 

decisions 

she would drive on the sidewalk every day to get around a school 
bus... now a woman in cleveland is facing an unusual punishment...  
if you didn't see it you might not believe it - so here she is in 
action...driving around the school bus! and here she is in court! in 
addition to a 250-dollar fine... the woman must stand on a street 
corner for two days holding a sign that says "only an idiot would 
drive on a sidewalk to avoid a school bus." 
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KNBC 0:25 11/14/12 11:07p 
court and legal 

decisions 

exotic dancers... who filed a class action lawsuit... are 13-million 
dollars richer tonight.  the suit... filed on behalf of 14 dancers... 
claimed they were denied wages and benefits. three clubs... 
spearmint rhino, rouge and blue zebra were found in violation of the 
law because they classifying the dancers as "independent 
contractors". the dancers worked at clubs in several states... 
including california... 

KNBC 0:26 11/15/12 11:06p court and legal 
decisions 

ten los angeles county courthouses will close their doors over the 
next several months... to save millions of dollars.  familiar 
courthouses in beverly hills and malibu are among the closures. 
some of the locations will remain open for paying tickets and other 
minor business. but there will be no trials or other judicial 
procedures... critics say that will mean longer lines... and slower 
processing for lawsuits and criminal cases. 

KNBC 0:21 11/21/12 11:11p 
court and legal 

decisions 

and a former "price is right" model has won a discrimination suit... 
against the producers of the show. brandi cochran -- seen here with 
former host bob barker -- said she was rejected when she tried to 
return from maternity leave...two years ago. today... a jury awarded 
her almost eight million dollars in punitive damages... the show's 
producers say they will appeal. 

KNBC 1:47 12/7/12 11:02p 
court and legal 

decisions 

the fate of gay marriage will soon be in the hands of the united 
states supreme court. the justices today agreed to take up the 
issue... including california's prop eight... n-b-c-4's kim baldonado is 
live tonight in west hollywood. kim! 

KNBC 0:28 10/1/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the face of a little one year old girl she was left in a hot car today by 
her mother...the woman in the yellow shirt. ours as the only camera 
there as the 26 year old mother was arrested and charged with 
child endangerment... police say she left her daughter strapped in a 
car seat... while she went shopping at a ralph's in north hollywood. 
they found the child in distress and the mother didn't seem to know 
what was going on... the baby was taken to the hospital... she's in 
good condition tonight. 

KNBC 0:18 10/1/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight... arrests in a ruthless home invasion robbery!!  34 year 
old abah ahmed... and 30 year old cynthia romero smith... are 
accused of robbing a man at his home in perris. they used a taser... 
like this one... to subdue their 75 year old victim. bail is set at one 
million dollars. 

KNBC 0:21 10/1/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vandalism at west covina high school!! we won't show you the 
hateful graffiti that somebody painted on their mascot bull-dog.. but 
we can tell you... somebody painted him green... tagged him with 
graffiti including the letters "s-h." police say they aren't sure... but 
that *could* stand for south hills high... west covina's cross valley 
rival! 

KNBC 1:27 10/2/12 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a very busy night... by the side of a freeway in burbank...a body 
was discovered tonight. "nbc 4"... was 'first' on the scene.  let's get 
right to robert kovacik. robert. 

KNBC 0:39 10/2/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a santa ana family has been told they can't go back into their house 
until they clean up the mess... created by 28 pets living with them.  
animal control officers found ten people... most of them children... 
26 cats... a dog and a parrot living in the two bedroom house. and 
one of those rooms, they say was coated with animal waste. the 
smell was so bad... officers had to put on hazmat suits to go 
inside... one teenager living in the house - said he didn't see what 
all the fuss was about.  the homeowner says the family slept in 
another room... and didn't have contact with the pets. the animals 
were taken in for evaluation... 
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KNBC 1:57 10/3/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

veteran alaska airlines pilot found dead on a freeway offramp. 
Autopsy results to be released soon 

KNBC 1:55 10/3/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

"swatting"prank at Ashton Kutcher's house- emergency services 
tricked into sending their officers to a fake emergency. 

KNBC 0:17 10/3/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

US tennis ref accused of murdering her husband required to 
provide DNA samples 

KNBC 0:21 10/3/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Sheriff lee baca says reforms are coming to LA county jails 

KNBC 0:23 10/3/12 11:23p Crime and Law 
Enforcement massive pot growingoperation discovered in chicago 

KNBC 0:21 10/4/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story in chino hills where two people were shot 
in a parking lot at "the shoppes" mall. it happened outside the 
"dripp" coffee shop on city center drive just before eight tonight. 
police say a man was involved in a confrontation with several other 
men when suddenly there was gunfire. two victims were taken to 
the hospitial... their conditions hasn't been released. 

KNBC 2:15 10/4/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he was "charles manson's"... "right hand man." and tonight... he's 
one step closer to freedom. the "california parole board" is 
recommending... his 'release' from prison.  nbc 4's robert kovacik is 
live in "northridge"... where he met up with people... who attended 
the parole hearing today. and... robert... this isn't the 'first' time... 
the board made this recommendation. 

KNBC 0:20 10/4/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the death this week of an "alaskan airlines" pilot... 'not' 
"suspicious"... says the "l-a county" coroner. that word came out 
today... after the 'initial' autopsy. a passer by found the body of '55' 
year old "lee clifford morris" tuesday night... on a freeway off-ramp 
in "burbank." many questions remain... and the coroner's final 
results are pending. 

KNBC 0:26 10/4/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the georgia couple accused of putting their malnourished and 
neglected son on a bus to l-a on his 18th birthday... went to court 
today.  paul and sheila comer are accused of child cruelty and false 
imprisonment. a retired l-a police officer... spotted the teenager at 
the downtown bus station. the officer said the boy looked more like 
a 12 year old... because he was so emaciated... his parents are 
accused of keeping him in isolation... 

KNBC 0:18 10/4/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

amazing... what security cameras capture these days. check this 
out from "kansas city." police are now searching for the man... who 
'sucker-punched/ a bus driver. they say the driver asked the man 
and his friends to leave the bus. as they did... one guy throws a 
hard punch... at the unsuspecting driver.  the guy 'knocked out' the 
driver. but... he's now recovered. 

KNBC 1:09 10/4/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she kept her kids out of school so many times... it became a crime!!  
now... that central california woman is facing jail time and a fine. 
that's because excessive truancy in california... it's against the law.    
the school superintendent says he tried to reach that mom several 
times to find out what was going on... but she never responded to 
phone calls and letters. 

KNBC 1:10 10/5/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news tonight! a deadly officer involved shooting in rancho 
cucamonga... let's get right to it... alex calder live in newschopper 4 
with the latest! 

KNBC 0:22 10/5/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a team of investigators from the pop warner football organization 
are coming to tustin... they want to interview players and parents 
about allegations that coaches offered cash to players... some as 
young as ten... to knock opponents out of games... by injuring 
them! a coach and a league president were suspended last week. 
they have both denied that any cash incentives were paid... 
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KNBC 0:42 10/5/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the future of "manson" follower "bruce davis"... is now in the hands 
of "governor brown." "davis" won parole this week from a "state 
prisons panel." but... the governor has the final word.  the d-a has 
issued the following statement: "the district attorney's office is very 
concerned and disappointed with the decision to parole bruce 
davis. we have consistently successfully fought to keep this 
convicted murderer in prison for the rest of his life."  the district 
attorney maintains davis was a close lieutenant to charles manson 
... and while he did not participate in the tate la bianca murders he 
remains a danger to society. manson family prosecutor steven kay 
says he's alarmed at the idea that davis might be set free. 

KNBC 0:18 10/8/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... police say this man is under arrest... suspected of stealing 
gas from a station near sacramento *three times* in recent weeks. 
each time about three hundred gallons were stolen!! the manager 
says he somehow disabled the controls on the pumps... and 
pumped the gas into a special tank in the bed of his pick-up truck. 

KNBC 2:16 10/8/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police say they"ve caught a burglary suspect with a key 
piece of evidence.. "supplied" by the suspect himself!! apparently... 
he was wearing a g-p-s ankle bracelet!!  and police say the suspect 
was wearing that bracelet... because he is a registered sex 
offender!  nbc four's kim baldonado talked to the burglary victim! 
she's live in sylmar! kim! 

KNBC 0:43 10/8/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to the 'frantic' search now... for a missing "colorado" girl. '10' year 
old "jessica ridgeway" was last seen friday... on her way to school.  
police... the f-b-i... and volunteers fanned out today... in "suburban 
denver"... where the girl disappeared. at least 300 tips have come 
in... on this case. yesterday... a passerby found the fifth grader's 
backpack on a sidewalk... six miles from her home... in "boulder 
county."  police are also asking parents... to question their 
children... about 'anything' they may have seen the day "jessica" 
disappeared. 

KNBC 2:03 10/8/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back here at home... it happened in a matter of seconds. a father 
leaves his truck idling... and someone takes off in it. but apparently 
the suspect didn't look in the back seat... because there was a 
toddler ... back there... waiting for dad.  nbc4's beverly white is live 
in lawndale! bev... people are relieved at the way this turned out! 
beverly. 

KNBC 0:23 10/8/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the "f-b-i" says it is 'cracking down' on the growing number of 
people... who point 'hand held' lasers... at airplanes and 
helicopters.  the bureau has formed a 'task force' to increase 
'awareness' about the problem... 'and' improve enforcement. even 
easy to get 'small' lasers... can temporarily 'blind' pilots. the number 
of incidents has grown from under '300'... in 2005... to nearly 'four 
thousand'... 'so far' this year. 

KNBC 1:56 10/8/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just hours before his sentencing tomorrow... for child abuse... 
former "penn state" assistant football coach "jerry sandusky"... is 
speaking out. and he said there was a well-orchestrated conspiracy 
against him!  nbc four's patrick healy is live in the newsroom... with 
more of what he said... patrick!  delusional, some say. with his 
unexpected audio statement, jerry sandusky appears to be trying to 
build some support for his appeal. but by refusing to express 
remorse, he does nothing to convince his judge he deserves 
leniency tomorrow at sentencing. 
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KNBC 1:59 10/9/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the wife and sister... of a missing tv executive have opened up for 
the first time... about his sudden disappearance ...  gavin smith 
disappeared five months ago... and since then.. there has been a 
lot of speculation about what may have happened... but tonight... 
family members are revealing some of their thoughts...  nbc4's kim 
baldonado in the newsroom... kim... 

KNBC 0:25 10/9/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now... to breaking news out of the inland empire... where a 
pedestrian was killed... and another person hurt. it happened when 
they were hit by a speeding car in muscoy. police say the car took 
off after the crash. so far... they're names haven't been released... 
and police haven't released a description of the car. but we're 
monitoring this story... and we'll bring you more info as it becomes 
available to us. 

KNBC 0:27 10/9/12 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the veteran tennis ref... charged with beating her husband to death 
with a coffee mug... has passed a "privately conducted" lie detector 
test. that's according to her lawyers!  during the test... and all 
along...lois ann goodman... has maintained she did not kill her 
husband. her lawyers say they emailed the results to the district 
attorney's office... and they want prosecutors to consider dismissing 
the charges. but the d-a's office says it will not comment on the test 
until it's brought up in court. 

KNBC 1:52 10/10/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman jogging on the santa monica beach... is tackled.. and 
thrown to the sand... by a stranger... just steps from a life-guard 
stand.  the woman was sexually assaulted -- she 'managed' to 'get 
away.' but... not before getting a 'good look' at him.  nbc 4's kim 
baldonado is live in "santa monica." and... kim... police definitely 
have an idea of 'who' they're after. 

KNBC 1:56 10/10/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the case of a '10' year old missing girl... has taken a 'chilling' turn 
tonight... in colorado. not far from where a passerby found her 
backpack... authorities have discovered a 'body'... in a field.  but is 
it the body of "jessica ridgeway?"  nbc 4's patrick healy is in the 
newsroom with details. patrick. 

KNBC 0:21 10/10/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies in san bernardino county arrested this man ...29-year-old 
cory holker... on suspicion of dui today... after his car hit three high 
school girls... it happened around 2:30 this afternoon on base line 
road. deputies say holker lost control of his car... it hit a tree *and* 
the three girls. one of the girls suffered a broken leg... all are 
expected to recover. 

KNBC 0:28 10/10/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning more about the man arrested when he landed at 
lax... wearing a bullet proof vest... and carrying an arsenal of 
weapons in his luggage!  the suspect's name is yongda harris... 
and he flew in from japan friday afternoon. tsa became suspicious 
because he was wearing a bullet-proof vest *and* fire resistant 
pants. so they checked his luggage... and found a number of 
different weapons... and body bags. 28-year-old harris... was 
scheduled to be on a connecting flight...from l-a to boston... 

KNBC 0:19 10/10/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... the cerritos man... allegedly behind that controversial "anti-
islam" movie, ".. was in federal court today... in downtown l-a. 
"mark bas-sel-ley youssef"... is accused of violating probation from 
a bank fraud conviction. he denied the allegations. "yousef" gained 
international attention... when the movie sparked protests 
throughout the middle east. 
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KNBC 0:23 10/10/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and in the inland empire... a warning tonight in yucaipa where 
someone is leaving explosive bottle bombs on lawns and in mail-
boxes. at least nine bombs... made from common household 
materials... have been found. deputies say the plastic bottles 
covered with foil could explode if moved. no one has been hurt... so 
far... but one did go off just seconds after it was moved. 

KNBC 1:37 10/10/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

quite a 'brazen' crime... a woman walked into a 'wedding dress 
store'... said "yes" to a dress... then walked out... with a 'very' 
expensive one. she even had a 'little girl' in on the act. what she 
'wasn't' counting on... were those surveillance cameras. reporter 
ida siegal has the story... from "new jersey."    and... reporter "ida 
siegal" says the dress... stolen a week ago... is worth about five-
thousand dollars. 

KNBC 0:24 10/11/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police hope you can help out...after you see this surveillance video 
of an assault ...at a gas station in west covina.  it happened at this 
"seventy-six" gas station on vincent avenue... on september 23rd. 
police are hoping someone will identify the suspect from this video. 
the victim was a 50 year old woman. investigators say the attacker 
got away with about one thousand dollars. the victim is recovering 
from her injuries. 

KNBC 0:48 10/12/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following a developing story in hollywood where a pursuit 
came to crashing end.. alex calder live in newschopper four with 
the latest. 

KNBC 0:41 10/12/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in colorado tonight... the search is on for the person who kidnapped 
and killed 10-year-old jessica ridgeway.  jessica's body was 
discovered wednesday night... several miles away and nearly a 
week after she disappeared while walking to school in the denver 
suburb. investigators say the killer could be someone jessica or her 
family knew... and the fbi is putting four dozen agents on the case 
to help make an arrest. 

KNBC 0:25 10/12/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to orange county... where prosecutors say they won't be filing any 
charges against natalie suleman for child neglect.  last month... a 
caregiver went to la habra police... and said the children of nadya 
suleman a-k-a "octomom" children...were being neglected. police 
say they investigated the allegations... and turned their findings 
over to the district attorney's office. but today... the d-a said there 
was not enough evidence to move forward with the case. 

KNBC 0:20 10/12/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that man convicted of trespassing at miley cyrus' l-a home will be 
jailed for the next 18-months. today... jason luis rivera was 
sentenced for trespassing... and resisting arrest. last month... the 
40-year-old was arrested at the singer's home ... police say he was 
carrying a pair of scissors. rivera told police he was a friend of 
miley cyrus. 

KNBC 0:30 10/12/12 11:17p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

violence and unruly behavior at this years stage-coach country 
music festival... has forced organizers to change the rules for next 
year...  this year a 17-year-old girl was sexually assaulted... and 
dozens of concertgoers were arrested for being under the 
influence. so next year officials have banned camping in tents... 
cars... and rental r-v's... people who own a r-v can come... but only 
six people are allowed per vehicle.... and all guests must obey the 
festival's rules of conduct.... 
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KNBC 0:18 10/12/12 11:23p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's more fallout tonight in oakland from last year's police 
clashes with occupy protesters. oakland's police chief wants to fire 
two officers... demote a third.. and suspend 15 others... for their 
treatment of the demonstrators. the clashes drew worldwide 
attention.  occupy activists say they're pleased by the possible 
discipline of the officers. 

KNBC 1:27 10/15/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news in newhall... where a landlord says he found two 
bodies tonight!  the landlord says he discovered the bodies 
tonight... when he went to check on his tenants. good evening... i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. investigators are still at the 
scene where those bodies... apparently a man and a woman... 
were found.  nbc four's beverly white is live at the scene... with the 
latest. bev! 

KNBC 0:45 10/15/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... swat teams are making evacuations in lake view 
terrace. let's go to alex calder in news-chopper 4. 

KNBC 0:59 10/15/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bank executive claims he was brutally beaten back in may by two 
l-a-p-d officers... and now police say... he has admitted taking 
synthetic "bath salt" drugs... just days before the incident.  deutche 
bank executive brian mulligan has filed a 50 million dollar claim 
against the l-a-p-d... claiming brutality. officers say he resisted 
arrest while being questioned about auto thefts in eagle rock. now 
police say... that two days before the confrontation... mulligan had a 
rambling conversation about taking bath salts with a glendale police 
officer... and it was recorded on tape!!  mulligan's lawyers say it's 
irrelevant whether or not mulligan used "bath salts." 

KNBC 0:22 10/15/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman reported to be the daughter of one of the world's most 
wanted drug lords... is in custody tonight in san diego.  u-s officials 
say alejan-drina guzman, was arrested friday... while trying to use 
someone else's passport to enter the country. they say she told 
them that her father is joaquin guzman, the leader of mexico's 
infamous sinaloa drug cartel. 

KNBC 0:21 10/15/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a newport beach man... whose wife disappeared...today pleaded 
"not guilty" .. to charges of killing her!  48 year old peter chadwick 
was arraigned by tele-conference. prosecutors say he and his wife 
"quee" had been arguing about *money* in a possible divorce. 
detectives say they found blood and signs of a struggle in the 
home... after she disappeared under suspicious circumstances. 

KNBC 0:27 10/15/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you might call it a teary takedown...when police arrested a woman 
after a *wrong-way chase* on an ohio interstate .  here's that 
woman's d-u-i mugshot, with mascara running down her face. 
police dash-cams recorded the chase saturday outside cleveland. 
officers say they tried to stop the woman but she wouldn't pull over. 
she eventually turned around and headed the right on the interstate 
-- before finally pulling over.... 

KNBC 0:24 10/16/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following breaking news out of anaheim tonight... where a 14-
year old boy has been killed by gunfire. we just talked with the 
anaheim police and... it happened at 7:00 pm on south claudina 
street... police say they received a call of "multiple shots fired"... 
and found the teenager dead. they say they do believe this was a 
quote "gang related shooting". we'll bring you more information as it 
becomes available. 
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KNBC 0:22 10/16/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pasadena police are looking for a sexual predator... who attacked a 
woman when she left a group to make a phone call...  it happened 
just before midnight saturday in an alley near colorado boulevard 
and holly in old town pasadena... close to some popular restraunts 
and bars.  police say when the victim stepped away from a group of 
friends to make a call... she apparently didn't notice the man with a 
knife approaching her. 

KNBC 0:22 10/16/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... a worker at irvine valley college has been arrested for child 
endangerment. 33 year old jason buchea is accused of leaving his 
11 month old daughter alone in a car seat... in the college parking 
lot. no car... just the car seat.. and the baby!! police say they 
learned buchea was the father of the baby they found... when he 
reported his daughter was missing. 

KNBC 0:27 10/16/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the names of more than a hundred men... are being released in a 
prostitution scandal in maine... and it all centers around one zumba 
dance teacher!  in kennebunk, maine... a zumba instructor is 
accused of selling sex out of her exercise studio... not far from the 
family compound of the first president bush. police have released 
the names of about 20 of her alleged clients. one is the former 
mayor of south portland, maine... 

KNBC 2:55 10/17/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement breaking news- police pursuit and shootout in van nuys 

KNBC 2:08 10/17/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement man accused of poisoning his pregnant girlfriend 

KNBC 1:46 10/17/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

recreation director accused of stealing money from her own rec 
center 

KNBC 0:28 10/17/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement man arrested in NYC for trying to blow up federal reserve building 

KNBC 1:48 10/18/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11 on nbc4... it's going on right now in san diego 
county!  the body of a woman found in a dumpster... leading to the 
question... could it be the newport beach mother.... who vanished...  
last week... police arrested a real estate investor... her *husband*... 
even though her body had never been found.... nbc4's janet kwak 
live in newport beach with these new developments! janet! 

KNBC 0:23 10/18/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news from koreatown... an auto body shop was robbed 
tonight... and police are still looking for the suspects! grand prix 
auto body on pico boulevard was the target. this was a challenge 
for police when they arrived... because the officers didn't know if 
the suspects might still be inside the large building!! turns out 
....they were not. no one was hurt... and police are still looking for 
the suspects. 

KNBC 2:16 10/18/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news... their name is synonymous with murder - charles 
manson and his followers. but did the manson family commit 
additional murders we never knew about?  tonight police are 
saying... there could be as many as a dozen others! nbc 4's robert 
kovacik is live with more on this developing story... robert? 

KNBC 0:23 10/18/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments in the so-called "grim sleeper" case... 
prosecutors have charged lonnie franklin junior.. the suspected 
"grim sleeper" in the murders of *ten* women. but now the lapd has 
turned to social media to help identify the women found on photos 
inside his home. tonight detecives have posted pictures of more 
than 40 unidentified victims on twitter and facebook pages. 
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KNBC 0:26 10/18/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and ... anna nicole smith's one-time companion could face prison 
time. in 20-10... howard k. stern was convicted of conspiracy in 
connection with her prescription drug case. but... a superior court 
judge voided the conviction... citing a lack of evidence. now.... a 
panel of "other" judges has ruled there *was* sufficient evidence. 
the superior court judge now has several options... among them... a 
new trial or he can sentence stern to prison. 

KNBC 1:58 10/18/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

20 years worth of secret documents... released under court order 
today by the boy scouts of america. thousands of documents with 
the names of alleged sexual predators... some of them here in 
southern california! nbc four's beverly white is live with the latest! 
bev! 

KNBC 0:16 10/18/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities in newport beach detained more than a dozen 
undocumented immigrants smuggled on a vessel into newport 
harbor… they were found this afternoon when the harbor patrol 
noticed a suspicious boat riding a little too low in the water… it's not 
clear where the boat came from... 

KNBC 0:21 10/18/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in the san gabriel mountains where a homicide 
investigation is underway. l-a county sheriff's detectives tonight 
have been gathering evidence on highway 39 near mile marker two 
thousand, that's where a man's body was found. investigators say 
they are still trying to piece together the circumstances surrounding 
his death. 

KNBC 1:50 10/19/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

o-j simpson could get another shot at freedom… a nevada judge 
has agreed to *reopen* the armed robbery and kidnapping case... 
that sent him to prison in nevada!  simpson is currently serving nine 
to 33 years! but today's ruling means that now... at the age of 65... 
simpson could be free and given *another* trial!  nbc 4's kim 
baldonado is in the newsroom with the latest... kim! 

KNBC 2:08 10/19/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's confirmed tonight... the body found yesterday in a dumpster in 
san diego county... is in fact... the body of a missing newport beach 
mother...  n-b-c-4's janet kwak is live tonight in newport beach... 
janet! 

KNBC 0:29 10/19/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a member of the so-called "bling ring" pleaded "no contest" today... 
to charges she 'burglarized'... "lindsay lo-han's" home.  'security 
cameras' at lohan's home... captured the 2009 "break-ins." today... 
'21' year old "diana tamayo" entered a "no contest" plea... to avoid 
trial. a judge sentenced her to 'three' years probation... and '60' 
hours of "caltrans" community service. "lohan" was one of 'several' 
celebrities... targeted by the "bling ring"... several alleged ring 
members are still deciding... whether to take a plea deal. 

KNBC 0:32 10/19/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation is underway in modesto where six bank workers 
had to be hospitalized late this afternooon... after a customer 
deposited a packet of money wrapped in a paper towel. hazmat 
crews were dispatched to the bank where the employees broke out 
in hives, rashes and fevers. investigators say they were defintiely 
exposed to something hazardous... a monitor did detect a low-leve 
toxic substance... but more tests will be conducted. the employees 
symptoms subsided once they were removed from the bank and 
showered. 
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KNBC 0:29 10/19/12 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are warning s-u-v owners about a rise in what they're calling 
"third seat theft"...  thieves across the country are stealing the third 
row of seats from s-u-v's… and then selling them for as much as 
$1,000… police say texas and california are the two states hit the 
hardest… the l-a-p-d is urging owners to engrave their s-u-v's 
vehicle identification number onto the bottom of the seats… that 
way if they're recovered… authorities can return them to the rightful 
owner… 

KNBC 0:33 10/22/12 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pasadena police are looking for a man who allegedly sexually 
assaulted a woman earlier this month i old town ... pasadena… just 
off colorado.  according to police… the man made contact with the 
woman as she left a nightclub just before midnight… police say he 
assaulted her in a darkened, secluded parking area before leaving 
on foot… the man is described as 30 to 40 years old… 5-foot-six to 
five-foot-nine inches tall with a thin mustache and goatee… anyone 
with information is asked to call pasadena police… 

KNBC 0:28 10/22/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

las vegas police are looking for a 31-year old palmdale man who... 
they say... stole $1.6 million in high-value casino chips from the 
venetian hotel earlier this month… akingide (aken-guide) cole was 
caught on surveillance camera in a restricted area of the resort... 
hotel security says... it's unlikely he'll be able to redeem those high 
value chips,,, because they're usually just circulated among a small 
group of high-rollers... 

KNBC 0:29 10/22/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a property owner in south redondo beach is facing charges over a 
half-built house now nick-named the monster mansion.  this 
dilapidated house is no halloween trick. neighbors say it has been 
sitting ... unfinished for years... slowly getting worse and 
worse...over time.. now they say it's a safety and health hazard... 
fed up... the neighbors convinced the city council to fence off the 
property in august. now the owner is scheduled to be arraigned 
wednesday on 19 misdemeanor charges. 

KNBC 0:21 10/22/12 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in long beach are still trying to identify the man on 
surveillance video who threw a firebomb at a another man in front 
of a grocery store friday night. investigators have a description of a 
man 25 to 30 years old... about five foot ten and 180 pounds. the 
victim is in critical but stable condition. 

KNBC 1:15 10/23/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... a person is taken into custody! but is this linked to 
the long beach firebomb attack?? police aren't saying much at all... 
but we can tell you ...there has been a lot of activity with law 
enforcement tonight. kim baldonado live in long beach.  police and 
the a-t-f have ... taken at least one person into custody... and 
they've been gathering evidence at this apartment in long beach. 
this may be in response to last friday's firebomb attack... in which 
one man threw a molotov cocktail at another man... the victim is still 
in the hospital with severe burns. about all all police are saying at 
this point... is that someone was taken into custody but all they will 
say is that arrested someone for a probation violation... but we'll 
stay on top of the story and will have the latest on today in la... 
beginning at 4:30. 

KNBC 0:18 10/23/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two camp pendleton marines have been accused of using a b-b 
gun over the weekend... to shoot out windows... from newport 
beach to san clemente. two 20 year old marines are now in custody 
at camp pendleton. deputies arrested them based on a description 
from a woman... whose car windows were shot out. no reports of 
anyone being hurt. 
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KNBC 0:48 10/23/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two police departments have set up donations ... for that young 
family in inglewood... attacked by a gunman over the weekend..  
relatives gathered today outside "chips"... the hawthorne restaurant 
owned by filimon lamas... lamas and his four-year-old son were 
killed saturday when police say... their neighbor... desmond moses 
went on a rampage. lamas wife and three other children survived. 
relatives say... community support is now saving what's left of the 
family...  relatives describe lamas as a hero... who died trying to 
shield his children.  now to decision 2012...with just two weeks to 
go before the election... the campaign rush is on. you might say the 
campaign's are in the "home stretch". as president obama and 
governor romney were back on the road today! 

KNBC 1:47 10/24/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a parolee with a long criminal history police say, was the one who 
tossed a firebomb at another man outside a gorcery store in long 
beach. nbc4's kim baldonado is there now...with how they caught 
him. kim... 

KNBC 0:14 10/24/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for women in orange county!! deputies say a woman was 
jogging in rossmoor last night.. when a man grabbed her from 
behind and stabbed her. a neighbor scared the attacker away... he 
took off on a bicycle. the woman will recover from her wounds.. 

KNBC 2:06 10/24/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police are trying to figure out why someone killed three 
people ... and shot 2 others...all with ties to a fire prevention 
business in downey.... they sell professional gear and fire 
extinguishers. nbc four's janet zappala is live in downey with the 
latest: janet... have they caught the shooter?? 

KNBC 0:32 10/24/12 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police in colorado say we know who murdered 10 year old 
jessica ridgeway. it was a 17 year old neighbor.  ridgeway vanished 
on her way to school - her body was found five days later in a park 
near denver. police say austin sigg was a neighbor who'd taken 
forensic science courses in high school... and was a finalist in the 
"csi" competition at a leadership conference! police say the girls 
body was "not found intact". sigg's mother told reporters... she 
called police... and her son turned himself in... 

KNBC 0:37 10/24/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

d-c sniper accomplice lee malvo... is speaking out from behind 
bars... in an interview with the today show's, matt lauer...  you can 
watch this exclusive interview with lee malvo tomorrow morning on 
"today". 

KNBC 0:51 10/25/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

horrific story developing out of new york city.... police there say a 
*nanny* apparently killed two young children in her care late 
today... and then tried to take her own life...  police say the mother 
had been away from home with a 3 year old child. when she 
returned... the apartment on the upper west side... was dark... and 
she made the grim discovery.  police say the nanny was nearby... 
with what appeared to be a self-inflicted knife wound to the throat. 
she is listed in critical condition. the father... a new york television 
executive... withe c-n-b-c... was out of town... but returned home 
this evening. 

KNBC 1:42 10/25/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's new information tonight on that triple murder out of 
downey....3 people shot to death...and 2 wounded.  several people 
were taken in for questioning -- but police have narrowed it down to 
just one. nbc four's kim baldonado has the new details.   

KNBC 1:41 10/25/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... police are questionig someone in the the stabbing 
of a woman who was out jogging...in rossoor. and it's an incident 
that has put this quiet little town on edge. nbc4's beverly white is 
live in rossmoor beverly... 
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KNBC 0:14 10/25/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l-a-p-d wants to go on party patrol again.. earlier this year they 
created special units to stop parties before they got too rowdy... but 
the department ran out of money and had to pull the plug. now 
they're asking the council to restore the program. 

KNBC 0:22 10/26/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we'll get to our top story in just a moment but first breaking news in 
korea town where a police pursuit has come to a crashing end lapd 
says they responded to reports of a possible dui driver...driver sped 
off leading police on a short pursuit... driver lost control and the car 
flipped over near wilshire and vermont... the driver transported to 
the hospital. 

KNBC 0:30 10/26/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's been an arrest in this week's shooting rampage at a family's 
business... and then their home... in downey.  police tonight are 
identifying the suspect as 30-year-old jade harris... he's being held 
on one million dollars bail. investigators say harris is the man who 
killed three people and wounded two others on wednesday. a 
spokeswoman for the family that was targeted says the gunman 
showed up at the family run business...u-s fire protection 
services...in response to a craigslist ad for a chevy camaro. she 
adds that the car was stolen. 

KNBC 0:20 10/26/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police at cal poly pomona tonight... are looking for *this* man... 
this is a sketch released today... of an armed robber who's been 
terrorizing students. last night, he got into a locked dorm.. tied up a 
student in his room... and then stole his laptop and other items... 
the same man is believed to have robbed two others students on 
sunday. 

KNBC 1:47 10/26/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a terrifying robbery... with an employee at a santa ana 
cafe.... beaten.... and hogtied.  n-b-c-4's janet kwak is live tonight in 
santa ana... with details... janet! 

KNBC 0:27 10/26/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight at eleven...  a glendale man accused in a deadly 
electrocution accident back in august... has turned himself in... but 
tonight he's out on bail... arma samson-ian was behind the wheel of 
an s-u-v when it hit a fire hydrant and utility pole along magnolia 
boulevard. two women who rushed in to help him... were 
electrocuted. investigators said they believe "speed" was a factor. 
samson-ian surrendered to police yesterday. he will be arraigned 
next month. 

KNBC 0:29 10/29/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

turning to other news for a few minutes...the nanny accused of 
murdering two children in her care last week... in new york city... 
before apparently trying to kill herself... has come out of her coma.  
the new york post reports that joselyn ortega asked about her own 
family when she was finally able to speak... but she said nothing 
about the victims... who were... six year old lucia krim and her two 
year old brother leo... the nanny apparently slit her own throat! the 
mother came home to find the children dead... 

KNBC 0:47 10/30/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... a body's been found in a car... lets go to alex 
calder... 

KNBC 1:49 10/30/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

working from home turned out to be a pretty big shock for one local 
woman! she was stunned when she found someone had been 
spying on her... inside her home... watching through her 
computer... but... who was responsible for that??? nbc4's beverly 
white is live in irvine with the details! beverly... 

KNBC 0:20 10/30/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now to this developing story..  gunfire in sherman oaks 
tonight... as police shot at a man who tried to run them over... 
police were trying to talk to a shoplifting suspect... at a trader joe's 
when he tried to run down an officer... and that's when they opened 
fire...the officers are not sure if they hit him - but he did get away, at 
least for now. 
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KNBC 0:45 10/30/12 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nine men... including several pee wee football coaches... have 
been arrested for running a south florida gambling operation... 
where they apparently were betting on their own young teams!!  
you can see some of the suspects through this chain-link fense, 
where they sat handcuffed... in a parking lot. they allegedly ran 
their operation out of a barber shop. customers could bet on pro 
and college games... or kids!!  investigators say the ring-leader has 
an long criminal record. while some parents say... he was still a 
good coach!! 

KNBC 2:31 10/31/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... a shooting spree on hollywood blvd.... in the 
middle of halloween crowds... lets get right to alex calder in 
newschopper 4 

KNBC 0:18 10/31/12 11:12p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hit and run tonight in watts... involving a trick or treater... police 
say an eleven year old boy and an adult... were both hit one of 
them was taken to the hospital... the alleged hit and run car was 
found nearby but the driver was gone. there were halloween 
candies on the car... and on the ground at the scene of the 
accident. 

KNBC 0:45 10/31/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've been gathering more information on those who were shot 
tonight on hollywood boulevard... let's go back to alex calder in 
newschopper 4 

KNBC 0:25 10/31/12 11:24p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on famous coney island in brooklyn... when the flood waters 
receeded, a wave of looters swept in ... some going for 
electronics... others "hit" pharmacies and loaded up on prescription 
medications.  hundreds of officers were brought in to stop the 
looting. 

KNBC 1:52 11/1/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

polce say the man in handcuffs walked into a commercial real 
estate company in koreatown and opened fire. it's another case of 
workplace violence - and tonight we're learning more about what 
happened..  nbc4's beverly white live for us outside the wilshire 
blvd. high-rise that had been on lockdown. beverly! 

KNBC 0:25 11/1/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight at 11...  police in loveland, colorado arrested a man 
campaigning door-to-door for president obama today... for unlawful 
sexual contact! 24-year-old luke buchanan of washington d-c is 
accused of grabbing a woman... while trying to put a campaign 
sticker on her shirt. colorado's democratic party quickly fired 
buchanan. in march... santa monica police arrested buchanan for 
being drunk in public. 

KNBC 0:21 11/1/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shots fired and a body is found in the fairfax district. neighbors 
said they heard what sounded like a gunshot in the middle of the 
night... they thought it was just a halloween prank. then, late this 
morning... a man's body was found at his home near laurel avenue 
and beverly. so far, police have not released the name of the victim 
or other details in the case. 

KNBC 0:22 11/2/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a police pursuit just before it ended tonight in whittier. 
sheriff's deputies chased this van... driven by a man believed to be 
under the influence of alchohol or drugs. he eventually pulled into a 
gas station and stopped. deputies quickly took him into custody. 
that chase began in pico rivera... and lasted about half an hour. 

KNBC 0:19 11/2/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this is the aftermath of a scary scene in westminster... at the 
end of a chase, a carjacking and robbery suspect with a sawed-off 
shotgun got out of his car.. and ran down the middle of the street. 
police couldn't open fire because an innocent bystander could have 
been hurt... a police car eventually knocked the man to the ground 
and he was arrested. 
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KNBC 0:22 11/2/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of setting a deadly fire at a pasadena boarding 
house is behind bars tonight.  n-b-c four was there yesterday... right 
after the home went up in flames. pasadena police say garth allen 
robbins started a fire in his room... which then set off an explosion 
that killed two men and injured a third. police arrested robbins this 
morning at a local restaurant and booked him for murder... 

KNBC 0:37 11/2/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies are warning foothill residents that there's been a prowler 
on the loose in la canada flintridge.  the sheriff's department has 
stepped up patrols in the area. the latest prowler report came early 
wednesday morning... when a woman who lives on chatham place 
spotted a man sneaking around her yard. that followed two similar 
reports earlier this week.  deputies warn residents to keep their 
doors and windows locked... and to report anything suspicious... 

KNBC 0:23 11/5/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the new york nanny who allegedly stabbed to death the two 
children in her care... talked to detectives over the weekend.  
yoselyn ortega, has been in the hospital recovering from self 
inflicted stab wounds. she reportedly told investigators she killed 
the children because she resented the family she worked for... 
claiming that they were always telling her what to do. ortega's 
family also said she had money problems... 

KNBC 0:17 11/5/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an unusual case in buffalo, new york..nun was in court...for taking 
about a hkundred thousand dollars from local parishes. sister mary 
anne rapp pleaded "not guilty"... according to the d-a's office...the 
church says she's being treated for a gambling addiction.. 

KNBC 0:40 11/7/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news tonight in fullerton... where a witness reported a 
young woman being kidnapped right off the street! nbc4's michelle 
valles in live in orange county with new information *just in*... 
michelle! 

KNBC 0:28 11/7/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight... a crackdown on graffiti!!  in downtown la today... 
prosecutors got an injunction against a gang calling itself m-t-a... 
for "metro transit assassins". prosecutors say they do millions of 
dollars in damage... with graffiti... today the judge ruled gang 
members can be arrested if they are seen gathering in groups... 
some gang members have already been picked up... and have 
agreed to pay for the grafitti damage.. 

KNBC 1:39 11/7/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

u-s-c is stepping up security at night...after that shooting last 
wednesday on campus... four people were shot during a halloween 
party ... not far from the tommy trojan statue. nbc4's beverly white 
is live at u-s-c with details.. beverly... 

KNBC 0:22 11/7/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is where she said it happened.. a 16-year-old santa clarita girl 
claimed she was knocked unconscious and raped by two men... 
tonight we learned the teen made up the story. yesterday's reported 
attack sent deputies scrambling... late today... the girl told 
detectives she made it up... because she got home late and didn't 
want to get in trouble. no word if any charges will be filed against 
her... 

KNBC 0:15 11/7/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 14 year old boy whose parents run an in-home daycare is 
accused of molesting one of the children in their care. police say 
there is no evidence that any of the other children in daycare were 
harmed. as for that teenager he'll be in juvenile court tomorrow. 

KNBC 1:16 11/7/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in west covina got a 9-1-1 call from three women... hiding in 
a bedroom with their babies... while a prowler was inside their 
house... inland empire reporter craig fiegener has that call! 
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KNBC 0:14 11/7/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and deputies in napa county have arrested this man... 21-year-old 
kevin hagen... for breaking into house minority leader nancy 
pelosi's home. detectives say he admitted to burglazing six homes 
including pelosi's since the end of october. 

KNBC 0:26 11/7/12 11:23p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back in july a skywest pilot suspected of murder tried to steal a jet 
from the st. george, utah airport ... tonight security video of the 
incident was releaed. you can see the plane being driven across 
the airport near a car rental lot ... knocking down fences and light 
poles before crashing into a buidling. after crashing the plane... 
police say... the pilot took his own life. 

KNBC 0:43 11/8/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... a woman's body found in her drive-way... let's go 
to alex calder above the scene. 

KNBC 1:48 11/8/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight... a young woman raped on a public bus!! investigators 
released surveillance photos they hope will lead to the man who did 
it. nbc four's beverly white is live with that... bev?? 

KNBC 1:57 11/8/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors say she used a coffee mug to murder her husband! but 
tonight... new evidence could be putting some holes in that theory!  
it's a twist in the case... of the tennis referee accused of killing her 
husband. nbc4's janet kwak live in woodland hills! janet. 

KNBC 0:28 11/9/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police pursuit tonight on the 210 freeway... the driver... was 
wanted for drunk and reckless driving… it began in glendora as a 
rollover traffic collison... police say the car ended up on its wheels 
and the driver took off onto the eastbound 210 freeway… the driver 
weaved across lanes... speeding... with his flashers on... then... he 
headed west on the 210... he got off the freeway in rialto… and it 
wasn't long before police pinned him at a gas station… and that's 
where police took him into custody… 

KNBC 1:21 11/9/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in santa ana tonight... police are looking for the driver... who hit 
three teenage pedestrians...  it happened late this afternoon at the 
intersection of west 5th street and north susan street... nbc 4's kim 
baldonado is live in santa ana... kim.. 

KNBC 0:35 11/9/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight at 11...  hundreds of weapons have been found... at the 
home of a man who led deputies on a wild chase this morning...  
and... the swat team tonight raided the house in a remote part of 
agua dulce... the bomb squad was also there... just in case the 
place was booby-trapped. tonight... we still don't know the name of 
the suspect. deputies shot and killed him at the end of the chase. 
deputies say it began after he robbed a bank of america branch in 
saugus this morning. deputies chased the man and his s-u-v on 
streets and freeways.. before finally cornering him on a cul-de-sac 
in lancaster. 

KNBC 0:20 11/9/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this man is being held tonight on one million dollars bail... in 
wednesday's rape of a mentally disabled woman on an m-t-a bus. 
the suspect is 20-year-old kerry trotter of south los angeles. 
investigators say he's got a long criminal history.. that includes 
previous sex assault charges. trotter was arrested late last night. 

KNBC 0:37 11/12/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news... a possible kidnapping at a park. lets 
go to alex calder, in newschopper 4. 
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KNBC 0:32 11/12/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

technology turned the tables on 4 robbery suspects in hollywood. 
police say a stolen cell phone with a tracking device helped them 
catch the four guys early this morning.  the suspects were taken 
into custody near santa monica and virgil. where... police say they 
also found many stolen items... including an i-phone... police say 
the victim had activated a tracking device on that stolen i-phone... 
and it helped police crack the case. detectives say it was a violent 
bunch... who beat up some of their victims before stealing their 
property. 

KNBC 0:29 11/12/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a marine stationed at camp pendleton... was killed over the 
weekend in a confrontation with bike patrol officers in palm springs.  
police say the officers shot corporal allan devillena saturday 
morning... in a parking garage. they say he ignored commands to 
stop his car... then accelerated when one of the officers tried to 
reach through the window. he allegedly hit one officer with the car. 
the officers opened fire... killing him...investigators say they also 
found stolen property in the marine's car. 

KNBC 0:18 11/12/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

scary moments in northridge this afternoon... police say they 
received a report that someone was waving an assault rifle from a 
balcony... and they say that was the gun on the couch there... 
squad cars and a police chopper descended on the house... the 
rifle turned out to be a pellet gun... nobody was arrested. 

KNBC 0:31 11/12/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

computer software mogul john mcafee is wanted tonight...in 
connection with a murder in belize.  67-year-old mcafee is the 
prime suspect in a shooting in which his neighbor was killed. local 
ppolice say the neighbor was attacked in his home saturday night. 
mcafee reportedly told the tech publication "wired" he knows 
nothing about the killing... and is afraid the gunman was actually 
looking for him. mcafee founded the pioneering anti-virus software 
that bears his name. 

KNBC 0:32 11/12/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in boulder... a teenager's idea of a prank... has landed him in big 
trouble. the 17 yer old ...walked into a movie wearing a "joker" 
mask... and not surprisingly... people ran out in a panic!  police say 
the 17-year-old boy wore the joker mask to scare his friends... it 
worked. the police took him into juvenile detention... and charged 
him with "misdemeanor menacing". people still remember what 
happened in july... when a gunman walked into a theatre watching 
a midnight showing of the latest batman movie...he opened 
fire...killing 12 people...58 others wounded. 

KNBC 0:18 11/12/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and in arizona police say a woman ran down her husband with the 
family car... they say she was upset because president obama 
won.... and she was angry because her husband didn't vote... this 
happened on saturday... the husband is still listed in critical 
condition... but he is expected to survive... 

KNBC 0:24 11/12/12 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the puppeteer who performs as "elmo" is fighting claims he had an 
improper relationship with a 16-year-old boy. 52-year-old kevin 
clash says the relationship... was consensual... and it happened 
when the accuser had reached legal age. clash is now on leave 
from sesame street. the show says the allegation was unproven... 
but it disciplined clash for violating company policy regarding 
internet usage. 

KNBC 0:43 11/12/12 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on that possible kidnapping... let's go to kim 
baldonado... on the scene. 

KNBC 1:04 11/13/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news...police bust a big party at a hanger at the santa 
monica airport. lets go live to alex calder in newschopper 4 what do 
we know? 
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KNBC 1:42 11/13/12 11:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've got some new developments in a suspected kidnapping in el 
sereno... 24 hours after a man was seen dragging a young woman 
off into the darkness... nbc4's robert kovacik is live in el sereno... 
robert... 

KNBC 0:15 11/13/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new at 11... a search continues in hawthorne for a man who 
raped a woman he met in an on-line dating service. this happened 
november 4th... police say he claimed to be a lawyer... took his 
victim to a store to buy alcohol... then drove to an apartment where 
he raped her. 

KNBC 0:32 11/13/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight computer expert and security pioneer john mcafee... says 
he is innocent...he did not shoot his neighbor in belize. however, 
police want to talk to him about the murder of a man... with whom 
mcafee reportedly had problems with in the past.!  mcafee has 
been missing since sunday morning when his next-door neighbor 
was found dead in a beachfront home... according to "wired" 
magazine... he contacted an editor today and said he's on the run, 
scared for his life, and he says he did *not* murder his neighbor. 
police want to talk with mcaffee... and urge him to turn himself in. 

KNBC 0:17 11/13/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the man who accused elmo puppeteer kevin clash of having an 
unwanted sexual relationship with him... when he was 16... an 
underaged teenage boy...has now recanted that story! the accuser 
"now" says their relationship was in fact... completely consensual.. 
and adult. 

KNBC 0:22 11/13/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a little chihuahua... is now doing fine...after she was found in in 
riverside county... tied up in a burlap sack and left to die...  an 
animal rescue worker happened to notice that a sack on the road... 
was moving! a few good meals and a bath have done wonders for 
the chihuahua... they call her "angel"... she'll be up for adoption in a 
couple weeks. 

KNBC 0:14 11/13/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's still no sign of a gunman who shot a man in a wheelchair... 
who was waiting in line to buy the new "call of duty" video game. 
the shooting took place around one a-m today outside a gamestop 
store in koreatown. the victim is now listed as stable. 

KNBC 1:36 11/13/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police tonight are working on the case of the heartless 
thieves...who stole a truck used to deliver food to the needy. nbc 
four's beverly white is live in downtown l-a... bev.. 

KNBC 0:24 11/13/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

her fight with a young female passenger went viral on the internet... 
now... a baltimore bus driver is paying the price...  it happened 
yesterday in baltimore... in this video you can see the driver 
wrestling with the passenger... the passenger appears to punch 
and kick while she's being held down... now we've learned... the 
driver... has been put on suspension... until police finish 
investigating... 

KNBC 1:40 11/14/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

under arrest and behind bars tonight... somebody who's usually the 
one *doing* the arresting! police have charged an l-a county 
sheriff's deputy on *suspicion of murder*... nbc4's robert kovacik... 
live in sylmar... robert. 

KNBC 0:27 11/14/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the beverly hills police thought the package left in front of the 
chanel store was a bomb.... even thought it turned out to be a 
hoax... police very much want the culprits!  and that shouldn't be 
difficult with the release of these very clear surveillance photos... 
they shows one of the men placing a box with anti-semitic 
comments on it... in front of the on store sunday morning. several 
blocks of rodeo drive were shut down for a couple of hours 
sunday.. until police determined there was no bomb inside the 
cardboard box. 
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KNBC 1:38 11/14/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a terrible discovery for a man in the inland empire... today he went 
to check on his mother...and found her... dead... inside her home.... 
and police say it looks like murder... nbc4's beverly white is live in 
san bernardino... beverly... 

KNBC 0:14 11/14/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a landmark mural outside a mcdonald's restaurant in huntington 
beach... looks like this tonight... mcdonald's said it had to paint over 
the mural after it was vandalized... someone wrote the word 
"vegan" across it... mcdonald's says... it wants to replace that mural 
with a new one. 

KNBC 6:01 11/14/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

(chuck/vo) from the c-i-a... we turn now to the california national 
guard. in times of crisis - at home or overseas -- they protect the 
state and the nation.  but tonight, in a joint investigation by nbc4 
and our bay area station, we've uncovered what some call a hidden 
culture' in the california guard. (colleen) is it a culture where racism 
and sexual assault sometimes... go unchecked... despite the fact 
they are reported.  (colleen) joel grover is here with our five-month 
investigation... joel... 

KNBC 0:25 11/14/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've learned that the man charged with killing 12 people at an 
aroura, colorado theater... was taken to the hospital yesterday.  this 
is james holmes at his first court appearence after the shootings... 
we still are not sure why holmes was hospitalized ... but the media 
in denver is reporting that he deliberately bashed his head into a 
wall. he was susposed to be in court tomorrow... but that's been put 
off until next month. 

KNBC 0:23 11/14/12 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suddenly an s-u-v comes out of nowhere and and plowes into 
traffic... and the woman behind the wheel is a massachusetts 
doctor... driving under the influence! this happened last week... the 
cars on the road were lined up waiting for the light to change... 
prosecutors also say the drugs found in the doctor's car were 
prescribed by her... for herself. 

KNBC 0:24 11/15/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... a car to car shooting triggers an accident... and 
now we're hearing someone was trapped... let's go to alex calder in 
newschopper 4... 

KNBC 0:20 11/15/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight at 11... the lapd has formed a special task force to 
find a dangerous robber they've dubbed the: "western bandit". the 
suspect is wanted in at least nine different crimes... including the 
murder of a transgender woman in hollywood... police say he's 
been terrorizing a stretch of western avenue from hollywood to 
south la for more than a year. 

KNBC 0:28 11/15/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a terrible discovery in oxnard...human remains found in a trash 
can...but the items found with the remains...are also shocking...  
some one looking for recyclable items... found the remains this 
morning in a dumpster... police say they were the skull and jaw 
bone of an adult... and they think they were used in some kind of 
ritual. police says they also found artifacts... that looked like they 
came from an altar. 

KNBC 0:17 11/15/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and santa ana police have this man in custody... 24-year-old luis 
antonio morales... they arrested him this morning... on suspicion of 
murdering his ex-girlfriend, 21 year old maria cerrilo. cerrillo was 
found stabbed to death... in an alley tuesday night... police say 
morales was planing to escape to mexico 

KNBC 0:22 11/15/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last night we told you how an l-a county sheriff's deputy had been 
*arrested*... *now* he's been charged with murder...  police say 
francisco gamez... a 17-year veteran... was *off* duty when he 
allegedly shot and killed a man... in sylmar last june. police say the 
victim... armando casillas... had an argument with gamez's *son*... 
and *that* escalated into the shooting... 
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KNBC 4:52 11/15/12 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

alarming video... of what's been called a dangerous joyride! only 
nbc four has video of national guardsmen flying under the golden 
gate bridge.  tonight, the code of silence, the practice of retaliation. 
insiders tell us, it's the culture of the california national guard… 
they're the people who are supposed to protect our state, and the 
nation, in times of emergency.  nbc4 and our sister station in the 
bay area have been conducting a joint investigation into problems 
in the guard. investigative reporter joel grover is here with details... 
joel... 

KNBC 0:55 11/16/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news- LA Sheriff's deputy shot 

KNBC 1:09 11/16/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement breaking news- latest on deputy's condition 

KNBC 0:19 11/16/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement Ontario police arrested man wanted for kidnapping 

KNBC 0:15 11/16/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Police in Anaheim looking for man trying to kidnap girls 

KNBC 0:28 11/16/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Man arrested at Oakland airport for having bomb making 
equipment 

KNBC 1:14 11/16/12 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement breaking news- deputy who was shot is in surgery 

KNBC 0:29 11/16/12 11:33p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

update on deputy 

KNBC 1:12 11/19/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we start tonight with breaking news...  as an alleged terrorist plot 
has been uncovered in southern california... including the arrests of 
four local men. kim baldonado is in the newsroom with the breaking 
details.  the details of the case only became public today when the 
four suspects appeared in federal court in riverside and the 
complaint was unsealed. that complaint allegedes the defendants 
practiced shooting ak-47 and m-16 style rifles at an l-a shooting 
range and a paintball facility in corona.    the complaint also 
alledges the men recently deleted everything associated with islam 
from their facebook pages. they had planned to leave california this 
month, flying to mexico, then dubai, then on to afghanistan. their 
plot fell apart when they unknowingly talked about their plans with 
an fbi informant. reporting from the newsroom, kim baldonado, 
nbc4 news. 

KNBC 1:30 11/19/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story in long beach... where a passenger was 
shot on a metro blue line train tonight! nbc4's beverly white... live in 
south l-a.. with the latest. beverly. 

KNBC 0:45 11/19/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we just called police... who tell us they are still looking for the 
driver... who hit and killed a special needs teenager over the 
weekend...this was a yong man who held a special place with the 
neighbors.  18-year old miguel mendez was crossing the street 
outside in home in watts when a mini-van hit him, and then took off. 
the whole incident was caught on security tape. his little brother... 
and family are now pleading for someone to come forward.  l-a 
police say the car they're looking for is a late model chrysler town 
and country mini-van... possibly green. if you recognize the vehicle 
or can provide any information, police would love to hear from you. 

KNBC 0:37 11/20/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now to breaking news...  breaking news... a shooting inside of 
a food for less grocery store -- alex calder over the scene! alex! 

KNBC 2:29 11/20/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're gathering new information tonight... about the four men from 
the inland empire and their alleged terrorist plot nbc4's robert 
kovacik live in chino... robert what are you learning tonight? 
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KNBC 0:43 11/20/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight nbc4 has learned there was not one but at least two people 
working for the fbi... undercover... to unravel this plot!  the fbi 
affidavit... talks about two informants... one, is a person refered to 
as "cs"... who infiltrated the group... "cs" is an individual who has 
been reporting to the fbi for 5-years... previously convicted of drug 
trafficking... the government has paid him over 250-thousand 
dollars..as well as un-specified immigration benefits. the f-b-i 
dosen't think the payments were excessive considering the damage 
the four men could have done. the second informant... was an fbi 
agent who went undercover on social media... posing as someone 
the suspects could trust... 

KNBC 1:25 11/20/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've spent several hours... going over that 74 page fbi criminal 
complaint... and it lays out a case for why these four men were 
arrested...and labeled as homegrown terrorist. most intersting... 
regards 21-year-old miguel santana vidriales. he lives in upland... 
but is from mexico...  he told an undercover fbi informant... he went 
to mexico to train and shoot a lot of different guns...he was thinking 
of learning how to be a sniper. in another conversation with the fbi 
informant... santana said he preferred afghanistan...(referring to 
possible targets) and that he thought the military bases there could 
easily be ambushed from every direction. ralph kenneth deleon...23 
years old lives in ontario... born in the philipines. he's quoted in the 
complaint as saying ...he had though about how it would feel to 
kill... he said he wouldn't have a problem if it's for allah. in the same 
conversation with the fbi informant...santana added... the more i 
think about it the more it excited me.  the 4th person 
arrested...arifeen david go-hali... 21 years old ...born in the u.s. and 
a resident of riverside. he was allegedly recruited ...two months 
ago... in september.. this criminal complaint...also made reference 
to code words...used by the 4 the students... referred to the 
taliban...and the professionals.. meant al-qaida. 

KNBC 1:59 11/20/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what led to a shooting rampage at a senior living facility in 
torrance? the gunman is being described tonight... as a ticking time 
bomb! nbc4's janet zappala, is live in torrance! janet! 

KNBC 2:52 11/20/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to an exclusive investigation... secret gas keys... they're used 
by theives to unlock the gas pumps at gas stations -- and... they 
could be used to steal your money! nbc4's gordon tokumatsu is live 
in woodland hills... gordon... 

KNBC 0:27 11/20/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... former world boxing champ hector "macho" camacho is in 
"the fight of his life"... after being *shot* in puerto rico!  the 50-year-
old former champ was shot in the face in a drive-by shooting... 
outside san juan. he is listed in serious condition and expected to 
survive. a second man was killed. camacho -- seen here in earlier 
footage -- held several titles in the 19-80s. the reason for the 
shooting... not known yet. 

KNBC 0:20 11/20/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the long-time voice behind the "elmo" character has resigned. kevin 
clash quit... following a second allegation that he had sexual 
relations with underage boys. a college student filed a lawsuit today 
accusing clash of having sex with him while he was underage. the 
first accusation... by a man... now in his 20's... was recanted. 
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KNBC 0:32 11/21/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they will be in the air... on the ground and even on horseback!! the 
lapd's going all-out this black friday to keep you safe .... sane and 
out of trouble.... when you are shopping!  this year... the lapd is 
putting everyone on notice... get out of line and you will be 
arrested. they plan to have officers in choppers, on bikes and on 
horses... at shopping centers... throughout the city. and some 
stores are handing out vouchers to the people waiting in line... so 
they will get the item they want.. without having to push, shove and 
rush into the store. 

KNBC 1:49 11/21/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a thief with a sledge hammer smashed his way through bulletproof 
glass at a store in glendale! nbc-4's beverly white has security cam 
video... she's live with the story.. bev! 

KNBC 0:17 11/21/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight! a stabbing at a wendy's in highland!! witnesses say a 
man walked into the restaurant this afternoon and began pepper-
spraying employees... then he pulled out a knife and stabbed a 
customer in the chest. that person is in critical condition. and the 
man with the knife was taken into custody. 

KNBC 0:20 11/21/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new development in the arrest of those four local men accused of 
plotting to kill americans overseas. today... local muslim leaders 
met with the f-b-i...  agents asked leaders to report anything they 
suspect as being extremist activity..and the agency promised they'd 
be protected if there's any anti-muslim backlash. 

KNBC 0:26 11/22/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the president of the l-a board of public works is under investigation 
tonight... for possible child endangerment.  *andrea alarcon* 
allegedly left her eleven year old daughter *alone* at city hall last 
week while she attended an event. the child was found around 
midnight. the district attorney has not decided whether to press 
charges. alarcon was arrested last year on suspicion of driving 
under the influence and has said she will seek quote: "professional 
help." 

KNBC 2:04 11/23/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement One of FBI's ten most wanted fugitives arrested, brought to LA 

KNBC 0:33 11/23/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

5 freeway closed after police pursuit ends in crash 

KNBC 0:24 11/23/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

President of LA board of public works is taking leave of absence in 
light of child endangerment allegations 

KNBC 0:31 11/23/12 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement Robbery caught on tape with sound 

KNBC 1:45 11/26/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments out of ontario tonight-- where three bodes were 
found at a house today... still a lot of unswered questions about the 
men and how they died. nbc4's beverly white has been at the 
scene all night... and she's live with what she's learned. 

KNBC 0:26 11/26/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we learned today that a drunk driving suspect... being held in the 
death of a torrance man over the weekend... actually *worked* as a 
drug and alcohol counselor.  sherri wilkins... worked at the twin 
town treatment center in torrance... her boss says that... she was 
herself, a recovering addict. she's accused of killing philip moreno... 
over the weekend... police say moreno's body was pinned to her 
windshield for two miles... before she was finally stopped by other 
drivers. 

KNBC 0:19 11/26/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

terror suspect arifeen gojali ... shown here with his family.. made 
his first court appearance today in riverside. he's one of those four 
men from the inland empire...accused of plotting to attack u.s. 
military bases overseas. .... the men were arrested november 
16th...just days before they were scheduled to fly overseas. 
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KNBC 1:09 11/26/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last friday night we told you how the f-b-i captured a man on its ten 
most wanted list, thanks to a tip... tonight, nbc4's patrick healy has 
got some new information... 

KNBC 0:18 11/26/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now the next step of the process... getting the packages to 
your house without being stolen. police say you should make sure 
someone is home if you're expecting a delivery... because... as 
these surveillance videos show... more and more... crooks are also 
waiting for all those holiday deliveries. 

KNBC 0:28 11/27/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fullerton police have arrested a man they say tried to convince two 
teen age girls, total strangers... to let him take... quote "sexy" 
photos.  detectives say 42-year-old "coopy boyer" approached the 
girls last week and told them he was a professional photographer.... 
he's not. then they say, boyer got their phone numbers and then 
texted dozens of suggestive messages. the girls told their parents.. 
and they called police. a sting operation was set-up and boyer was 
arrested.. 

KNBC 2:41 11/27/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

when the fbi brought one of it's "most wanted" back to l-a from 
mexico last friday... it ended a fourteen year manhunt on both sides 
of the border  and for one l-a county probation supervisor... it wasn't 
just a manhunt... it was her passion! nbc4's beverly white is live in 
downtown l-a with this exclusive story... beverly... 

KNBC 0:38 11/27/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino homicide investigators are searching for answers... 
in the brazen murder of a father of nine... who was just trying to 
protect his wife...  leon mcgluaghlin was gunned down last night 
during a robbery attempt at the sycamore ridge apartments. 
investigators say he died trying to shield his wife from a robber who 
shot him and ran away. the murder has shocked his friends and 
family...  we just checked and... the killer is still at large... the 
search continues... 

KNBC 0:24 11/28/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who served time in connection to the death of san diego 
college student donna (joe), ... is headed back to jail. john burgess 
was paroled after serving half of a five-year sentence. then he 
violated the conditions of his parole by placing an online ad for a 
roommate and he's back behind bars.. officers found ammunition 
inside his home after they got a tip from two women who answered 
his most recent ad. 

KNBC 0:31 11/28/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a german architect accused of causing the death of an l-a 
firefighter... will stand trial for involuntary manslaughter... that ruling 
from a judge here in l.a. today...  this is gerhard becker at the scene 
of the house fire last february in the hollywood hills... becker was 
charged after a lengthy investigation concluded that he deliberately 
broke city building codes by installing improper fire pits... lined with 
wood. firefighter glenn allen was killed when the ceiling collapsed... 
while he was trying to save the home. 

KNBC 0:18 11/28/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies have released surveillance video of a man stealing a 
bronze plaque from a mortuary in menifee. someone also stole a 
bronze statue from the same mortuary. possibly... the same 
person! deputies say the motive was most likely... the value of the 
bronze. 

KNBC 0:26 11/29/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news tonight... out of gardena...  the chp is investigating.... 
a deadly hit and run accident on the on west el segundo... near 
vermont avenue. at the scene we talked to people who had 
gathered... and they told us the person who was killed... was a 19-
year-old man... but that has not been confirmed... police are not 
giving out a description of the car at this time... for reasons they are 
not disclosing. 
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KNBC 0:32 11/29/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

at the time...his own attorney speculated he was high on drugs... 
but tonight: the coronor's report shows... actor johnny lewis... was 
*not* on *any* drugs... when he allegedly killed his landlord ... and 
then jumped to his death.  lewis... who was on the tv show "sons of 
anarchy"... had a history of drug arrests... but the coroner's report 
says there were *no* drugs in his system... when he died... police 
say lewis killed his 81-year-old landlady in her los feliz home... 
before falling to his death. the coroner ruled his death: "accidental". 

KNBC 0:24 11/29/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men have been arrested for allegedly setting up fake 
charities... and asking for donations... along the third street 
promenade in santa monica.  56 year old rodney muhammad of 
compton.... 53 year old derek haskins from l.a.... and 53 year old 
jerry white of santa monica were all charged with theft. police say 
they claimed to represent legitimate charities... even showing 
official logos. 

KNBC 0:29 11/29/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in phoenix are looking for a young girl who was taken from a 
hospital by her mother yesterday... with a catheter still implanted in 
her heart.  doctors say the 11 year old shown in these security 
photos could be in danger if that catheter is not removed by a 
surgeon. phoenix childrens hospital says the girl's mother 
unexpectedly led her away from the facility last night... no word on 
why the mother did that... the girl had been undergoing treatment 
for leukemia. 

KNBC 1:51 11/29/12 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bandit stealing packages in a san francisco neighboorhood got 
caught in the act... marked for police to find... by a resident with a 
can of bear spray... reporter jean elle explains...    that was jean 
elle reporting... the man now charged with the thefts faces up to six 
years in prison. 

KNBC 1:44 11/30/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... developing news in north hollywood... where there's been 
a car-to-car shooting on the freeway!  the search is on for the 
gunman who opened fire tonight on a car on the busy 170 freeway! 
five people including a *baby* were riding in that car when it 
happened!  it happened in the southbound lanes of the 170... just 
north of sherman way. the shots apparently came from another car 
that had pulled up alongside!  nbc4's jane yamamoto has been 
getting the very latest from the lapd... and she's live now in north 
hollywood! jane! 

KNBC 0:47 11/30/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors today dropped the murder charge against u-s open 
tennis referee lois goodman. they cited quote "insufficient" 
evidence as the reason...  goodman celebrated the sudden turn of 
events at her attorney's office with a ceremonial cutting-off of the 
electronic monitoring bracelet. she was forced to wear it while free 
on bail. goodman had been acccused of killing her husband by 
smashing his head with a coffee cup. she became emotional 
speaking about him today.  the case against goodman was 
dismissed without "prejudice" ... meaning it could be filed again if 
prosecutors get new evidence... 

KNBC 0:25 11/30/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two pakistani-american brothers who live in south florida have been 
charged with supporting terrorism.  yesterday f-b-i agents arrested 
the brothers... who live in a condo complex near fort lauderdale. the 
u-s attorney's office says they allegedly conspired not only to fund 
terrorism... but to use explosives inside the u-s... it is not clear if 
they actually had the explosives... or what their potential targets 
may have been. 
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KNBC 2:25 11/30/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in 1989 five new york teenagers served time in prison for a brutal 
rape they didn't commit. they became known as "the central park 
five" and now their story is being told in a new documentary...  
nbc4's beverly white is live in west l-a and she spoke with two of 
those men tonight... beverly... 

KNBC 0:33 11/30/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dashcam rolls as a c-h-p officer attempts to arrest a shirtless man 
on the side of the 15 freeway in temecula… when the man starts to 
take off… the officer tries to tase him… but the man pulls out into 
traffic with his hood up… the officer then gives chase… and uses 
the pit maneuver to put an end to the pursuit in wildomar… the 24-
year-old man was sentenced to three years' probation…  the 
pursuit took place back on march 26th… but the video was just 
released… you can see it in its entirety on our website... nbc l-a dot 
com... 

KNBC 1:48 12/3/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police are after this predator on a bike. they say he 
grabbed at 'least' a dozen women. let's get right to "nbc 4's" kim 
baldonado... live in "long beach"... with the latest. and... kim... 
police say this has been going on for a few 'months' now? 

KNBC 0:46 12/3/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... two "mexican nationals" stand charged... of 'killing' a 
"coast guard" officer yesterday. it happaned... during a drug 
smuggling 'chase' at sea.  this was "terrell horne" with an "nbc 
news" crew.... in "may." he died early sunday... when a 'suspected' 
smuggler... rammed his small boat... near "santa cruz island." a 
second "coast guardsman" is injured. today... "horne's" colleagues 
in "marina del rey"... had a very tough time talking about what 
happened.  the two men charged with "horne's" death... made their 
first court appearance in "downtown l-a" this afternoon. they'll 
remain in jail... pending arraignment... later this month. 

KNBC 1:50 12/3/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a judge has ordered an "orange county"... 'sunday school' 
teacher... to stay locked behind bars. prosecutors say the man 
molested 'two' children. and now we've learned that more accusers 
are coming forward! nbc-4's john cadiz klemack is live in costa 
mesa! john... 

KNBC 0:19 12/3/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

updating a story we brought you at five as breaking news. police 
investigating a decapitated body... now they're telling us they 
believe it was a suicide. the discovery was made outside the kaiser 
permanente building in culver city around three this afternoon. the 
man was apparently trying to hang himself off the side of that 
building. 

KNBC 0:23 12/3/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

defense attorneys for "george zimmerman" have released this 
'color' photo... taken the night he admits he shot and killed "trayvon 
martin"... in february. until now... the public had only seen a 'black 
and white' copy of the police photo... showing "zimmerman's" 
bloodied face. prosecutors say "zimmerman"... targeted... the 
"florida" teen and killed him. but... "zimmerman" claims he was 
simply defending himself. he's pleaded "not guilty" to 'second-
degree murder.' 
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KNBC 1:40 12/3/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

southern california certainly has its share of tourist destinations... 
but... one particular one... has people protesting. websites like 
these... advertise houses... where women from "china" come... to 
give birth... so that they're children are born "u-s citizens. it seems 
to be a growing trend.  it even has a name... "birth-tourism." and... 
the numbers of "chinese" mothers... giving birth here... has jumped 
'55' percent... in the past '10' years. "chino hills" now wants to shut 
one of these houses down. "nbc 4" inland empire reporter jacob 
rascon went to visit that chino hills house... and was 'not' warmly 
welcomed. 

KNBC 1:48 12/4/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 'break' in the case... of the four killings in "northridge." and... it 
happened in "las vegas." "nbc four's" beverly white is 'live'... with 
the what we're learning about the suspects... 'and' the 'grieving' 
families... beverly. 

KNBC 0:21 12/4/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in...  several people were injured tonight when two vehicles 
collided - one of them was being chased by sheriff's deputies - in 
norwalk. deputies had been after a reported stolen car for about 15 
minutes when it slammed into this mini-cooper. that was around 
9:30 at horst and alondra boulevard. no word on the extent of the 
injuries. 

KNBC 0:16 12/4/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

manhattan beach police are searching for the guy in this photo. 
they say held a 'mobile phone' under a woman's skirt and 'snapped' 
a 'picture.' it happened in "august"... but police are hoping for new 
leads. they say the woman saw a flash go off... then the man 'ran 
out' of the gas station. he took off in a white "honda accord." 

KNBC 0:40 12/4/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chino hills residents say they've identified a second so-called 
"maternity hotel" in their community.  this confrontation took place 
yesterday on the road leading up to one suspected "birthing home". 
pregnant chinese nationals have been paying up to 18 thousand 
dollars for three to four months here... then flying back to china with 
their infant u-s citizens. today... neighbors told us about a second 
home where the same thing may be going on. the legality of 
"birthing homes" is a gray area. that's why chino hills is going after 
operators based on zoning law violations...like operating a hotel in 
a residential neighborhood. 

KNBC 0:39 12/4/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anti-virus software pioneer "john mcaffee" is facing the cameras in 
"guatemala" tonight... where he plans to seek 'political asylum.'  
authorities in "belize" want to question "mcafee" about a murder. 
he's been in hiding... for the past three weeks... ever since police 
named him a "person of interest" in the death of his neighbor. 
today... "mcafee" said he's innocent and now wants to expose 
'corruption' in the country.  mcafee has been blogging about life on 
the run... saying he's disguised himself as everything from a grungy 
street peddler to a "speedo" wearing "german tourist." 

KNBC 0:24 12/4/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... in "new york city"... police have a '30' year old man in 
custody who they believe shoved a 'subway' rider to his 'death.'  
cell phone and security video captured yesterday's incident. a 
detective told "nbc new york"... the suspect's co-workers 
'recognized' him from the video... and 'tipped off' police. witnesses 
say the man was mumbling to himself... before he 'argued' with 
then 'pushed' the victim... 'off' the subway platform. 
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KNBC 0:19 12/4/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this. turns out... the man in this 'wild' video... trying to 
rob a "rite-aid" store has a 'long' criminal history. it happened 
sunday... in "hartford.. connecticut." as you can see... the clerk 
couldn't stop the robber by himself... so customers 'rushed' in. 
police say the man 'slashed' a woman's leg... who was trying to 
help. 

KNBC 0:32 12/4/12 11:24p Crime and Law 
Enforcement breaking news- possible bus shooting near park la brea 

KNBC 1:52 12/5/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... it happened in one of the most festive neighborhoods in 
the valley... thieves hit candy cane lane!  they stole christmas 
decorations worth hundreds of dollars from the front yard of a 
home. and... not just 'any' home. nbc 4's beverly white live is live in 
woodland hills. beverly. 

KNBC 0:21 12/5/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this former caregiver has been charged with stealing from the 
people she was caring for! 50 year old janette alvarez, allegedly 
stole from people at terrace view rehab center in fullerton... one of 
the stolen items was a 1958 milwaukee braves league 
champsionship ring. police say the victim was a player on the 
team... who wants to remain anonymous. 

KNBC 0:17 12/5/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "santa ana"... a 'seven' year old girl is recovering tonight... from 
'this' hit and run accident. police released this surveillance video... 
hoping to find the driver. it's hard to see. but... these are two views 
of the incident... yesterday... on "south birch street." you can see a 
black "toyota four runner"... 'speeding' away. 

KNBC 0:24 12/5/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now... police are on the hunt... for two 'armed robbers'... who 
posed as utility workers... to get into a "westchester" home. they 
terrorized the couple inside.  nbc 4 was first on the scene this 
morning... when "l-a-p-d" arrived. the robbers... wearing orange 
work vests... told the couple... they needed to check a gas valve in 
the home. once inside... the robbers tied up the victims... pistol 
whipped the husband... and forced him to open a safe. 

KNBC 0:19 12/5/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'new' information tonight... on a 'quadruple' murder... at a group 
home... in "northridge." the four suspects will appear in a "nevada" 
courtroom tomorrow... for their extradition hearing. the "l-a-p-d" 
wants to bring them back here... to face charges. police say the 
one suspect charged with murder...has an 'extensive' rap sheet... 
that dates back... almost a decade. 

KNBC 0:20 12/5/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anti-virus software pioneer "john mcafee" has been on the run. 
but... tonight... he's done running. he's under arrest... in 
"guatemala."  police arrested "mcafee" today... at an 'upscale' hotel. 
just hours before his arrest... he announced he was seeking asylym 
in "guatemala." he went on the run a month ago... when police in 
"belize" named him as a "person of interest"... in his neighbor's 
murder. 

KNBC 0:22 12/5/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've shown you 'this' security video. a little girl with a 'catheter'... 
'still' in her 'heart.' her mom leading her out of an "arizona" hospital. 
police have been searching for the girl for a week. they have finally 
found her father. and... tonight... 'he' says... she's undergoing 
treatment in "mexico." the 11 year old has leukemia. still no word 
why... the mother took her from the hospital in "arizona." 

KNBC 2:01 12/6/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news -- this high-speed pursuit... that ended in a violent 
crash...also killed a two year old girl.  police say at one point the car 
was going 100 miles per hour... at an intersection in "lancaster"... 
the driver 'crashed' into an unsuspecting driver. kim baldonado's... 
live... on the scene. kim. 
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KNBC 0:16 12/6/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have released surveillance video of three men robbing a 
church last monday... it happened at "church-on-the-way" in van 
nuys... they hit one employee... grabbed some cash... and took off! 
detectives... would like to hear from anybody who has any 
information about this! 

KNBC 0:26 12/6/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mexican mob targeting "u-s-c" students. that... is what a 'two 
year' federal investigation discovered.  today... authorities arrested 
'18' people. investigators have been on the trail of "south l-a" street 
gangs... controlled... they say... by members of the "mexican 
mafia." also seized today... 'guns' and 'illegal' drugs. the charges 
include "murder"... "drug trafficking"... and "robberies"... 'targeting' 
students at "u-s-c." authorities are still on the hunt for three men. 

KNBC 0:14 12/6/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "long beach"... police are battling a crime ring. and... today... 
arrested '11' alleged gang members. investigators say... they were 
using 'stolen i-d's' and other 'illegal' methods to buy expensive 
electronics... even guns. police say they plan to make even more 
arrests. 

KNBC 0:49 12/6/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's not burried treasure.. but it was hidden underground and it is 
worth a lot of money. a silver lake resident... who doesn't want to 
be identified... says he found a big bag full of "pot" in his backyard.    
the man who found it... says he thinks the pot weighed close to 
twenty pounds. 

KNBC 0:27 12/6/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information tonight... in the murder of 'four' people... at a home 
in "northridge." we've learned the prime suspect... had 'just' violated 
his probation... two months before.  the suspected gunman is "ka 
pasasouk." he'd been out of prison... for almost a year. he was on 
probation. but... the probation department has confirmed to "nbc 
4"... that "pasasouk" 'never' reported to his probation officer. 
today... in a "las vegas" courtroom... pasasouk... waived extradion. 
no word yet... on when he'll be returned to "los angeles." 

KNBC 0:28 12/6/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bizarre find in a package of meat at a grocery store... a 38 semi-
automatic and bullets.  the gun and ammunition were discovered by 
a worker at a rosewell, new mexico albertsons in a case of frozen 
ribs. police say the meat was from a packing plant in colorado... 
police in both new mexico and colorado are trying to figure out if 
the gun was used in a crime. 

KNBC 2:13 12/7/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught by the cameras! a man is seen apparently stealing 
christmas... right off someone's doorstep!  it's an expanding crime 
trend! especially this time of year... people stealing packages right 
off your porch! tonight... we have video you'll see only on nbc-4. 
nbc4's janet kwak is live in beverly hills... janet... 

KNBC 0:19 12/7/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, a developing story tonight...  a search is on for this missing 
ex-soldier... he's 20-year-old rowan woods... and he was recently 
discharged from the army. family members say he was last seen 
november 30th in hollywood.. around hollywood and vine. and they 
say he *may* need medical attention. 

KNBC 0:28 12/7/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now... new information to a tragic story in lancaster... the little two 
year old girl killed last night in a high speed chase...  last night... 
madison ruano... was in a car with her mother when a suspected 
drunk driver... being chased by police... slammed into their car. 
madison's mom is still in the hospital. and... the suspect... 45-year-
old... marvin hicks... is behind bars... tonight... people who didn't 
even know madison... are leaving stuffed animals and notes for her 
at the scene... 
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KNBC 0:20 12/7/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... these are photos of the four people murdered last weekend... 
at an illegal boarding house in northridge... tonight... we now 
know... that in 2006... a judge ordered the prime suspect in this 
case... ka pasouk... to be deported back to laos... but it never 
happened.... authorities told us... they tried to deport pasasouk... 
but they couldn't work it out with the country of laos. 

KNBC 0:26 12/7/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video tonight... out of kansas city... where police released dash 
cam video showing nfl linebacker... jovan belcher..the day he 
died... the first video clip happened about three a-m.. belcher was 
sleeping in his car... police woke him up... and made him go home. 
in the second clip... officers arrive at arrowhead stadium around 
eight a-m. last saturday... belcher killed his girlfriend.. and then 
killed himself. 

KNBC 1:39 12/7/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police tonight have unsealed the 15-year old autopsy report... on 
the murdered rap star "notorious b-i-g"... saying they hoped it might 
generate new leads... in this still unsolved mystery! nbc 4's beverly 
white... is live in downtown l-a. beverly... 

KNBC 0:35 12/7/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera... a back-seat driving suspect making a quick 
getaway...  it went down in texas this past sunday... and tonight... 
police are looking for the sneaky suspect who stole their police 
cruiser.  police say the burglary suspect was handcuffed in the 
back seat... he some how managed to get his arms in position... to 
roll down his window... you can see if you look closely... he reached 
out the window and opened the door from the outside... tiptoed to 
the front seat... and took off... with the handcuffs still on... he 
ditched the car a few miles away. 

KNBC 0:14 12/7/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... idaho police are trying to figure out who left pounds of pot in 
a rental car. 27-pounds to be exact. police say some workers at 
avis found the marijuana in a duffle bag... in a car that had been 
returned to the twin falls airport... 

KNBC 0:23 12/10/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to breaking news now... a major part of sunset boulevard... finally 
opening up after a major shut down tonight! investigators found a 
suspicious package there a few hours ago. it was closed from la 
cienega to sunset plaza drive.... and that backed up traffic for 
hours. but the device was found to be not dangerous.... and sunset 
is just now being re-opened. 

KNBC 1:45 12/10/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l-a county's d-a's office has completed an internal investigation 
involving that murder... of 4 people in northridge... and tonight we're 
learning more about a decision made... by that office... which *may* 
have helped to keep a killer on the streets... nbc4's jane yamamoto 
is in the newsroom with details... jane...  it's rare for the l-a county 
d-a's office to admit they made a mistake... but that's what they are 
saying in connection with the case of the alleged shooter in the 
northridge murders...    no word on whether any officials in the d-a's 
office are being disciplined for this mistake... meanwhile ka 
pasasouk now faces murder charges.. 

KNBC 0:21 12/10/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a not guilty plea today... from the man charged in a deadly high-
speed pursuit... that killed a two year old girl last week... in 
lancaster. and tonight... we've learned that the toddler... madison 
ruano... was the daughter of a kern county firefighter. suspect 
marvin hicks is now charged with madison's murder his car 
slammed into the car being driven by the her mother. 
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KNBC 0:47 12/10/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police in new york say the victim of a brazen, execution 
style murder in their city ... in the middle of the afternoon.... was a 
man from the l-a area...  witnesses said the victim was walking 
along a manhattan street...near central park and columbus circle... 
right in front of a school... when a gunman jumped out of a car... 
walked up to him and shot him in the head. that victim has been 
identified as brandon woodard... 31 yrs old... from the l-a area...  
witnesses: "i'm a native new yorker, it happens every day.. but 
when it happens so close, it's scary"... "when i ran up and saw the 
victim.. i was freaked out.. not a pretty sight." witnesses said the 
gunman simply jumped into a waiting car... and took off! there were 
surveillance videos... and police are busy right now studying them. 
but so far... no arrests. 

KNBC 0:15 12/10/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of confidential catholic church records could be released 
early next year. a judge ruled today that those records... involving 
at least 69 local priests accused of sexually abusing children... 
should be made public. 

KNBC 0:18 12/10/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera in new york city... an 85-year-old woman being 
brutally attacked... as she was getting on the elevator saturday 
night... she tried to leave as soon as she saw the man coming 
toward her. but the attacker overpowered her... knocking her to the 
ground. he took her bag... and got away.. but we're happy to tell 
you that she is recovering fine... 

KNBC 2:36 12/11/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was emotional, chaotic and terrifying... as a masked gunman 
opened fire inside a mall near portland oregon.  police say three 
people are dead... including the gunman... tonight...witnesses 
describe the moments of terror... and we"re learning new 
information about the shooter... ... let's go straight to robert kovacik 
in the newsroom.... do they have a motive?  tonight... the 
clackcamas county sheriff's department says it will not speculate 
when asked if the suspect was a former mall employee who had 
recently been terminated. witnesses say he stormed into the mall 
and shouted..."i am the shooter" and then opened fire.    that 
investigation covers a mall over a million square feet. witnesses 
say the gunman dropped his rifle when it jammed. was there more 
than one weapon? the sheriff says he shot himself. law 
enforcement never fired a single round. i'm robert kovacik. 

KNBC 1:30 12/11/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

9 an orange county doctor is out on bail tonight... he was arrested 
today and accused of possessing child pornography... nbc4's jane 
yamamoto is live in santa ana... jane... 

KNBC 0:57 12/11/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say this was the moment before an l-a man was gunned 
down on the streets of new york.  family members say he was 
studying law here in l.a.... despite his run-ins *with* the law.. 
tonight... police want to know who murdered brandon woodard... 
and why!  the show "extra" found this celebrity justice video of 
woodard... when he claimed he was roughed up by security guards 
for usher at a concert in las vegas.... in 2004. we told you last 
night... how woodard was shot... execution style... in the middle of 
the afternoon .. in manhattan yesterday... now police say someone 
lured him to a possible meeting spot.  this surveillance video shows 
the killer pacing on the sidewalk before he spots woodard... follows 
him... and shoots him. woodard lived in playa vista... and had family 
in ladera heights. 
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KNBC 0:19 12/11/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the u-s border patrol has seen a lot of pot smuggling... but this may 
be a first! it appears that an *air cannon* was used to fire 85-
pounds of pot... over the mexican border... into the u-s. agents 
found the pot packed into cans... in arizona... just a few hundred 
feet from the border... nobody was arrested. 

KNBC 1:45 12/11/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in sylmar tonight... a sexual predator is on the loose... and he has a 
distinctive look. police say he has already assaulted two women... 
and they're worried he may strike again. nbc 4's beverly white is 
live with the latest. beverly. 

KNBC 0:20 12/11/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in anaheim. police say a little girl was struck tonight 
by a hit and run driver... who was speeding away from a drive-by 
shooting. the victim... just three years old... was walking with her 
family when she was struck. she's in critical condition. police say 
nobody was hurt by the shooting. and we have just learned that 
three people have been detained for questioning. 

KNBC 3:43 12/12/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... you're looking live at the campus of cal state 
fullerton... where swat teams are working to clear the classrooms 
after a suspected gunman ran inside. and they feel he's still hiding 
somewhere on the campus tonight..  it all began with a robbery and 
shooting in moreno valley -- and we've been covering this from the 
very beginning...  newschopper 4 over-head when one robbery 
suspect led police on a high speed chase... speeds up to 120 miles 
per hour...and surface streets... in watts... he bailed out of the car 
and eventually surrendered.  at the same time... one robbery 
suspect ran onto the campus at cal state fullerton --police thought 
he had a gun...and that prompted a lockdown... at the university.  
students barricaded themselves inside classrooms... more on that 
in just a minute... but first...this all began late this afternoon .. in 
moreno valley.. chuck?  nbc four's vikki vargas is live at cal state 
fullerton... where the situation is still very fluid at this hour... vikki... 

KNBC 2:02 12/12/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a frightening and confusing situation for the hundreds of 
students in the middle of all that confusion. nbc4's beverly white is 
getting new information. beverly... 

KNBC 1:21 12/12/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting our first look at the scene where this crime spree... 
all started this afternoon. and we're getting some new and 
*exclusive* information about the victim... who was shot. let's go 
right to nbc4's jacob rascon... live in moreno valley. jacob! 

KNBC 1:18 12/12/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight about the gunman... and the victims... in 
yesterday's mall shooting near portland, oregon... but one thing that 
still remains a mystery... and that is the motive. nbc's jay gray 
reports from portland:    that huge mall was closed today... and will 
remain closed at least through tomorrow... 

KNBC 2:10 12/13/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

*only on four* tonight...  take a look at this surveillance video -- in 
the background -- you see the robbers at a pawn shop..in moreno 
valley. from here... there was a wild high speed chase.. a car 
jacking... and lockdown at cal state fullerton.  tonight... two of those 
suspects are still on the run. n-b-c-4's robert kovacik is following the 
investigation... and he's live now in the newsroom. robert! 
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KNBC 0:29 12/13/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... l-a police are looking for this young mom and her baby. 
24-year-old carolina castellanos was spotted earlier today pushing 
her two-month-old infant...in a red and black stroller... in the 
westlake area. ... she has brown hair...brown eyes....she's 5-feet, 4-
inches... and weighs around 125 pounds.  castellanos and her baby 
were last seen in on westlake avenue near seventh street. if you 
have any information on their whereabouts, you're asked to call 
lapd. 

KNBC 0:22 12/13/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an l-a county sheriff's deputy has been arrested and charged with 
assaulting inmates. 5-year veteran jermaine jackson, worked at 
twin towers correctional facility in downtown. according to the 
investigation, jackson used his feet in the attacks. he has been 
relieved of duty without pay and could appear in court as early as 
tomorrow. 

KNBC 0:20 12/13/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information tonight on the mysterious death of this alaska 
airlines pilot in october. the coroner says 55 year old lee morris, 
died of a heart attack while trying to cross the five freeway on foot. 
investigators think morris had been to a movie... and was trying to 
get back to his burbank hotel... before a flight the next morning. 

KNBC 0:26 12/13/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven... four people are facing hate crime charges.. tied to 
attacks that happened in september at two ventura county 
campgrounds. andrew martin... forrest darrough... mya braschler 
and kirk smets were all arrested yesterday in ventura.  police say 
the 4 attacked several people with baseball bats... another 
suspect.. who police say is a known white supremacist.. was 
arrested in late september on weapons charges. 

KNBC 1:49 12/13/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in lancaster, students and their parents are being urged to be alert, 
after a man attacked a young girl on her way to school.  jane 
yamamoto is live in lancaster... with latest on the search for the 
man... jane? 

KNBC 0:42 12/13/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

long beach police are asking for your help as they investigate a 
deadly hit and run involving a man in a wheelchair.  we got our first 
look at this surveillance video today. we blurred some of the 
graphic images, but you can see the wheelchair is knocked right 
out from under 55-year-old robert diaz. the accident happened 
around 5-30 sunday night near artesia boulevard and rose avenue.  
if you saw what happened that night or have any information, long 
beach police would like to hear from you. 

KNBC 0:22 12/13/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the oregon mall scene of that deadly shooting tuesday.. is set to 
reopen for business tomorrow. police will also be providing 
additional patrols around the mall, though they say there is no 
reason for alarm. the clackamas town center closed tuesday 
afternoon, when a lone gunman fired dozens of rounds in the food 
court, killing two shoppers before killing himself. 

KNBC 4:26 12/14/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now at 11... news is still breaking in today's deadly shooting in 
newtown, connecticut where a total of 28 people are dead. this 
includes 20 children, six adults, the gunman and his mother.  and... 
this just in... our first look... at the gunman. identified as '20' year 
old "adam lanza"... whose mother taught at the school.  sandy hook 
elementary is in the city of "newtown"... in the "southwestern" part 
of connecticut... near the border with "new york."  nbc 4's chuck 
henry joins us tonight from "newtown"... with the latest on this 
horrible story. chuck... you flew there... shortly after this story 
broke... what have you learned? 
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KNBC 1:46 12/14/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now.. to the lanza family home where police are searching for clues 
as to why this shooting may have happened. right now... the house 
is a crime scene surrounded by police.  this afternoon... nancy 
lanza... was found shot dead inside the family home... and 
neighbors were told to evacutate.    nbc news has learned ryan 
lanza... who lives in new jersey... told investigators he had not seen 
his adam in two years. at first ryan lanza had mistakenly been 
identified as the shooter because his identification was found on 
the body of his underage brother. 

KNBC 0:17 12/14/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of people... packed a church tonight... in "newtown.. 
connecticut"... to remember those killed in the massacre. "saint 
rose of lima church" opened its doors for 'anyone' who wanted to 
pray... reflect... or just be surrounded by neighbors. very few are 
still there now. but... the church plans to have its doors open 'all' 
night. 

KNBC 1:44 12/14/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... here in "southern california"... 'emotions' are 'overflowing'... 
as well. a 'prayer' and 'candlelight vigil' in honor of the victims and 
survivors... in "connecticut" grew tonight... at "leimert park." and... 
many we've talked with... couldn't help but feel the 'pain' of the 
tragedy.  nbc 4's jane yamamoto is live in "south l-a." and... jane... 
this vigil grew as the hours passed. 

KNBC 1:29 12/14/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

while the emotional tole on both the parents and students at sandy 
hook elementary school was overwhelming... a few children were 
able to talk about what happened to them this morning...  a 
"california" woman says... her nephew 'witnessed' the shooting. 
and... she became extremely 'emotional' as she described what the 
'seven' year old saw.  she says her 'nephew' and a friend... ran 
across the street... to the fire station. it was closed. so... they then 
ran to a nearby house. 

KNBC 0:10 12/14/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and.... in washington d-c... the flag on top of the white house was 
lowered this afternoon. president obama ordered all federal 
buildings to fly at at half staff until december 18-th. 

KNBC 0:37 12/14/12 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in las vegas tonight...an apparent murder suicide on 
the las vegas strip at the excalibur hotel and casino. here's a look 
at the scene. it happened just before 8-30 tonight. police say the 
woman was shot before the suspected shooter turned the gun on 
himself. the hotel is calling this a "domestic incident". we've just 
learned the woman worked at the hotel. right now... detectives are 
on scene investigating. and we'll bring you the latest information as 
soon as we get it. 

KNBC 2:09 12/14/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... people across the "u-s" are remembering the students 
and teachers... who lost their lives... in the "connecticut" school 
shooting. in the "inland empire"... a few dozen students attended an 
impromptu candlelight vigil... at the "university of redlands." the 
group stood in silence... in honor... of the victims.  our "chuck 
henry" is live tonight in "newtown.. connecticut." you landed just a 
short while ago. what have you learned since then? 

KNBC 0:32 12/14/12 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today's shooting bring back 'vivid' memories of the 1999 
massacre... at "columbine high school" in "littleton.. colorado." 
"columbine's" current principal is offering his 'condolences' and 
'prayers'... to the families of the "connecticut" victims. 

KNBC 0:24 12/14/12 11:25p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 49-year-old businessman has been arrested on suspicion of 
sexually assaulting a number of teenage boys... gary alan haw 
owns a tanning salon in thousand oaks... authorities said he hired 
boys ages 12 to 19 to work at the salon... and molested some of 
them there...  investigators say they also believe haw targeted 
families in turmoil... and single-parent families with teenage boys... 
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KNBC 4:04 12/17/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chuck henry ... has been in new-town since the beginning on 
friday... and he was there as agents carried out evidence.... chuck 
are we any closer to knowing a motive... or what set him off? 

KNBC 1:53 12/17/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pomona man accused of posting rants... on his facebook page... 
against children and elementary schools... in l-a ....will "not" be 
charged. (anim) nbc4's jane yama-moto is live in downtown l-a. so, 
jane, why no charges? 

KNBC 0:14 12/17/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the florida man who admitted to hacking into celebrity email 
accounts has been sentenced. christopher chaney will spend 10-
years in prison. the 60 victims included scarlett johansson and 
christina aguiliera. 

KNBC 1:09 12/17/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meanwhile ... as we go back to chuck henry ...live in connecticut... 
the sad reality ... is that there are so many memorials ... and so 
many funerals ... that florists are simply...running out of flowers. 

KNBC 2:07 12/18/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tomorrow will bring more funerals in new-town, connecticut... more 
young children... and a private service for the school principal... 
who reportedly died trying to save her students. once again...nbc 
four's chuck henry is live in connecticut... with developments... 
chuck.. 

KNBC 0:26 12/18/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police have evacuated several apartment complexes in 
north hollywood... and they have closed down the surrounding 
streets... because a man has barricaded himself in one of the 
apartments. it started around two pm today... when officials tried to 
serve a search warrant on the suspect... police say he does *not* 
have any hostages... and there is no danger to the public. 

KNBC 1:25 12/19/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time tonight... we are hearing from some of those who 
rushed into sandy hook elementary school last week.. they are the 
first responders who wanted to help...but found there was little they 
could do.    a painful part of the recovery is saying goodbye. four 
more funerals are scheduled for tomorrow.. 

KNBC 0:20 12/19/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and l-a police believe they have arrested the man who made the 
bomb threats... that disrupted part of koreatown...yesterday at 
noon... the suspect, wan song... is accused of making a bomb 
threat against a jewish temple in koreatown... and a police car 
parked nearby. police say they also think... he vandalized the 
temple with a swastika... earlier this month. 

KNBC 2:04 12/20/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l-a-p-d chief charlie beck... talking about a woman who allegedly 
threatened to kill his wife. it's a story we first brought you as 
breaking news at six...  nbc4's robert kovacik... live at police 
headquarters... with an exclusive interview with the chief... robert. 

KNBC 0:22 12/20/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

these are some for the stolen items recovered from the home of a 
man detectives are calling the san pedro grinch. detectives went to 
the home as part of an investigation into the theft of a package.. 
from the porch of another home in rancho palos verdes. at the san 
pedro home, officers found a vast amount of stolen property and 
stolen mail. 

KNBC 1:49 12/20/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and seems like the grinches are really busy this holiday season.... 
burglars are targeting homes in the porter ranch area.. in the north 
san fernando valley. our jane yamamoto is live tonight at the l-a-p-
d's devonshire station... in northridge. jane! 
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KNBC 0:22 12/20/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this man allegedly went into an elementary school in virginia... 
which is also called sandy hook... carrying a plank of wood with the 
words "high-powered rifle" written on it... christopher johnson was 
immediately detained by a school officer... and then arrested by 
police... police say the man was apparently attempting to make a 
statement about school safety... 

KNBC 0:25 12/20/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say road rage may have been the motive for a car-to-car 
shooting this morning in whittier.  it happened at worman mill road 
and beverly boulevard in whittier. the bullet went right through the 
back window... then through a head rest... and hit the victim.. in the 
back of the head. investigators say the victim was able to speak.. 
and he told them the shooter had cut him off... and was in a white 
s-u-v. the victim is still being treated at the hospital. 

KNBC 0:19 12/20/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the sacramento police department arrested one of its own officers 
today. investigatators say gary baker sexually assaulted a 76-year-
old woman this week. and they say d-n-a evidence links him to 
another crime... against the same woman... back in 2010. baker is 
a 22-year veteran of the police department. 

KNBC 0:25 12/21/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight oxnard police are looking for a man who... they say... held a 
knife on a woman in a shopping center parking lot.  last night the 
woman was attacked as she walked from marshall's to her car. the 
attacker allegedly held a knife to her throat... and made her get into 
her car... she managed to start honking her horn... thats when the 
man let go and ran away... police searched the area... but weren't 
able to find the suspect... the woman is said to be okay... 

KNBC 0:35 12/21/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and here locally... police and deputies went to several schools 
today... responding to various threats....  diamond ranch high 
school in pomona was locked down for about four hours... because 
a threatening call came into the school this morning... the campus 
was searched.... nothing suspicious was found... and there were no 
arrests  and in south pasadena today... police checked out 
information they got from a student... the student said a man in a 
hoodie warned her not to come to school today.... but on this final 
day before winter break... police didn't find anything to worry about. 
officers stayed around, however, just to be absolutely sure. 

KNBC 0:24 10/12/12 11:23p cultural 

archaeologists believe they have pinpointed the exact spot where 
julius caesar fell when he was stabbed to death.  they unearthed a 
concrete structure at a location where classical writers said the 
stabbing took place... they think it may have been erected by 
caesar's son... augustus... as some sort of memorial. turns out the 
structure sits right next to a well-used bus and tram stop in the 
center of rome. 

KNBC 0:14 10/4/12 11:05p deaths 

'new' infromation tonoight... from "orange county"... where beach 
goers found a snorkeler dead today... in the water off "laguna 
beach." they pulled the victim... a man in his 50's... from the ocean 
near the "montage resort"... at around four p-m. they tried to revive 
him... but could 'not.' 

KNBC 0:34 10/8/12 11:15p deaths 

a contestant in a 'roach-eating' contest collapsed and died... 
minutes after downing handfuls of the insects.  '32' year old 
"edward archibold"... is on the far left wearing a headband. this 
contest in florida was on friday. you can hear the crowd... cheering 
him on... as he downed the roaches. but... witnesses say... minutes 
after claiming victory... he collapsed and died. an autopsy's slated... 
to determine exactly 'why' he died. archibold was competing to win 
a python. 
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KNBC 0:19 10/9/12 11:11p deaths 

family... and friends gathered in "inglewood" tonight... for a 
candlelight vigil to remember... "alfonso cerda." he's the cyclist... 
and father of three... hit and killed yesterday morning... by an l-a 
deputy's car... during a pursuit. deputies say they believed "cerda" 
had a gun. but... no weapon has been found. the family is 
demanding answers. 

KNBC 2:16 10/10/12 11:04p deaths 

and friday will mark one year...since a man walked into a hair salon 
in seal beach... and opened fire! 8 people died that day... 
employees and customers... and tonight..residents in that quiet 
beach city... are making plans to remember them...  nbc four's 
beverly white is live in seal beach... beverly? 

KNBC 0:45 10/11/12 11:14p deaths 

tonight... a 'candlelight vigil' ... in "seal beach"... in honor of the 
victims of the "salon meritage" shooting.  tomorrow... marks the 
'first anniversary' of the 'worst mass' killing in "orange county's" 
history. a shooting rampage left eight people dead. some of those 
in attendence tonight... wore white... to symbolize peace.  
prosecutors say the ex-husband of a salon employee is the 
shooter. they say "scott dekraai" killed his ex-wife... then started 
shooting others. he'll stand trial for murder... next year. 

KNBC 0:20 10/22/12 11:17p deaths 

director tony scott used a sleep aid, and an anti-depressant before 
jumping to his death from the vincent thomas bridge... according to 
an autopsy report...  the report also indicates "multiple blunt-force 
injuries" suffered during the fall. drowning is also considered a 
factor. a final coroner's report is excepted in the next two weeks. 

KNBC 1:24 11/1/12 11:08p deaths 

still a lot of unanswered questions about the shooting on the 
campus of u-s-c overnight... a halloween party in the middle of 
campus... three young friends shot... and one of the victim's father 
talked to nbc4's angie crouch... 

KNBC 2:36 11/23/12 11:00p Deaths Larry Hagman has died 

KNBC 0:31 11/26/12 11:14p deaths 

an autopsy has confirmed... that a man who died last month after a 
cockroach eating contest... actually *choked* to death.  this is home 
video of edward archbold... who died after eating cockroaches, 
bugs and worms in a contest at a miami reptile store.. the winner 
the grand prize was a pet python. after the contest... archbold 
collapse outside the store and died. the autopsy showed his airway 
was blocked by the insects and his death was ruled an accident. 

KNBC 0:20 11/27/12 11:08p deaths 

there was a candlelight vigil in torrance tonight for phillip moreno. 
moreno was killed over the weekend by a woman police say had 
been drinking... sherri wilkins, who worked as a substance abuse 
counselor. saturday night... she drove over two miles with moreno 
stuck in her windshield. wilkins was charged today with murder and 
d-u-i. 

KNBC 0:36 12/5/12 11:08p deaths 

legendary composer and pianist "dave brubeck" has died.  known 
for his pioneering style... he helped 'define' jazz music throughout 
the 1950's and 60's. in 1959... he released "time out." it became the 
first jazz album... to sell more than a 'million' copies. "brubeck" 
became an ambassador for jazz... performing until just a few 
months ago.  today... in honor of his life... flowers were placed on 
"brubeck's" star... on the "hollywood walk of fame." "dave brubeck 
died of heart failure... one day before his '92nd' birthday. 
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KNBC 2:04 12/10/12 11:00p deaths 

remembering jenny rivera... through music tonight -- as friends and 
family memorialize the popular latina peformer.  her sudden 
death... is a loss being felt around the world. it will take days to 
determine the reason the lear-jet suddenly plunged into a mountian 
side killing rivera and six others.. let's go to john cadiz klemack.. 
live where he spoke to her family tonight. john! 

KNBC 0:56 12/11/12 11:03p deaths 

new tonight: ravi shankar has died... he was the indian sitar 
virtuoso... who launched into fame with the help of the beatles... he 
died tonight in san diego county...  ravi shankar... became 
something of a musical icon"... after that time with the beatles.... but 
he was always revered as a musical ambassador.. and in fact he 
performed just last month in long beach with his daughter. he died 
near his home in san diego... tonight....he had been suffering with 
heart and respiratory problems... after open heart surgury last 
week.  shankar was a master of the sitar. beatle george harrison 
once called him the father of world music. he was also the father of 
singer norah jones. shankar won three grammy awards... and just 
last week he was nominated in the best world music category... 
competing against his other daughter... who's also a sitar player. 
ravi shankar was 92. 

KNBC 0:28 12/17/12 11:10p deaths 

and...the most senior member of the u-s senate has died. daniel 
inouye (in-oh-ay)... a democrat from hawaii...was first elected in 
1962. he played key roles in the congressional investigations of 
watergate and the iran-contra scandal. his office said today that he 
died of respiratory complications at a washington-area hospital. 
senator inouye was a world war two vet and he received the a 
congressional medal of honor. he was 88 years old. 

KNBC 0:21 10/1/12 11:06p education 

in "la puente"... prosecutors have yet to file charges against four 
students... arrested over allegations of hazing. today... a group of 
alumni marched... to "la puente high school"... to show their support 
for soccer players who say they were sexually abused them... as 
part of a hazing ritual. authorities say... the four known victims are 
all 14 and 15 years old. 

KNBC 0:19 10/1/12 11:07p education 

in "miramonte"... lawyers who represent two dozen students are 
now calling for 'changes' in school 'policy' and 'procedures'... to 
help protect children from 'sexual abuse.' they want the "l-a-u-s-d" 
to name an 'independent monitor'... who would 'assure' 
compliance... with safety policies. they also want a 'hotline'... to 
make it easier to report abuse cases. 

KNBC 0:36 10/4/12 11:10p education 

the "l-a-u-s-d" wants to know 'why' a school police officer used 
"pepper spray"... to break up a noisy crowd at "narbonne high"... in 
"harbor city."  apparently... a fight broke-out between two girls... at 
about 10 this morning. it attracted 'several' dozen students. the 
district says... that's when the school officer ordered the students to 
break up. they didn't... so she shot the pepper spray.  in all... 
paramedics treated '47' students for pepper spray exposure. school 
police cited the two girls involved in the fight. 

KNBC 0:32 10/22/12 11:15p education 

a former porn actress... who switched professions to become a 
teacher... went before an administrative judge today... in an attempt 
to save her job!!  stacie halas was hired at haydock intermediate 
school in oxnard. but when students found her old porn videos on 
line... the school district decided to fire her..saying she lied on her 
job application. halas's attorney says making porn is perfectly 
legal... and it was the district's responsibility to check her 
background. we're told a decision could come in a few days. 
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KNBC 0:29 10/25/12 11:09p education 

stacie halas, the 8th grade oxnard science teacher who once 
worked in porn movies - is still trying to get her job back.  today she 
told an adminstrative panel those "x" rated films were years ago.. 
so she could take care of her family. halas said the films made her 
sick to her stomach. then, she turned to teaching - oxnard school 
officials testifed when the films became know at school it disrupted 
classes... and she continuously lied about it. the hearing winds-up 
tomorrow. 

KNBC 0:26 12/10/12 11:10p education 

and... the university of california is trying to update its logo for the 
first time in a long time... but apparently lots of people... don't like 
it...  the old logo is on the left... and the new one on the right.. but 
students and alumni are spending plenty of time on-line making fun 
of it... officials say there are no immediate plans to change the new 
logo... but they say the logo could evolve over time. 

KNBC 0:25 12/17/12 11:09p education 

dozens of teachers in victorville are getting bad news right in the 
middle of the holiday season. they will be losing their jobs.  the 
victor valley union high school district has started notifying about 80 
staff members... and that includes...45 teachers... that they will be 
laid off because of the budget. the district is so deep in debt... that 
the state will be forced to take over the schools next year.... unless 
something drastic is done. 

KNBC 0:33 12/20/12 11:09p education 

a san juan capistrano councilman wants teachers to be able to 
carry guns. councilman derek reeve sent a letter to public and 
private schools in san juan capistrano... saying arming teachers is 
the best way to protect students.  dr. joseph farley... the 
superintendent of the capistrano unified school district... gave nbc4 
this response: "we appreciate councilmember reeve's interest in 
student safety, but we will not entertain any proposal to have staff 
persons carry firearms." 

KNBC 0:28 11/28/12 11:15p Elderly-Seniors-
Retirement 

it's a situation that a lot of families face finding a a place for their 
parents... as they get older......  so... here's one new option... it's 
called a "granny pod"... a small, high tech, pre-fab cottage that can 
be built in your backyard... it's about three hundred square feet... it 
comes equipped with technology found in most hospital rooms 
including a defribilattor. it's pricey... up to 125-thousand dollars... 
but this way your relative can stay close to home. 

KNBC 0:24 12/6/12 11:08p employment/labor 

union supporters... taking over... the "michigan state capitol" 
tonight... protesting the passage of "right to work" legislation.  the 
state legislature has made "michigan"... home of the auto industry... 
a "right to work" state. "right-to-work" laws ban employers from 
'forcing' an employee... to join a union... and... thereby they let 
people opt out of joining unions... and paying dues. 

KNBC 0:32 12/11/12 11:10p employment/labor 

now to michigan... where tonight... the governor signed into law... 
those two so-called "right to work" bills that sharply limit the rights 
of labor unions.  the republican-led state house passed the laws 
today... as thousands of union supporters packed the state capitol 
chanting "shame on you! the new laws put an end to rules... that 
require people to join a union... in order to be employed. michigan 
will now become the 24th "right to work" state in the country. 

KNBC 0:17 12/19/12 11:09p employment/labor 

earlier this month... we saw a strike at the ports here... now ports 
on the east coast are bracing for a possible strike. talks between 
the shipping companies and dockworkers have broken down... 
leaving 15 ports and more than 14 thousand workers... from boston 
to houston... vulnerable to a walk-out tonight. 
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KNBC 1:25 10/1/12 11:02p entertainment 

new tonight... "l-a's childrens hospital" is 'distancing' itself... from a 
'billboard campaign'... for a cable t-v show... also known as... 
"childrens hospital."  nbc four's ted chen is live in "west hollywood." 
ted... 'what'... is this all about?? 

KNBC 0:24 10/1/12 11:16p entertainment 

he may not be a household name... but the next "oscars" host... 
knows how to get a laugh. "family guy" creator seth macfarlane will 
host the oscar's in february.  macfarlane also wrote, directed and 
starred in the movie "ted"... he said this is an "overwhelming 
privilege". and hopes the oscar people don't find out... he also 
hosted... the "charlie sheen roast." 

KNBC 0:36 10/4/12 11:16p entertainment 

speaking of shooting star... the new adele download could be on its 
way to becoming... the most downloaded song *ever* on i-tunes... 
today... she released the theme for "skyfall"... the newest "bond" 
movie...  50 years ago tomorrow... the most successful movie 
franchise *ever was born. that's when james bond first came to the 
screen in "dr. no" . skyfall... the 23rd bond movie... opens 
november 9th. 

KNBC 0:22 10/4/12 11:17p entertainment 

and... the stars turned out tonight to celebrate the third season of 
the a-m-c series "the walking dead." about a zombie apocalypse... 
the event was held at universal studios hollywood... where visitors 
were able to experience also... halloween horror nights... which 
included *more* walking dead! universal is part of our nbc-universal 
family. 

KNBC 0:40 10/5/12 11:33p entertainment 

hundreds of people waited in line tonight at the grove for arnold 
schwarzenegger to sign copies of his new autobiography. "total 
recall: my unbelievably true life story" hit book-shelves on monday. 
in it... as you may have heard... schwarzenegger talks about 
problems... he says he caused... during his 25 year marriage to 
maria shriver... and that includes details about several affairs.. 
"total recall" is currently number 37 on amazon's best seller list. 

KNBC 0:39 10/8/12 11:24p entertainment 

anything can happen on live t-v... but what happened to a guest 
host on shopping network q-v-c.. caused quite a scare!  frightening 
moments last night... as host cassie slane began patting her 
chest... then fainted. her co-host asks her if she's okay.. and the 
camera cuts away... but he continues talking about the product for 
sale. minutes later... he told the t-v audience she was fine. 

KNBC 0:19 10/9/12 11:25p entertainment 

a "w-w-e" performer has apologized for hitting a fan last night in 
sacramento.  it appeared the wrestler known as "c-m punk" had 
been repeatedly pushed by fans... and then he lashed back at one 
of them. event organizers say there should have been security 
guards nearby. 

KNBC 0:25 10/12/12 11:24p entertainment 

the beverly hills house where elvis presley and wife priscilla once 
lived is up for sale... the four-bedroom, five-bathroom estate is 
listed for just under 13 million dollars... meaning buyers will have to 
shell out just around two thousand five hundred dollars for each 
square foot. the house features a pool... spa... glass walls and an 
attached guesthouse. and the entry gate is covered with 
handwritten tributes to elvis from fans. 

KNBC 0:19 10/15/12 11:15p entertainment 

they're the new *golden girls*... former saturday night live co-
horts... tina fey and amy poehler... will host the golden globe 
awards in january.  the saturday night live alums are taking over for 
ricky gervais. the 70th annual golden globe awards will air here on 
nbc-4 on january 13th. 
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KNBC 0:14 10/15/12 11:16p entertainment 

it has starred in many movies... and now, the hollywood sign is 
getting a make-over. crews have been at work all day... getting it 
ready for the celebration of its 90th birthday. it will take eight weeks 
to paint the entire sign. 

KNBC 1:12 10/15/12 11:16p entertainment 
and tonight...new video from sunday's record free-fall from the edge 
of space... and you'll see just how close it came to a very different 
ending... 

KNBC 0:40 10/15/12 11:23p entertainment 

even under the best of circumstances... base jumping can be 
considered a very dangerous thing to do! but a veteran jumper had 
no idea... how treacherous... his latest stunt would turn out to 
be...what is it with all the daredevils lately????  here you see 
richard henrikson... getting ready to jump off the edge of a four-
thousand foot cliff for a norwegian t-v show. the plan was to spin 
around the bar... then take the leap... but the bar collapsed! 
henrikson plunged off the cliff... the crowd thought for sure he was 
dead! but it turned out... he opened his parachute in the nick of 
time... 

KNBC 0:41 10/16/12 11:23p entertainment 

when it comes to olympic glory... it doesn't get much better than 
beach volleyball superstar kerri walsh jennings. first she and misty 
may treanor won back-to-back-to-back gold... then we found out 
she was pregnant in london... and tonight... she was in l-a to talk 
about all of it.  our fred roggin warmed up the crowd at the grammy 
museum... at an event called the minds behind the medal. kerri and 
doctor michael gervais... a premier sports psychologist who works 
with kerri... talked about what it takes to be a champion. 

KNBC 0:25 10/17/12 11:23p entertainment 
10 million dollar catamaran used for America's Cup training 
capsized in san francisco bay 

KNBC 0:45 10/17/12 11:33p entertainment new quadski atv turns into waverunner 

KNBC 0:37 10/19/12 11:17p entertainment 

starting tomorrow morning.... a stretch of the 73 toll road in orange 
county will be shut down... for filming of a new movie... "the 
hangover part three."  from 5:00 a-m to 1:30 in the afternoon.. the 
southbound 73 will be shut-down from the 405 to the 55 freeway. 
the closure happens again on sunday... and some people are *not* 
too happy about it.  this will be the o-c's first *full* freeway closure 
ever... for movie production. the closure is expected to dump heavy 
traffic onto surface streets. but... the "orange county film 
commission" says the producers are working with caltrans and local 
cities to reduce the impact. 

KNBC 0:58 10/22/12 11:17p entertainment 

the international cycling union... has made it official! it has stripped 
lance armstrong of his *seven* tour de france titles...  the move 
follows a report by the u-s anti-doping agency that names 
armstrong as the leader of a quote "sophisticated... successful 
doping program." the cyclist will also be asked to return his medals, 
and millions of dollars of prize money. armstrong -a cancer-
survivor- has stepped down as the head of his own "livestrong 
foundation." last week, he spoke at a fundraiser for the charity...  
armstrong denies the doping charges... but longtime sponsors 
including nike, radio shack, oakley, and anheuser-busch have all 
ended their relationships with the cyclist. 

KNBC 0:29 10/24/12 11:23p entertainment 

the breeder's cup is coming back to santa anita... and to 
celebrate.... an artist created a unique painting that you too... can 
be a part of...  this 3-d painting shows a scene from santa anita... 
and lets fans actually step into the painting and be part of the race. 
it's at l-a live for a week. nbc4's john cádiz klemack tested it out 
today... and as you can see he rode a winner... 
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KNBC 0:20 10/30/12 11:09p entertainment 

and nadya suleman... also known as "octo-mom"... has checked 
herself into rehab. a spokesperson tells nbc-4 she entered a 
treatment facility last week for quote: "anxiety... exhaustion and 
stress." suleman had been taking doctor prescribed xanax ... and 
decided she needed help with her recovery. 

KNBC 1:46 10/30/12 11:09p entertainment 
a big show business story tonight! very big! disney is buying lucas-
film... of "star wars" fame... for about four *billion* dollars.  nbc 
four's kim baldonado is live at disney studios.... kim?? 

KNBC 0:18 10/30/12 11:24p entertainment 

the lakers new local network... time warner sports-net... is still 
working on a deal to have games shown on cox cable... direct t-v .. 
and dish network.  tomorrow's game at portland is the first regular 
season game on sports net. and if there's no deal.. there's no local 
t-v for millions of fans!! 

KNBC 0:22 11/1/12 11:24p entertainment 

fame apparently runs in the family for george clooney. it turns out 
the actor is a distant relative of president abraham lincoln. 
according to ancestry-dot-com... clooney is a half-cousin to the 
president... five times removed... clooney has much closer ties to 
another famous relative... his aunt was the actress and singing 
star... rosemary clooney... 

KNBC 0:36 11/5/12 11:33p entertainment 

ever stood in front of the mirror... holding a hair brush... and 
pretending you were performing for the judges on "the voice"? 
today some fans got that chance!  extra held a singing compotition 
at the grove tonight. three people got 30 seconds each... to belt out 
a tune for the actual voice judges... and win tickets to a live taping! 
extra's special dedicated to "the voice" will air next monday. 

KNBC 1:42 11/8/12 11:16p entertainment 

you saw it on nbc four tonight... "the voice"... getting down to the 
final 12 contestants... and then everybody got together for a 
concert at the house of blues!! nbc four's kim baldonado is live in 
west hollywood... kim?? 

KNBC 1:21 11/9/12 11:06p entertainment 

you know hollywood loves a good drama... and boy is one playing 
out with the lakers right now... the team fired coach mike brown this 
morning... just five games into the regular season...  mario solis is 
here now with more on this major shake-up in the laker 
organization... mario! 

KNBC 1:52 11/9/12 11:08p entertainment 
and no one is more vested in the fate of the lakers than their fans... 
and they gave nbc4's beverly white an *earful* tonight at staples! 
beverly... give us some samples... 

KNBC 0:25 11/9/12 11:33p entertainment 

from weathercaster to emcee.... fritz is off tonight because he 
served as master of ceremonies.. for a big event at the skirball 
cultural center. a non-profit group -- called "new directions for 
youth" -- held its annual "spirit of hope black and white gala". mayor 
antonio villaraigosa was among those receiving awards tonight 
from the group. the awards honored those who've contributed to 
new direction for youth's programs.. for at-risk and troubled 
youngsters and their families. 

KNBC 0:22 11/12/12 11:15p entertainment 

victoria's secret has apologized for putting a native american head 
dress on one of its models at a recent show.  the company says it 
will drop the head-dress model from the televised version of its 
show when it airs next month. the head dress... worn by karlie 
kloss.... has attracted a lot of web chatter... both for and against it... 
and she's issued a personal apology as well. 
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KNBC 0:18 11/12/12 11:16p entertainment 

lance armstrong is creating a buzz on twitter...this weekend he 
tweeted a photo of himself... lying on a couch... underneath a row 
of his seven tour de france jerseys. the caption reads simply... 
quote: "back in austin and just layin' around." armstrong as you 
probably know... was stripped of his titles because of doping 
allegations... 

KNBC 0:46 11/12/12 11:23p entertainment 

it's the hottest show on nbc -- and we're counting down to the 
finale!  tonight... it was the first live round of the voice. some of the 
most powerful performances we've seen so far. nbc4's kim 
baldonado talked with contestants! 

KNBC 0:18 11/12/12 11:33p entertainment 
the cold didn't stop these die hard fans tonight! freezing cold they're 
waiting in line at the best buy in burbank for the midnight release of 
the new video game called "call of duty black ops 2"... very popular! 

KNBC 0:39 11/13/12 11:24p entertainment 

you saw it right here on nbc4... first there were twelve contestants 
on the voice... now tonight... there are ten...  the two artists with the 
fewest votes were sent home tonight... no matter which team they 
were on. that's a change from last year... still... the people voted off 
the show tonight had nothing but praise for their coaches...  the 
winner will be chosen on on december 18th... right here on nbc 4. 

KNBC 0:25 11/14/12 11:23p entertainment 

singer jon bon jovi's daughter has been arrested on a charge of 
drug possession.. after police responded to a suspected heroin 
overdose at an upstate new york college.  police found stephanie 
bongiovi's roomate unresponsive. after a search warrant was 
issued, police also found heroin, marijuana and drug paraphernalia. 
19-year-old stephanie bongiovi was then, arrested and charged. 

KNBC 0:22 11/14/12 11:24p entertainment 
channing tatum is people magazine's sexiest man alive for 20-12. 
the 32-year-old's first thought on hearing the news was, "y'all are 
messing with me." 

KNBC 2:17 11/15/12 11:07p entertainment 

flames lit up the sky in westwood tonight... no cause for alarm... it's 
the traditional bonfire at ucla... a sure signal that the crosstown 
football game between ucla &amp; us...is now just days away...  
same sort of thing happening tonight at usc....it's one of those 
rivalries that has been going on for years... and generations. janet 
kwak is live at u-s-c with a preview of the events leading up to this 
weekend's big game... janet... 

KNBC 1:47 11/16/12 11:04p entertainment safety prep before USC/UCLA game 

KNBC 0:26 11/16/12 11:32p entertainment Kim Kardashian goes on date with marine 

KNBC 2:11 11/19/12 11:03p entertainment 

in pasadena tonight... all the talk is about football... pro football and 
should the rose bowl temporarily house an n-f-l team... while the 
new stadium is built somewhere else?? it's an issue that has come 
up before... are residents around the rose bowl willing to accept an 
nfl team in their backyard... even if it is temporary. nbc-4's john 
cadiz klemack is in pasadena. 

KNBC 0:29 11/19/12 11:11p entertainment 

controversy tonight... surrounding the making of the new hobbit 
trilogy. dozens of animals being housed in new zealand to work on 
the movies... have died.  more than two-dozen horses, sheep, 
goats and chickens died on a farm near shoot locations. wranglers 
say the animals were being kept in a decrepit conditions... peter 
jackson, the movie's director, issued a statement saying the 
producers took the welfare of the animals very seriously... and 
none of the animals died on the set. 
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KNBC 0:41 11/19/12 11:24p entertainment 

and then there were ten! "the voice" finalists performed tonight... 
and the coaches called it the best episode in the show's history!  
now we hold our breath... the elimination is tomorrow. two l-a 
residents hope they blew away enough viewers to stay.  two 
contestants will be sent home tomorrow... and it's possible for two 
members of the same team to be voted off. 

KNBC 1:46 11/20/12 11:17p entertainment 

it has been another emotional night on the voice... as two more 
singers were sent home. so now... it's now down to the elite eight.  
kim baldonado is live at universal studios with the results and 
reaction... kim? 

KNBC 1:47 11/22/12 11:06p entertainment 

trouble at actress halle berry's house today! her old boyfriend... had 
an all-out fight with her new fiance! the old boyfriend was arrested... 
and now he's posted bail! janet kwak is outside berry's house with 
the latest information ... janet! 

KNBC 1:14 11/22/12 11:23p entertainment 
for over thirty years the "laugh factory" has invited people who are 
down on their luck... to chow down and *laugh* on thanksgiving! 
and each year... it gets bigger and bigger... take a look... 

KNBC 0:36 11/26/12 11:33p entertainment 

just in time for the holiday season, the n-b-a has unveiled special 
christmas jerseys. and along with them...a commercial that is sure 
to turn heads.  n-b-a stars dwight howard, carmello anthony and 
others dribble in time to the rhythm of the famous christmas song 
"carol of the bells". 

KNBC 0:24 11/27/12 11:09p entertainment 

+ halle berry's lawyers were in court today... asking a judge to keep 
berry's ex-boyfriend... away from their little girl...  halle berry wasn't 
in court today... and the judge hasn't ruled on her request yet... on 
thanksgiving there was a fight between berry's former boyfriend... 
gabriel aubrey...and her fiancé. berry and aubrey have been in a 
custody battle over their 4-year old daughter since the two split up 
2-years ago. 

KNBC 0:45 11/27/12 11:17p entertainment 

a tough night for two contestants on "the voice"... but for six others 
the dream continues....  cassadee pope was the first artist saved in 
the voting. but her friend... dez duron... not so fortunate. even so 
dez says... this is not the end.  cody was the other singer who was 
voted off ... tonights show also featured a very green duet with cee 
lo green and kermit the frog. 

KNBC 0:19 11/29/12 11:10p entertainment 

michael jackson's father is in a las vegas hospital tonight... sources 
say joe jackson suffered a minor stroke...  a spokesperson says 
jackson is stable .. and recovering quickly.... jackson was 
hospitalized yesterday when he had trouble standing up and 
walking. word is... he should be released tomorrow. 

KNBC 0:41 11/30/12 11:05p entertainment 

[robert/box]] a former lakers star isn't on the basketball court these 
days...but he is going to court. andrew bynum is locked in a legal 
battle with his former neighbors in westchester.  bynum is being 
sued by two former neighbors who... among other things... accuse 
the seven-foot former lakers center of recklessly racing his cars 
through their westchester neighborhood at high speeds…blasting 
loud music… and displaying firearms to intimidate his neighbors. 
andrew bynum denies all the claims… and in fact he has counter-
sued his neighbors for harrassement… claiming they banged on his 
house with sticks! bynum was traded to philadelphia in the dwight 
howard deal… but has yet to play because of a knee injury. 

KNBC 2:04 12/4/12 11:04p entertainment 

more trouble tonight for a venice firehouse -- fire fighters there were 
involved in another unauthorized video shoot..that some are calling 
"racy".  nbc4 spoke to the fire chief about it... and reporter kim 
baldonado is live in venice... kim. 
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KNBC 0:20 12/4/12 11:16p entertainment 

you don't often hear about people in their 20's suffering strokes. 
but... that's exactly what happened to "malcolm in the middle" star 
"franki muniz."  today... "muniz" tweeted... "i was in the hospital last 
friday... i suffered a mini-stroke... which was not fun at all... have to 
start taking care of my body. getting old." doctors still don't know 
why he had the stroke. 

KNBC 0:22 12/4/12 11:17p entertainment 

the new "hobbit" movie is taking some people in "new zealand"... 
where it's already opened... on a 'dizzying' journey... quite literally. 
they report having 'headaches' or getting 'motion sickness' while 
watching "peter jackson's" latest film. it turns out... it's the 'version' 
projected at '48' frames a second that's causing the problems. 
that's 'twice' as 'fast' as audiences are used to. 

KNBC 0:33 12/4/12 11:17p entertainment 

life in the fast lane... on the strip. and... one of the hottest spots on 
"sunset" is celebrating '20' years of performances... tonight. hard to 
believe it's been that long since the house of blues opened its 
doors.  dan akroyd and jim belushi ... who helped finance the 
original house of blues... were on hand for the occasion. the big 
party featured what was billed as the biggest pyro-technic display 
ever on the sunset strip. 

KNBC 1:12 12/5/12 11:05p entertainment 

two australian d-j's pulled a prank on one of the nurses taking care 
of prince william's pregnant wife kate... she believed the callers 
were queen elizabeth and prince charles... and gave up a lot of 
personal information. here's some of that call...    hours later the 
radio "pranksters" issued an apology... and said they were suprised 
their call actually went through... they thought someone would 
hang-up on them because of their "terrible" british accents. 

KNBC 0:36 12/7/12 11:24p entertainment 

korean pop star "psy"... americans love his hit song "gangnum 
style"! but **this** other thing... americans might not like so much!  
psy apologized today... for anti-american lyrics he rapped to back in 
2004. that performance has resurfaced on-line it called for, among 
other things, *death* to american troops serving in iraq. in his 
apology... psy says it was a quote "deeply emotional reaction" to 
world events at the time... and he's sorry... psy is scheduled to 
perform at a "christmas in washington" event where president 
obama will be in attendance. 

KNBC 0:42 12/10/12 11:24p Entertainment 

for tonight's 4 surviving contestants on the voice its now up to the 
viewers - tomorrow night at this time there will be only three singers 
going into next weeks finals. carson daly announced at the end of 
tonight show - only one singer will go home tomorrow night... 
instead of two. so... who's got the inside track?  viewers can vote 
for their favorites until seven a-m pacific time tomorrow. and you 
can see the results tomorrow night at eight... right here on nbc4... 

KNBC 1:18 12/11/12 11:06p Entertainment 

troubling new developments in the crash that killed recording star... 
jenni rivera. the small private jet was taking her from one concert to 
another in mexico... tonight the investigation is leading in many 
directions.    the pilot muiguel soto, held a temporary license.. and 
was limited to fly in clear weather .. and not in instrument contitions. 
he was also not allowed to fly people for hire, which is what 
commercial pilots do. 
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KNBC 0:29 12/13/12 11:04p Entertainment 

the family of jenni rivera brought her remains home to long beach 
tonight... ending a journey that was remarkable by any measure. 
this was the procession that brought the family... and her remains... 
to a funeral home... where fans were waiting. the la banda singing 
star was killed when her private jet crashed in mexico this past 
weekend. her d-n-a test made a positive identification... and 
tonight... her remains are back where it all began. no official word 
yet on a public memorial service. 

KNBC 0:22 12/13/12 11:23p Entertainment 

steven spielberg's "lincoln" topped the golden globe nominations... 
announced today. the movie... starring daniel day-lewis... was 
nominated in seven categories... and you know what that means... 
it's now considered an early... early oscar favorite. you can see the 
golden globe winners right here on n-b-c four... january 13th... with 
tina fey and amy poehler hosting. 

KNBC 0:18 12/13/12 11:24p Entertainment 

this was a special day for actor hugh jackman. not only did he get a 
star on the hollywood walk of fame today... he was also nominated 
for a golden globe.. jackman was introduced at today's ceremony 
by jay leno... yesterday, wasn't a bad day either - he got a acting 
nomination from the screen actors guild. 

KNBC 0:21 12/17/12 11:09p Entertainment 

plans for a public memorial are now in place for mexican-american 
singer... jenny rivera.  the memorial will be held wednesday at the 
gibson amphitheater at universal citywalk... from 10 a-m until noon. 
rivera and six others died in a plane crash in mexico just more than 
a week ago. her brother... minister pedro rivera junior... will lead the 
service. 

KNBC 0:26 12/17/12 11:13p Entertainment 
a tribute to the connecticut shooting victims tonight to start off "the 
voice." this season's competitors and judges... each held the name 
of a victim as they sang. 

KNBC 1:50 12/18/12 11:00p Entertainment 

that's cassadee pope... from west hollywood! giving her very first 
interviews... after winning the third season of the voice... our 
cameras caught her right after she stepped off the stage...  nbc4's 
kim baldonado is live at universal studios... with some of what you 
*didn't see* on tonight's finale! kim... 

KNBC 0:45 12/19/12 11:09p Entertainment 

right now... the body of singing star jeni rivera...is at all souls 
cemetery... in long beach.  tonight... newschopper four captured the 
singers funeral procession in long beach. thousands of fans lined-
up to catch a glimpse of the latin super-star's procession. fans say 
it's their way of thanking rivera for her work.  earlier today... 
thousands of family... friends... and fans packed the gibson 
amphitheatre for a public memorial. rivera died december ninth 
when her private plane went down in mexico... six other people 
were also killed in the crash. 

KNBC 0:37 12/19/12 11:13p Entertainment 

you may know the name tony hawk... he is one of the greatest 
skateboarders of all time! but is it o-k for him to go boarding without 
a helmet... with his four year old daughter in tow!?  a lot of people 
are asking that question tonight... because of photos he posted on 
instagram this week... showing the father / daughter team... in their 
private... backyard skate park.  even one of tony hawk's fans 
tweeted ... put a helmet on her, moron. but other fans defended the 
champion... who posted a second photo... also without helmets. 
hawk tweeted... you are more likely to fall down while walking... 
than i am while skating with my daughter. 

KNBC 0:30 12/19/12 11:15p Entertainment 

it's only happened seven other times... but tonight an american has 
been crowned miss universe...  20-year-old miss u-s-a olivia culpo 
of rhode island... triumphed over 88 other women during the 
competition... miss philippines came in second... the last time an 
american won miss universe.. was in 1997... 
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KNBC 1:56 12/20/12 11:15p Entertainment 

the movie about the operation to capture or kill osama bin laden.. 
"zero dark thirty".. might win some awards... but is it true??  zero 
dark thirty focuses on human intelligence gathered through some 
very rough interrogations... and the producers say it was well-
researched. but some in the know... say... the movie got a lot 
wrong. nbc's andrea mitchell, takes a look:    zero dark thirty 
already has four golden globe nominations... including best 
picture... and that makes it an oscar contender... accurate or not. 

KNBC 0:19 10/2/12 11:03p Environment 

also... breaking tonight... a 'mountain lion' sighting... three times 
over... in "la crescenta." this is the neighborhood... near "pineridge 
drive" and "rosemont avenue." a "los county sheriff's chopper" 
scared... what they believe is a mother and her two cubs... back 
into the wild. residents say they've seen 'mountain lions'... several 
times... in recent months. 

KNBC 0:23 10/3/12 11:16p Environment sewage spill forces officials to close beaches around long beach 

KNBC 0:38 10/11/12 11:15p Environment 

in "altadena"... another bear sighting... and when we spoke to 
neighbors... we found out... this bear may be wearing out its 
welcome.  this guy's become a 'regular' visitor... searching for food 
by 'tipping over' trash cans. and... one man in the neighborhood 
decided to do something about it... in an unusual way.  wildlife 
authorities probably wouldn't endorse that approach. but... the 
bear's gone... for now. 

KNBC 0:31 10/11/12 11:16p Environment 

it's an 'incredible' year for wildlife watching... in our coastal waters. 
from blue whales... to even a "mola mola".  just off "dana point"... 
the world's heaviest bony fish put on a show. this "mola mola"... or 
"ocean sunfish" swam up to "captain dave's dolphin and whale 
safari." they eat jellyfish... which can be a problem... since they can 
mistake plastic bags for their favorite food... and that can be 
deadly. these fish... by the way... can weigh nearly five-thousand 
pounds. 

KNBC 0:30 10/17/12 11:16p Environment abandoned bear cub rescued 

KNBC 0:33 10/17/12 11:16p Environment meteor shower in san francisco bay area 

KNBC 1:43 10/19/12 11:05p Environment 

to ventura county now... where playing dead *may* have saved a 
woman's life today... when she was attacked by a bear!  the attack 
happened in ojai... off gridley trail... near gridley springs camp.  
nbc4's beverly white... is live in ventura county with the latest... 
beverly! 

KNBC 0:23 10/19/12 11:06p Environment 

and to another bear incident... this one just a *sighting* in glendora. 
this bear was spotted this afternoon in the backyard of a home on 
east sierra madre avenue. authorities came out and tried to get it to 
go back up into the nearby mountains. they didn't have much luck 
so they went home... the bear stayed.. and it's unclear where it is 
tonight, but there haven't been any new sightings. 

KNBC 0:40 10/19/12 11:11p Environment 

if you've never seen a meteor shower... this may be the weekend 
that you finally *do*!  earlier this week... people in the bay area 
were treated to a spectacular light show. people reported seeing 
fireballs streaking across the sky at night.... astronomers say it was 
all part of the annual orionid meteor shower. the brightest meteors 
will reach their peak tomorrow between 11:00 pm and 5:00 am 
sunday... and we may be able to see them! the griffith observatory 
will be holding a star party tomorrow night. you can expect see up 
to 25 meteors every hour. for best places to view the meteor 
shower just log onto nbc la dot com and search meteor shower. 
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KNBC 1:57 10/23/12 11:04p Environment 

there have been several great white sharks sightings in the waters 
off the central coast... so its only natural to ask if this attack was a 
great white?  nbc4's beverly white has been talking with a shark 
expert... in long beach. beverly... what does he think?? 

KNBC 0:25 10/24/12 11:17p Environment 

we have a another shark story to tell you about tonight... but this 
one is much easier to watch...  this two-foot surprise was found at 
the 12th tee yesterday on the course in san juan capistrano. the 
small shark was alive... but had two puncture wounds. it's believed 
a bird may have dropped the shark while flying over the course. the 
shark was taken back to the ocean.. and away it went... 

KNBC 0:21 11/5/12 11:06p Environment 

you may have felt it.. dozens of people told us they did! a small 
earthquake around manhattan beach tonight.  on our seismocam 
the 3-point-3 earthquake looked like this...that was around 6:40 
tonight. the quake was centered ten miles west of manhattan 
beach. it was felt in venice beach, lennox and el segundo. no 
reports of any damage or injuries. 

KNBC 0:29 11/7/12 11:24p Environment 

another bear has wandered into a foothill neighborhood... 
apparently looking for food. this time... arcadia was the city of 
choice.  this is a neighborhood that's very close to arcadia 
wilderness park. the photographer was the only person around... 
and the bear didn't seem to mind having its picture taken. the bear 
set a casual pace... wandered around for awhile... apparently 
couldn't find much to eat... and eventually went back into the woods 
before wildlife officials arrived at the scene.  our other famous bear 
thats been in local neighood is called "meatball". items linked to 
"meatball" were posted on ebay this week.. including some locks of 
his fur... and his fish and game ear tag. the money was supposed 
to help build a sanctuary for him... but it turns out... selling those 
items is illegal. so the auction is off. 

KNBC 0:21 11/9/12 11:11p Environment 

and this just in to nbc4 news...  a bobcat was spotted tonight... on 
ramona street in arcadia... the bobcat was sitting in the front yard of 
this home before taking an elegant stroll down the block. police 
kept a close watch on the big cat... it was last seen jumping over a 
fence before disappearing into the woods... 

KNBC 0:26 11/9/12 11:17p Environment 

seaworld teams today were finally able to rescue a big sea lion in 
distress...  they'd been watching the 435-pound bull sea lion on a 
beach for ten days... at one point they say... it looked like he'd had 
a seizure. seaworld's team of animal experts tried to rescue him a 
couple of times... but they weren't able to tranquilize him until 
today... they say he's around 25 percent underweight and severely 
dehydrated. 

KNBC 0:26 11/9/12 11:17p Environment 

and you're looking at a '14' foot great white shark. "andrae 
martinez" was in a small fishing boat... in "monterey bay." and... as 
he fished... he caught the shark on camera! and get this... surfers 
were hitting the waves very close by... for the "coldwater classic" 
surfing comeptition. the shark remained non-agressive... but 
apparently curious. nobody got hurt. 

KNBC 0:25 11/16/12 11:16p Environment White humpback whale spotted near Norway 
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KNBC 0:29 11/19/12 11:09p Environment 

to orange county... where tonight the huntington beach city council 
is considering a controversial proposal to trap... and kill coyotes.  if 
the council gives the o-k... a licensed trapper would be hired to 
catch... and kill the animals... but animal rights activists say it's 
better to train the coyotes to be afraid of humans...with 
noisemakers... and water hoses. there have been more than 200 
reported coyote sightings in huntington beach... and 26-pets...killed 
by coyotes in the past year. 

KNBC 0:27 11/21/12 11:11p Environment 

spotted roaming in a monrovia neighborhood... a large bear... on 
the prowl for an early thanksgiving feast.  the bear was seen 
lumbering across a quiet street this morning... a backyard fence 
was no problem - up and over. what you don't see is the bear cub 
that was tagging along near shady oaks drive and shadow lane. 
this time animal control let the bear alone and it was last seen 
heading back into the foothills. 

KNBC 0:13 11/22/12 11:33p Environment 

a wild turkey found an unusual place to roost this thanksgiving.  
perhaps... just thankful he's not the centerpiece on somebody's 
dinner table. in saint peters, missouri... this guy was seen sitting on 
a car in a wal-mart parking lot. maybe waiting for the black friday 
sale to start. 

KNBC 0:37 11/23/12 11:17p Environment Chihuahua survives two brushes with death after being left in a 
dumpster then snatched by a bird 

KNBC 0:18 11/26/12 11:06p Environment 

a small quake shook the high desert east of los angeles tonight... 
here's how it looked on our seismo-cam! it measured 3-point-4 and 
it happened at 4:58 p-m... it was centered about 8-miles east of 
hesperia. no damage.. but we spoke to many people who felt it. 

KNBC 1:16 11/29/12 11:10p Environment 

families at a zoo in virginia...are outraged because of what they 
saw there saturday. one tiger attacked and killed another...and the 
witnesses say... the staff was nowhere to be found. nbc's jessica 
jag-lois has the story. 

KNBC 0:25 11/30/12 11:11p Environment 

a beach on the hawaiian island of maui is closed tonight... because 
a man was bitten today by a *shark*... and it happed only 200 yards 
off the coast.  the man was snorkling with two friends today in kihei 
when the shark attacked. he got bitten on his leg and thigh. the 
victim says the shark was about ten feet long and its head two feet 
wide. it's the fourth shark attack off the maui coast since october. 

KNBC 0:14 11/7/12 11:06p financial 

and wall street reacted to the election today too... the dow closed 
below 13-thousand points for the first time in three months. 
analysts says two probable causes...the election... and the ongoing 
financial crisis in europe... 

KNBC 0:21 10/22/12 11:18p foreign news 

in italy seven scientists have been sentenced to six years in 
prison... their crime... a court says they failed to warn people about 
an earthquake in 2009 that killed hundreds.  the defendants were 
accused of failing to warn people that a series of small tremors... 
might mean a serious earthquake could follow. the scientific 
community has called the trial "ridiculous"... 

KNBC 0:19 11/8/12 11:24p foreign news 

this is a jewerly store robbery going down at a mall in london. the 
biker at the center of your screen is carrying an axe as a weapon. 
inside, three others are smashing cases and taking more than 3-
million dollars merchandise. they used the axe to threaten people - 
before they took off on the bikes. 

KNBC 0:17 11/14/12 11:14p foreign news 

israel has released video of an air strike in gaza city that killed the 
military leader of hamas. hamas has confirmed his death. israel 
says the strike was in response to the recent increase in rocket 
attacks against israel. all this raising fears... once again... of war... 
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KNBC 1:57 11/15/12 11:00p foreign news 

violence is escalating tonight between israel and palestinian 
militants... and tensions are rising here as well. hundreds of rockets 
were fired... and the death toll is climbing.  and the two sides are 
showing no signs of letting up. in fact... tonight... there is real fear... 
this part of the world may be on the brink of war. kim baldonado is 
live near the israeli consulate in west l-a... kim... 

KNBC 1:54 11/16/12 11:02p foreign news tensions escalate between israel and palestine 

KNBC 0:17 11/19/12 11:10p foreign news 

the leaders of israel and hamas traded tough cease-fire proposals 
today... and threatened to escalate their border conflict if diplomacy 
fails. so far no deal appears to be near. explosions rocked both 
sides of the gaza strip today... one explosion killed a hamas leader. 

KNBC 0:30 11/20/12 11:11p foreign news 

secretary of state hilary clinton is in the middle east... trying to 
broker a cease-fire between israel and hamas.  secretary clinton 
met tonight with israeli prime minister benjamin netanyahu... she's 
scheduled to sit down with egyptian president mohamed morsi 
(mor-see)... who also trying to negotiate a cease fire.... tuesday 
night was the heaviest rocket fire so far... it's now monday monring 
and since the shelling began 133 plaistanian's have been killed and 
the israeli death toll is five! 

KNBC 0:33 11/21/12 11:09p foreign news 

right now... the cease-fire is still holding... the agreement... 
brokered this morning between israel and hamas! putting an end to 
a week of rocket attacks!  the cease-fire took effect at nine p-m 
middle east time... and and that was a cause for celebration in the 
gaza strip.. secretary of state hillary clinton announced the deal 
between hamas millitants and the israelis. during the 8 days of 
fighting...israel launched over 15-hundred air strikes... while hamas 
fired over a thousand rockets into israel. 160 palestinians and five 
israelis.... were killed. 

KNBC 0:26 11/22/12 11:09p foreign news 

now... to the gaza strip... where that cease fire that was brokered 
yesterday... is still holding! *no* rocket fire between israel and 
hamas!  gaza's border crossing with egypt reopened this 
morning.hamas leaders are declaring victory... saying israel will 
never invade gaza again. but israeli prime minister... benjamin 
netanyahu... says israel achieved its goals during the conflict... and 
it's prepared to "act" if the ceasefire doesn't hold. 

KNBC 0:25 11/23/12 11:07p foreign news Unrest in Egypt after president expands his powers 

KNBC 0:17 11/26/12 11:09p foreign news 

and there have been more demonstrations in cairo. protesters 
threw rocks... at police overnight.... and they responded with tear 
gas. there has been widesperad anger and unrest in egypt... since 
president mohamed morsi announced he was seizing control... 
giving himself...sweeping new powers... 

KNBC 0:23 11/27/12 11:25p foreign news 

china's "people's daily" today praised a report naming north korea's 
kim jong un as the sexiest man alive... apparently not knowing the 
story... was just a gag!  the onion... a satire maggazine which 
makes fun of pretty much everything... ran the story... calling the 
young dictator... quote... devastatingly handsome.. and... every 
woman's dream come true. 

KNBC 1:05 11/29/12 11:09p foreign news 

tonight in palestine... people in the streets are celebrating! because 
the u-n today... voted recognize palestine as a non-member state... 
but... as danielle leigh reports... the u-s and israel are not happy 
about that... 
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KNBC 0:19 11/30/12 11:08p foreign news 

and today the vietnamese government handed over the remains of 
three u-s servicemen... who had been missing since the vietnam 
war. each of their caskets were covered with an american flag 
during a solemn ceremony... the remains will be flown from hanoi to 
the u-s central lab in hawaii to help with the identification process.. 

KNBC 0:32 12/3/12 11:15p foreign news 

from a princess bride... to an expecting mother.. big news today 
from this royal couple.  prince william... and kate are expecting their 
first child next year.  the big announcement came today... but it 
wasn't without a cloud. here's new video of "prince william" leaving 
a london hospital tonight. that's where kate is... getting treated for 
severe morning sickness.  she's expected to be in the hospital... for 
a few more days. word has it... the queen didn't even know kate 
was pregnant... until today. but she... and all the royals... are said 
to be delighted at the news. 

KNBC 0:32 12/3/12 11:15p foreign news 

a 'magician' from "chico.. california" is recovering tonight... after a 
'performance' gone awry. and... this was 'no' magic trick.  wayne 
houchin was a guest on a t-v show last week... in the "dominican 
republic." he says... during the taping... the host poured a 
flammable liquid on "houchin's" head and rubbed it... 'into' his face. 
houchin says... this was no accident... and he still has no idea 
'what' motivated the host of the show. the magician is now filing 
'criminal charges'... 'and' undergoing treatment for burns on his 
face... scalp... and hands. 

KNBC 0:28 12/3/12 11:24p foreign news 

you occasionally hear of someone finding an animal... thought to be 
extinct. and... then there's this. the "north korean state news 
agency" reports... archaeologists have discovered a "unicorn lair." 
they believe it belonged... to an ancient ruler who rode a unicorn. 
so far... no credible pictures have surfaced of the find. skeptics are 
taking the report with a grain of salt... pointing out... this is the 
'same' news agency that once reported the late leader "kim-jong-il" 
was born under a double rainbow. 

KNBC 0:25 12/4/12 11:08p foreign news 

tonight... it appears that egyptian president muhammad morsi has 
left his presidential palace in the face of crowds of angry 
demonstrators just outside.  they were shooting off fireworks 
outside the palace ... and thousands are still camped out there. 
president morsi has been under fire since seizing broad powers last 
month. the public anger is now approaching what it was before the 
fall of president hosni mubarek.. and the so called "arab spring".. 

KNBC 0:20 12/4/12 11:09p foreign news 

this is what the iranian government says is a captured u-s "scan 
eagle" drone... on public view in tehran. but the u-s navy which flys 
the drones says they can fully account for all unmanned aircraft in 
the middle east.. so what is this? it could be a copy...or a real drone 
pulled out of the persian gulf many years ago. 

KNBC 0:26 12/6/12 11:08p foreign news 

if syria is mixing chemicals as a possible weapon against its own 
people... president obama has made it clear there *will* be 
consequences...  president assad denies that chemical weapons 
are in play. but nbc news reports deadly sarin gas has been 
prepared for use... syria's ally... russia... has been asked by 
secretary of state clinton to intervene. syria's civil war is now 
moving closer to the capital... damascus... 

KNBC 0:12 12/6/12 11:09p foreign news 

and it's another night of protests in egypt. at least six people were 
killed today and hundreds injured as the protests turned violent. 
egypt's president... mohammed morsi... went on television today... 
trying to calm things down. 
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KNBC 1:15 12/7/12 11:07p foreign news 

those two australian dj's... who called the hospital posing as the 
queen and prince charles... have taken themselves off the air 
indefinitely tonight... as you may have heard... their prank took a 
dark turn today..  at this hospial in london... the nurse who first 
answered the deejays prank call... jacintha saldanha... was found 
dead this morning of an apparent suicide. this is the hospital where 
duchess kate was being treated for morning sickness... with the 
deejays impersonating the queen and prince charles, saldanha put 
their call through to kate's hospital ward... where another nurse 
gave out information on kate's condition. tonight, the head of the 
company that owns the deejays' radio station expressed his 
sympathies to saldanha's family.  the hospital says saldanha had 
not been reprimanded in any way following the prank call.  and 
there is no evidence that her suicide was in fact the result... of that 
call. 

KNBC 1:07 12/10/12 11:08p foreign news 

president obama praised him as an american who gave his life for 
a fellow american. the 28 year old seal team six member who went 
in to rescue a doctor and never came back.    dr. joseph's family in 
colorado springs... expressed their condolences to checque's 
family, saying they are incredibly grateful. 

KNBC 1:23 12/10/12 11:14p foreign news 

th0se two australian dee-jays who made that prank phone call to a 
nurse attending kate midelton... were on tv today... talking about 
how they felt when they learned about her death... we have this 
report from london: 

KNBC 0:28 12/11/12 11:10p foreign news 

north korea launched a long range missile tonight... defying 
warnings from the u-s and south korea!  this is south korean tv... 
first to report the launch... then the u-s confirmed it. it was 
apparently much more successful than north korea's botched 
attempt in april. north korea said it launched a satellite. that has not 
been confirmed. but the u-s said it did appear that some kind of 
object was put into orbit. the u-s called the launch quote "highly 
provocative.." 

KNBC 0:18 12/19/12 11:05p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

and tonight teachers... students and parents in hesperia met at 
school district headquarters to hold a candle light vigil and walk to 
remember the connecticut victims... many of them said they felt a 
kinship to the people of newtown... because they live in a similar 
small town.. and teach kids the very same age.. 

KNBC 0:11 12/20/12 11:08p Funerals and 
Memorials 

there were more funerals today in newtown, connecticut for the 
victims of last friday's shooting at sandy hook elementary school .  

KNBC 0:36 12/21/12 11:08p Funerals and 
Memorials 

in newtown, connecticut... the last of the 20 children and seven 
adults killed... will be laid to rest tomorrow. condolence letters from 
all over the world... have overwhelmed the post office there...  this 
morning in newtown, exactly one week after the rampage... a bell 
tolled for each of the victims... similar scenes played out across the 
united states... the remembrances came even as more funerals 
were held in newtown... but again... the funerals will be done after 
tomorrow. 

KNBC 0:38 10/1/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

'400' thousand 'young' illegal immigrants... in california will 'now' be 
able to apply for... and 'receive'... a 'driver's license.'  governor 
brown signed it into law... last night. it lets 'undocumented 
immigrants'... get a driver's license... 'if' they're eligible for work 
permits... under new "obama" administration policies. some critics 
say... the governor's just trying to pacify people... who say he hasn't 
done 'enough' to help immigrants.  california's new law... is a "first" 
in the nation. 
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KNBC 1:59 10/2/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

with the presidential election five weeks away... emotions are 
heating up. a couple in "woodland hills" says... their display of 
political loyalty... got them a death threat.  nbc four's kim baldonado 
is live in woodland hills. kim... what's this all about? 

KNBC 2:23 10/2/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

tomorrow night at six here on nbc4 you'll see the first presidential 
debate between president obama and mitt romney live from 
denver!  the two will have seperate walk thru's during the day.. and 
tomorrow night when they take the stage it will also be their first 
face-to-face meeting in almost five years...  nbc4's conan nolan... is 
in denver tonight and he'll be their for the debate wednesday! 
conan. 

KNBC 0:22 10/2/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

led by councilman bill rosendahl... the l-a city council today struck 
down its own ban on medical marijuana shops. rosendahl... who is 
fighting cancer and uses medical pot... believes it should be widely 
available. even though the city isn't closing down the marijuana 
dispensaries... federal agents have different orders.. and they've 
begun cracking down on local pot shops. 

KNBC 2:18 10/3/12 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics first presidential debate results 

KNBC 2:05 10/3/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

presidential debate viewing party at USC 

KNBC 0:25 10/3/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics Kitchenaid accidentally sends anti-obama tweet during debate 

KNBC 0:13 10/4/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

more than 67-million people watched last nights debate between 
president obama and mitt romney....that 15-million more than 
watched four years ago. next is the vice presidential debate one 
week from tonight in danville, kentucky. 

KNBC 0:18 10/4/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

and remember that remark governor romney made when he said 
he would cut funding for p-b-s... even though he likes, big bird". 
after saying that... twitter went wild! with more than a quarter million 
tweets... at one point they hit 17-thousand tweets a second... and 
the hash-tag, "save big bird" quuickly became a favorite. 

KNBC 1:51 10/5/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

now to decision 2012 and the race for the white house. the new 
jobs report came out today. according to the u-s labor department: 
the unemployment rate fell below eight percent for the first time in 
nearly four years. and it has significant political implications.. with 
both campaigns spinning the new numbers tonight.. 

KNBC 1:51 10/5/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

president obama is coming back to l-a... he's scheduled to arrive on 
sunday... and yes... this could definitely affect traffic!  nbc4's janet 
kwak is live in downtown l-a... janet... 

KNBC 0:28 10/8/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

l.a. city councilman bill rosendahl will *not* seek re-election in 
march... instead...he will focus on his battle with cancer.  the 67 
year old councilman made the formal announcement tonight in a 
letter sent to his supporters... he said he had an m-r-i in july... and 
he needs more time to work on the cancer... rosendahl's district 
stretches from westchester to pacific palisades. he is the first 
openly gay man to be elected to l-a city council. 

KNBC 0:21 10/8/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

a new poll out tonight shows a bump in mitt romney's support... 
since last week's presidential debate.  the latest pew research 
center poll was conducted during the three days immediately 
following the debate. it shows mitt romney taking the lead in the 
race among likely voters. the same poll showed the candidates 
exactly even among registered voters. 
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KNBC 0:19 10/8/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

president obama dedicated several acres near bakersfield as the 
cesar chavez national monument today... the president paid tribute 
to chavez, the co-founder of the united farm workers union... saying 
chavez inspired him to become a community activist. chavez 
worked from his home ... on the land that was dedicated today. 

KNBC 0:39 10/9/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

we've told you about a "topless maid" business... that's been 
parking its 'bright pink' trucks around "burbank." well... the story's 
taken a 'new' turn.  the 'maid service' is getting a 'lot' of angry calls. 
and... today... apparently... somebody forwarded 'all' those calls... 
to the office of "los angeles city councilman" paul krekorian... 
jamming his phone. "sami amari"... the owner of those 'pink vans'... 
has an 'ongoing feud' with "councilman krekorian."  by late today... 
that call forwarding was over. sami amari... is suing the city over a 
ban on mobile billboards. and... he had no comment on what 
happened today. 

KNBC 0:32 10/9/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

in "orange county"... should the "san onofre nuclear power plant"... 
start back up? tonight... a lot of people said "no"... at a hearing in 
"dana point" with the "nuclear regulatory commission."  of course... 
some do want "san onfore" back on line... while others 'never' want 
it to operate again. "edison" is ready for a partial re-start. so... the 
"n-r-c" has to make some decisions... at some point. 

KNBC 1:15 10/9/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

there are exactly four more weeks until election day.... and between 
now and then expect to her a lot about the battleground states... 
one key state is ohio... and president obama... and mitt romeny 
were campaigning there today.. 

KNBC 0:15 10/10/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

in "kentucky"... final preparations are underway... for tomorrow 
night's big debate. this time... "vice president joe biden" will 'square 
off'... with republican challenger "paul ryan"... for the first time. you 
can watch the debate live... right here on "nbc 4" beginning at six p-
m. 

KNBC 1:47 10/11/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

the 'one' and 'only' vice presidential debate... now. "vice president 
joe biden" and "congressman paul ryan" covered it all... from 
abortion to the middle east. and... common ground was scarce.  
nbc four's conan nolan is live in the newsroom... with some key 
moments. conan.  it was clear vice president biden was out to seize 
back the momentum the obama campaign lost following last week's 
debate performance by the president. while repulblican paul ryan 
was determined not to derail his own campaign's surge in the polls. 

KNBC 0:27 10/11/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and just in... a 'local' debate tonight... almost turned into a fight.  
tonight's debate... between "brad sherman" and "howard berman"... 
at "pierce college" got pretty 'fiesty'... when the candidates for the 
"30th district congressional seat"... argued about immigration. in 
fact... a security guard stepped in... to keep things from getting 
really strange. when cooler headsd prevailed... the debate 
resumed. 

KNBC 0:27 10/12/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

now... to decision 2012...and the race for the white house we're 25-
days away from electing a president. and tonight... police are 
investigating a shooting a president obama's denver headquarters.  
it happened this afternoon. the bullet shattered a large window. 
volunteers were inside the office at the time... but no one was hurt. 
investigators say they're convinced the bullet came from a car 
driving by. 
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KNBC 0:21 10/12/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

and... fresh off his feisty debate performance... vice president joe 
biden was at it again today. at the university of wisconsin... the v-p 
rallied a college audience... and blasted paul ryan's debate 
comments concerning abortion... and afghanistan. biden also 
accused the republican ticket of having a negative attitude toward 
the people of america. 

KNBC 0:22 10/12/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

team romney spent the day campaigning in ohio. today... 
presidential hopeful... mitt romney... and his running mate... paul 
ryan re-united in columbus. then it was off to lancaster... where the 
romney-ryan duo spoke before a crowd of more than eight 
thousand people. both took the opportunity to criticize president 
obama's administration... the attack in libya... and the 
unemployment rate. 

KNBC 0:20 10/15/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

the first lady's motorcade... involved in an accident! michelle obama 
was campaigning in delaware, ohio ... when two escort 
motorcycles... side-swiped each other. the first lady was not hurt. 
but the two officers were... their injuries... not serious...they're both 
expected to be okay. the motorcade went on to cleveland. 

KNBC 1:35 10/15/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the president and mitt romney square-off in their second debate 
tomorrow night. this time... the american people get to ask the 
questions...in what may be the most important confrontation yet... 
for the two.nbc's andrea mitchell has more from washington.    early 
balloting is already breaking records in a number of states. you can 
watch the debate live... right here... on nbc4 and streaming live on 
nbcla.com 

KNBC 1:46 10/16/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

president obama and governor romney ...confrontational...in a 
presidential debate that was critical for both...!  the candidates 
sparred on several issues... taxes.. women's rights... libya...gas 
prices... with more on the verbal jabs and blows... here's nbc4's 
conan nolan! conan!  it was a town hall format... which usually 
gives the candidates an opportunity to relate.. to actual voters. but 
tonight... president obama and governor romney seemed to spend 
most of the time facing... each other. in an accusatory... and 
spirited.. debate.    the third and final debate is set for monday 
october 22nd in boca raton florida. 

KNBC 2:43 10/16/12 11:01p Government and 
Politics 

there was a lot of "finger pointing" tonight... so.. how did it play with 
the millions who watched on t-v?  let's go to robert kovacik in the 
newsroom... with instant feedback. robert!  ad libs intro  so who 
won tonight's debate?? according to an instant poll by cnbc ... 65 
percent of those polled thought president obama won. 32 percent 
believe governor romney won...  and according to cnn... 46 percent 
of those polled believe president obama won the second debate 
compare to 39 percent for romney.  according to a poll of 
uncommitted voters by cbs news... 37 percent say president obama 
won the second presidential debate, and 30 percent say romney 
won, 33 percent called it a tie. 

KNBC 0:43 10/16/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

last debate... the unexpected star on the twitter-sphere... was big 
bird! tonight... there's a new catch-phrase that is suddenly being 
tweeted like crazy...  whole binders full of women became an 
internet hit. gov. romney said it in repsonse to a question about 
inequality in the workplace... when he was looking for qualified 
women for his administration in massachusetts. twitter users then 
mentioned the phrase more than 40-thousand times in one 
minute... according to web analysts. there are also... now... several 
facebook pages... called binders full of women... with more than 
150-thousand likes...in just a couple of hours. 
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KNBC 1:43 10/16/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

with time running out to register... there's a lot of talk about getting 
out the vote! especially with young voters! n-b-c-4's beverly white 
live in el sereno... with this part of the story! bev! 

KNBC 0:26 10/16/12 11:13p Government and 
Politics 

some of those el monte lifeguards fired for making a "gangnam 
style" music video at work... may be getting their jobs back.  the el 
monte city council is considering the matter tonight... the meeting is 
still going on and they haven't voted yet. 13-lifeguards and their 
manager were fired after the video surfaced on the internet. 
questions were raised about how the employees found time to 
make a video at work... others say firing them went too far. 

KNBC 0:16 10/16/12 11:20p Government and 
Politics 

just in... we've learned that the el monte city council has indeed... 
reinstated the jobs of those fired lifeguards... in the music video 
controversy. 

KNBC 1:35 10/17/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics decision 2012- debate continues on campaign trails 

KNBC 0:21 10/17/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

LA County Assessor arrested for bribery 

KNBC 0:36 10/17/12 11:32p Government and 
Politics  debate between four candidates running for LA mayor 

KNBC 0:24 10/18/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

l.a. city councilman richard alarcon and his wife pleaded *not* guilty 
today to perjury and voter fraud.  prosecutors say the alarcons lied 
about where they were living so he could run for office in the 
seventh district. but the couple says they were only staying outside 
the district.... until renovations were complete on their their home 
*inside* the district. the attorneys for the alarcons plan to file a 
motion to dismiss the case. 

KNBC 1:57 10/18/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

they wwere back together -- but what a difference from that last 
debate tuesday night! instead of a near punching match... it was 
humorous "pokes" tonight as president obama and governor 
romney... roasted each other.  nbc 4's kim baldonado is in our 
newsroom with highlights! kim! 

KNBC 1:20 10/19/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

decision 2012 and the race for the white house. eighteen days left 
and it's tighter than ever. today president obama unleashed... some 
political "standup comedy". 

KNBC 0:21 10/19/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

l-a mayor villaraigosa will be campaigning for president obama this 
weekend... the mayor will be in iowa... and will deliver the keynote 
speech at a democratic party dinner saturday in des moines. 
villaraigosa has been a prominent latino voice in support of 
president obama... campaigning for him in several battleground 
states. 

KNBC 0:25 10/19/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

and if you haven't registered to vote... you still have a few days. 
monday is the last day to register. and this year... things are a little 
easier. you can even sign-up online. about three million people who 
are eligible to vote in l-a county aren't registered. if you're one of 
those people... go to n-b-c l-a dot com... and search vote. we have 
the link to register online... and to check your registration status. i 

KNBC 3:07 10/22/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

stinging criticism from both sides... as president obama and 
govnernor romney squared off on foregn policy in their final debate.  
it was nowhere as volatile as their last finger-pointing debate... but 
there was still plenty of arguing...and a few zingers as well. our 
conan nolan is live in florida -- with the highlights. conan! 
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KNBC 2:35 10/22/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

so was there a clear winner tonight in this last debate? we won't 
know for sure until the major polls come out in a day or two.. but 
several networks took whats called "insta-polls" john cadiz klemack 
in the newsroom with what people are saying... including one 
comment that's already lighting up the "twitter-verse" john! 

KNBC 1:56 10/22/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

with fewer that 15 days left until the election...is there still time to 
register to vote...? the answer is yes... but very little time!  the 
deadline is midnight tonight... and it seems... some people are 
waiting until the last minute. let's go to beverly white... live in santa 
ana...  beverly. 

KNBC 0:28 10/22/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

we sent our camera out to one of the many debate viewing parties 
tonight... this one on the campus of u-c riverside...  these students 
have strong opinions about what they want in a president. going 
into tonight's debate... many said they were *still undecided*. 

KNBC 0:26 10/22/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

now that the debates are over... with only two weeks to go... expect 
the campaigning to get even more intense!  tomorrow... president 
obama is scheduled to hit ohio... a major battleground state... and 
then wednesday... the president will be on the tonight show with jay 
leno... mitt romney and running mate paul ryan will campaign 
together tomorrow morning in las vegas!! nevada... still very much 
in play in this very tight election. 

KNBC 0:22 10/22/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

meanwhile, donald trump says he has big news concerning 
president obama.. trump told "fox news this morning" he would 
probably reveal his news on wednesday... and he hinted that it 
could change the outcome of the election. trump has endorsed mitt 
romney... and he has been a leader in the "birther" movement... a 
group that insists president obama was not really born in the united 
states. 

KNBC 0:27 10/22/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

today colorado and texas became the latest states to start early 
voting...  up to 70 percent of people living in colorado could end up 
voting before election day...and that's something that could be 
critical... in that battleground state... meanwhile early voting may 
not have the same impact in texas... where governor mitt romney is 
expected to win easily...  in l-a county you can vote already... either 
by mail... or going to the county's registrar office in norwalk. 

KNBC 1:14 10/23/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

now to decision 2012...with just two weeks to go before the 
election... the campaign rush is on. you might say the campaign's 
are in the "home stretch". as president obama and governor 
romney were back on the road today!      there's been alot of 
speculation about who came out the debates the stronger 
candidate - what we do know is the race is tight.. and two weeks 
from tonight it will all be over! 

KNBC 0:30 10/23/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

and making the rounds on the internet tonight... controversial rape 
comments from a senate candidate in indiana...  republican 
candidate richard mourdock made the comments during a debate... 
when he was asked if abortion should be allowed in cases of rape... 
a spokesperson for the romney campaign late tonight said 
mourdock's comments do *not* reflect governor romney's views. 

KNBC 0:18 10/23/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

and... tagg romney... the eldest of mitt romney's sons... apologized 
to president obama today for saying he was tempted to quote "take 
a swing" at him. tagg made the comments during a radio interview 
following the second presidential debate. he said... he got upset... 
when the president questioned his father's honesty. 
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KNBC 1:52 10/23/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

renting a mansion just for a party... can make a homeowner a lot of 
money -- but it doesn't do anything for neighbors. and tonight -- one 
city wants the party to come to an end.  robert kovacik live in santa 
monica with the story. robert! 

KNBC 2:15 10/24/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

president obama comes to burbank -- and left almost as quickly as 
he arrived.  jet in and jet out! the president obama was here ... for 
an appearance on the tonight show with jay leno... the commander-
in-chief told jay leno it was part of his 48 hour campaign marathon 
extravaganza!! nbc four's robert kovacik has a preview of what you 
can see... right after our show!! 

KNBC 0:35 10/24/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

governor mitt romney is also campaigning... from state to state... 
both candidates moving at a frenetic pace. today...the governor 
woke up in colorado... campaigned in nevada... and then he was off 
to cedar rapids, iowa where he fired up a big crowd tonight.  
tomorrow... governor romney will campaign in a critical 
battleground state... ohio...where the polls show the candidates... 
neck in neck. 

KNBC 0:26 10/24/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

and... clint eastwood... is back in the presidential race! this time... 
unlike the republican national convention...no chair! clint eastwood 
is in a new ad for a romney super pac. the ad began running today 
in several states. 

KNBC 0:39 10/24/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

and... donald trump had promised an october-surprise bombshell... 
in his quote "major announcement" today.. on twitter!  after the 
announcement... tweets spanning the political spectrum blasted 
trump... many labeling the announcement as quote: "his latest 
stunt"... 

KNBC 0:15 10/25/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012.. in an interview to be published in "rolling stone" 
magazine...says president obama refered to governor mitt romney 
as the word that goes along with the term, "b-s' er". the presidents 
comments will appear in this weeks issue. 

KNBC 0:16 10/25/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

when president obama walked into this polling station in illinois - he 
steped into history as the first sitting president to cast an early 
ballot. it came toward the end of that two day cross-country 
campaign swing you just saw on "rock center.". 

KNBC 0:17 10/25/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

and tonight it was michelle obama who walked out on stage for a 
late night appearence with jimmy kimmel. last night, the president 
was on on the tonight show with jay leno. the first lady did a bit of 
acting in this skit about getting out to vote. she was here to raise 
money for the campaign. 

KNBC 0:25 10/25/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

1991 court records involving governor mitt romney and the staples 
office supply chain were unsealed today in massachusetts... but 
anyone who expected a smoking gun may be disappointed.  
governor romney... was a staples director at the time... was 
campaigning in ohio today and had no comment. the probate case 
involved a divorce proceeding for the staples founder... in which 
governor romney provided testimony. 

KNBC 0:32 10/25/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

an unusual situation at a city council meeting in riverside... a 
woman was arrested there...on tuesday... for what? she wouldn't 
stop talking...  each speaker is given three minutes... but one 
woman went beyond her time and ignored several requests to stop 
talking. that's when police put her in cuffs.. the woman was cited 
then released. and then... she reportitly went back to the council 
meeting... to speak out on two more issues. 
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KNBC 0:27 10/26/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a new los angeles city pension reform plan... a proposal to *up* the 
retirement age to 65... and reduce retirement benefits for newly 
hired city employees... that was all approved today by the l-a city 
council… the new plan would also require city workers to pay more 
into their retirement funds... the mayor says this will save an 
estimated ***$4 billion dollars** over the next three decades… but 
union leaders say they are upset because they didn't get a chance 
to negotiate the plan… 

KNBC 0:56 10/26/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012... and tonight... for the presidential candidates... it's 
all about the battleground state of ohio!!  thousands of people 
turned out on a cold night in canton, ohio for a rally featuring 
governor romney and his running mate paul ryan!! the candidates 
focused their message on jobs...  president obama has been 
travelling cross-country on a campaign trip... which included a stop 
here for the tonight show with jay leno. then he hit... no surprise... 
ohio.... and then it was back to the white house for more 
campaigning today... by video hook-up. 

KNBC 0:22 10/26/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

and... a voter registration campaign on cal state university 
campuses has apparently been successful! more than 31-thousand 
new student voters have registered. it's all part of an effort to 
mobilize students at the 23 c-s-u schools....  the c-s-u system could 
lose hundreds of millions of dollars.. if governor brown's tax hike 
measure -- prop 30 -- fails. 

KNBC 0:45 10/29/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

politics took a backseat to sandy today. the superstorm has thrown 
a major curve-ball at the candidates... just eight days before voters 
go to the polls. several of the battleground states are in the direct 
path of the storm.  president obama canceled campaign stops in 
florida... and headed back to washington to coordinate the federal 
response to the storm. he later said he was not concerned about 
sandy's impact on the election... he was worried about families and 
first responders in sandy's path.  governor romney addressed 
supporters in iowa and ohio today... but toned down his political 
message. and he canceled appearances scheduled for tomorrow. 
during his speeches, he urged the crowds to donate... *if* they are 
able.. to the red cross to help storm victims. 

KNBC 0:25 10/29/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

voters in el monte will decide the fate of "measure h" next week... it 
would tax sugary drinks a penny an ounce. the money would go to 
programs that would help curb childhood obesity. but "no on 
measure h" signs can be seen... all across the city. 

KNBC 0:22 10/31/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

and it appears next week's election will go on as planned despite 
the widespread damage and continuing power outages from sandy. 
federal law... mandates that voting in the presidential election...take 
place this year on november 6th. election officials say if need be... 
electronic voting will be replaced with paper ballots... and polling 
places will be re-located. 

KNBC 0:17 11/1/12 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

the election now only five days away... and many polling places are 
either destroyed from the storm... or power is out... and likely ... 
won't be back by tuesday...  new jersey is making sure voting will 
go-on as mandated and planned. military trucks have been enlisted 
as polling places in the hardest hit areas. 

KNBC 2:00 11/2/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

now... to decision 2012... tonight... we're only *four* days away 
from a presidential election! and now... just like all along... they're 
talking about jobs!  let's go to kim baldonado... live in the 
newsroom. kim! 
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KNBC 0:24 11/5/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

right now... we are getting the first returns in the presidential 
election... the tiny village of dixville notch in new hampshire -- 
opened their polls at mid-night. only 10 ballots were cast -- and for 
the first time in the town't history... it's a tie. president barack 
obama and republican mitt romney received five votes... a piece. 

KNBC 0:30 11/5/12 11:01p Government and 
Politics 

the rest of the country will begin voting in the morning... in what is 
expected to be a near photo finish for the candidates. tonight was 
the final push for president obama making his last campaign 
speech as a candidate - but governor mitt romeny is breaking with 
tradition and will campaign tomorrow election day. and we've got it 
covered for you! 

KNBC 1:01 11/5/12 11:01p Government and 
Politics 

john cadiz klemack is tracking local voters... whit johnson is in 
boston at romney headquarters! but let's start with conan nolan... in 
chicago with the obama campaign! conan! 

KNBC 1:18 11/5/12 11:02p Government and 
Politics 

the romney campaign and family will watch the returns from 
boston...after their candidate makes 2 more campaign 
appearences tomorrow... in ohio and pennsylvania nbc4's whit 
johnson .... is in boston with team romney! 

KNBC 1:34 11/5/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

in the closing hours of a campaign.. the strategy turns to voter 
turnout. and a lot of volunteers are out tonight... nbc four's john 
cadiz klemack is live in north hollywood... john? 

KNBC 0:27 11/5/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

a national voting rights group claims that someone is making robo-
calls in swing states tonight... telling people they can vote by 
telephone. that's not true... you cannot vote by phone.  another 
issue that could affect the election involves the registration of 
voters... who are dead. it's a lot more common than you might 
think.. our investigative reporter joel grover found specific cases... 
and his story is just ahead. 

KNBC 3:36 11/5/12 11:13p Government and 
Politics 

and now an nbc4 i-team investigation-- record numbers of 
californians are registered to vote in this presidential election. and 
the nbc4 i-team has found, perhaps thousands on voter registration 
rolls are dead. investigative reporter joel grover explains... 

KNBC 0:34 11/5/12 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

if you live in a certain zip code...you can get complimentary hors 
d'oeuvres are served as you wait to cast your ballot!  some 
residents of brentwood and bel air will vote at the swanky "luxe 
hotel" on sunset boulevard! voters will get complimentary valet 
parking, free hors d'oeuvres... and a voucher for ten percent off 
dinner at the hotel restaurant. in contrast... the designated voting 
place for some l-a residents is mcdonald's. 

KNBC 0:46 11/6/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

president obama and his family celebrate a close re-election victory 
tonight in chicago... assuring that his historic presidency will 
continue for four more years.  you're looking live at president 
obama's headquarters... mccormick place... in chicago... supporters 
have been on their feet for hours... waiting for their 
candidate...president barack obama...and he just wrapped up his 
victory speech (ad-lib) 

KNBC 0:15 11/6/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

here's a look at how each state voted... giving the president more 
than enough electoral votes needed to be re-elected. nbc called the 
race at 8:12 tonight... it was ohio... that took the president over the 
top... (ad lib) 

KNBC 0:21 11/6/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

that has to be the toughest speech in politics... as govrernor mitt 
romney conceded the election tonight in boston.  and this is a live 
look at governor romney's headquarters tonight in boston... 
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KNBC 0:20 11/6/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

and we are also covering our local politics tonight -- this is a live 
look from sacramento -- where governor brown is battling sinking 
numbers for his tax initiative.... he campaigned hard in the past 
couple of weeks for prop 30... painting a dire picture for education if 
it doeosn't pass. 

KNBC 3:05 11/6/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

from the state propositions to senate and congressional seats ... 
we've got you covered. but we begin tonight with the presidential 
race.  here are where the numbers stand right now... (ad lib) let's 
go back to mccormack place in chicago and nbc4's conan nolan ! 
conan! 

KNBC 2:18 11/6/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the mood in boston… not quite as raucous... at 8:12 tonight... nbc 
news projected president obama had the numbers needed to be re-
elected. governor mitt romney said he fought until the end... but 
came up short… nbc 4's whit johnson has been at romney's 
campaign headquarters where this had to be a very "tought" night 
for his supporters. whit… 

KNBC 2:53 11/6/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

now... let's take a look at some of the propositions here in 
california. beginning with governor brown's tax-hike... prop 30...the 
numbers are close... this would raise personal income tax and 
sales tax...for education.. here are the numbers...  ...  prop 38 also 
would have raised money for education....but appears to be going 
down to defeat. nbc4's robert kovacik is live in sacramento with the 
latest... robert... 

KNBC 1:40 11/6/12 11:13p Government and 
Politics 

there are several other important propositions on today's ballot that 
you voted on... from law and punishment... to food labeling...  let's 
check on the results with lucy noland... live here in the studio... 
lucy...   

KNBC 1:21 11/6/12 11:14p Government and 
Politics 

for the first time in more than a decade... voters in l-a county are 
voting in a new district attorney. jackie lacey and alan jackson are 
vying to replace steve cooley.  let's take a look at the numbers...... 
(ad-lib numbers) nbc4's beverly white, is at the lacey campaign 
headquarters at union station. beverly 

KNBC 0:34 11/6/12 11:16p Government and 
Politics 

one of the more unusual measures in in l-a county... whether adult 
film actors should be required to wear condoms.  here are the 
results ...  voters in el monte were asked to consider measure h -- a 
proposal to add a 1-cent per ounce tax on the sale of sugary drinks. 
(ad-lib results) 

KNBC 2:15 11/6/12 11:16p Government and 
Politics 

we have just learned there is a delay in getting some ballots to the 
los angeles county registrar the i-team's joel grover is live in the 
newsroom with the developments.... joel! 

KNBC 1:56 11/6/12 11:19p Government and 
Politics 

and here in southern california... with the presidency decided... 
democrats and republicans are keeping a close eye on local politics 
and ballot measures.  nbc4's vikki vargas is live in costa mesa.. 
with state republicans.. but first let's go live to patrick healy at 
dodger stadium with local democrats... patrick! 

KNBC 1:24 11/6/12 11:21p 
Government and 

Politics 

thanks patrick...  california republicans are gathered at the westin 
hotel in costa mesa... and nbc4's vikki vargas is there live! what's 
the mood vikki? 

KNBC 4:49 11/6/12 11:22p Government and 
Politics we are waiting for the governor to speak 

KNBC 0:17 11/6/12 11:29p 
Government and 

Politics helicopters grounded by fog getting ready to fly 

KNBC 0:15 11/6/12 11:29p Government and 
Politics 

here are the results for the u-s senate race for california: (adlib 
results) 
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KNBC 0:33 11/6/12 11:30p Government and 
Politics 

there had been predictions of a long night... but shortly after the 
polls closed in california.... nbc news called the race for president 
obama... right after they called the race for battleground state of 
ohio. looking at the latest numbers...  this is a live picture from 
chicago... where right now... supporters of president obama are still 
celebrating tonight....  and this is the scene right now outside of the 
white house... the crowd burst into applause moments after the 
news broke that president obama had been re-elected...  and this 
was the scene outside of the white house... moments after the 
news broke that president obama had been re-elected... 

KNBC 0:34 11/6/12 11:30p Government and 
Politics white house after Obama victory 

KNBC 2:46 11/6/12 11:31p 
Government and 

Politics 

not only are people taking to social media to talk about all the 
propositions...and politics... people are talking about the historical 
momentsin this election. let's check in with mekahlo medina... at 
"vision-plus" with details! mac. 

KNBC 1:18 11/6/12 11:36p 
Government and 

Politics 

casting ballots was not easy for people in parts of the east coast hit 
by hurricane sandy. our joel grover has been looking into voting 
problems all day. he's here now with more...   

KNBC 0:47 11/6/12 11:37p 
Government and 

Politics 

more on the propositions now.... here are the results for prop 33. it 
would allow car insurance companies to offer discounts to new 
customers who have had continuous coverage.  here are the 
returns for prop 32... all about campaign contributions. it would ban 
automatic payroll deductions by unions and corporations to political 
campaigns.  here's a look at measure j... called the traffic relief 
measure... it would extend an existing voter approved half-cent 
sales tax until 20-69... 

KNBC 0:19 11/7/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

president obama... fresh from his re-election victory... is back in the 
white house tonight...  after a campaign that had him on the road 
for weeks... the president... first lady... and their daughters malia 
and sasha landed at andrews air force base tonight... the crew 
onboard air force one surprised the first family with a congratulatory 
cake on the flight home. 

KNBC 0:15 11/7/12 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

governor romney... left his boston hotel this morning... still 
surrounded by secret service agents... romney who spent the last 
six years running for president... says he plans to spend more time 
with his family. his wife says her husband will not run for president 
again. 

KNBC 0:28 11/7/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

this is video from the campus tv station... and the chancellor of the 
university of mississippi issued an apology today for an ugly post-
election protest on the school's campus. last night.... hundreds of 
"ole-miss" students were heard using racist slurs while protesting 
the re-election of president obama. two students were arrested. the 
chancellor said he was quote "embarrassed that any students 
associated with the university would use this kind of language" 

KNBC 0:23 11/7/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

you've probably heard by now.... governor brown's education tax, 
prop 30, passed last night... so... what does that mean?  prop 30 
will increase the sales tax by one-quarter cent for four years... the 
sales tax will increase next month... prop 30 also raises personal 
income tax for those making over 250-thousand dollars a year. 
schools should begin seeing the money... next june. 

KNBC 0:15 11/7/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

and tonight... legal questions still loom... about the amendments 
passed in colorado and washington state last night... legalizing the 
recreational use of marijuana. experts are warning about a possible 
clash with the federal government... which still views pot as illegal. 
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KNBC 0:44 11/8/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

we're finding out tonight...that after celebrating his re-election in 
chicago... and before heading home to the white house... the 
president made a surprise visit... that turned out to be very 
emotional... to his campaign office in chicago.  the president also 
told his army of volunteers that they will do quote "amazing things" 
in their lives. 

KNBC 0:19 11/8/12 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

and from boom to bust... nbc news is reporting tonight that mitt 
romney's campaign *had* planned a spectacular fireworks show 
over the boston harbor to celebrate... *if* he had won... they even 
filed a permit for the show with the city... but then plans quickly 
changed. 

KNBC 1:10 11/8/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics Obama and financial cliff 

KNBC 1:24 11/9/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

a bombshell of a resignation in washington today... c-i-a director 
david petraeus is stepping down from his post immediately.. citing... 
his extramarital affair... allegedly with the woman who wrote his 
biography! 

KNBC 0:23 11/9/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

tonight long-time congresswoman mary bono mack conceded 
defeat in her coachella valley race for re-election...  now democrat 
raul ruiz will take the seat bono mack held for 14 years... she began 
her political career when she was elected to replace her husband... 
pop star sonny bono... who died in 1998 in a skiing accident. 

KNBC 0:18 11/12/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

developing news tonight from north carolina... where the f-b-i has 
been searching the home of general david petraeus's former 
mistress... paula broadwell. a source told n-b-c news that broadwell 
agreed to the search. the affair led petraeus to resign as c-i-a 
director. 

KNBC 1:32 11/12/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

the search is the latest development in sex scandal at the c-i-a. 
which apparently began when broadwell for some reason... started 
sending another woman threatening emails. and that's when the 
f.b.i. got involved.    now it congress's turn... and they want very 
much to hear from petraeus on what he knew and what he told 
others about the deadly attack on the u-s consulate in libya. 

KNBC 0:21 11/12/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

apparently some people are not happy with the outcome of the 
election... because this began right after the votes were counted... 
people started signing petitions for their state to secede from the 
union! petitions from several states have been posted on a white 
house web site. texas leads the way with more than 35 thousand 
signatures...so far. 

KNBC 1:11 11/12/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

santa monica is cracking down on those noisy gas leaf blowers.... 
and a lot of gardeners don't like it! nbc four's angie crouch has 
details: 

KNBC 1:39 11/13/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

retired four star general and former director of the c-i-a david 
petraeus... and his mistress... apparently had an email trick they 
used... to secretly contact one-another! just one of interesting new 
details tonight! 

KNBC 0:21 11/13/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

and then there's general william "kip" ward. the pentagon has 
stripped general ward of a star... and ordered him to pay back more 
than 80 thousand dollars in return for quote: "lavish and 
unauthorized spending." ward will now retire with three stars 
instead of four... he'll lose much of his military pension but stil 
retires with over 200 thousand dollars a year. 
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KNBC 0:28 11/13/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the laguna beach city council has tentatively approved a 
controversial new law... that makes the adults liable... if underage 
kids are caught drinking alcohol in their homes...  the so-called 
"social host" ordinance is designed to cut down on underage 
drinking and the many problems that go along with it. there will be 
no fines for first time offenders... but the adults found liable... will 
have to take a special class. repeat offenders will face a big fine. 

KNBC 0:15 11/13/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the l-a city council has voted to put a half cent sales tax hike on the 
march municipal ballot. supporters say the city will be forced to lay 
off police officers and firefighters without it. opponents say it will 
force businesses to pick up and leave! 

KNBC 0:35 11/14/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

the sex scandal involving general david petreaus... has taken 
another turn! nbc news has identified the f-b-i agent... who sent a 
shirtless photo of himself... to one of the people being investigated!  
he is special agent fredick humphries. when tampa socialite jill 
kelly, complained she was getting harrassing emails... it was 
humphries who worked the case... kelly is a personal friend of the 
former c-i-a director and four star general john allen. he's an agent 
with a solid record 12-years ago he was instrumental in stopping a 
terrorist plot to blow-up lax. 

KNBC 0:16 11/14/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

and... nbc news has learned that david petraeus and his biographer 
paula broadwell attended an event in washington dc... two weeks 
before his resignation. this is a picture of broadwell at that dinner... 
it's the last known meeting between the two before the scandal 
broke... 

KNBC 0:13 11/14/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

according to federal officials broadwell was also quite active in 
sending emails to other senior military officers. apprently, she was 
emailing quite a bit in an effort to undermine the reputation of jill 
kelly... 

KNBC 0:28 11/14/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

mitt romney addressed a group of top gop donors today about the 
election... and he said he lost... because president obama... gave 
out "gifts"... to voters...  governor romney said the president gave 
those "gifts"... to african-americans, young people and latinos... the 
new york times quoted romney as saying.... "with regards to young 
people for instance a forgiveness of college loan interest was a big 
gift. and free contraceptives were very big with young college-age 
women." unquote... 

KNBC 0:26 11/15/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

tonight we are getting a look... at that infamous *shirtless* photo of 
the fbi agent... at the center of the patreaus invesigation...  the 
seattle times... got a hold of this picture of special agent fredrick 
humphries... which he had sent to socialite jill kelley. kelley... had 
turned to the fbi agent for help when she began receiving 
theatening emails from patraeus biographer paula broadwell last 
spring. humphries told the seattle times the photo was simply... a 
joke. 

KNBC 1:13 11/19/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

one last effort to save a santa monica christmas tradition was killed 
in a federal court. if you want to see a nativity scene in a public 
park - it won't be in in santa monica.. our patrick healy as been 
following this story for more than a year.... 

KNBC 0:29 11/19/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

high profile lawyer gloria allred... is now involved in the scandal 
involving c-i-a director... david petraeus.  jill kelley's... twin sister... 
natalie ... shown on the left... hired the celebrity attorney. allred... 
and her new client are holding a press conference tomorrow 
morning. jill kelley... is the florida socialite who blew the lid off the 
secret relationship between petraeus... and his biographer... paula 
broadwell... how allred and her client are involved... is something 
we will learn tomorrow. 
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KNBC 0:35 11/20/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

we are learning tonight... the emails sent by general david 
patreaus... ex-mistress... to a florida socialite... were far more 
threatening... than previously reported.  this video from c-n-b-c... 
shows paula broadwell shooting a powerful futuristic firearm... as 
part of an infomercial for a gun manufacturer. now... according to 
the new york daily news... in one email exchange with presumed 
rival jill kelley... broadwell allegedly promised to make kelly quote: 
"go away." brodadwell was apparently convinced that kelley was 
trying to move in on the general who was already married... and 
having an affair. 

KNBC 0:36 11/20/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

but... jill kelly's twin is coming to her sister's defence. natalie 
khawam spoke to the media in washington d-c today. but she 
declined to answer questions about her links to petraeus... instead 
praising kelly, who took her in after a bitter break-up.  khawam also 
did not discuss her relationship with marine general john allen... 
both allen and petraeus wrote letters supporting khawam during a 
custody dispute with her ex-husband. 

KNBC 0:32 11/20/12 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

walking around nude on the streets of san francisco... tonight.... is 
against the law. but today... protestors went to great lengths to let 
the board of supervisors... know where they stood they took off 
their clothes...  shirts and tops hit the floor as nudists protested the 
ban... on baring it all in public... some had to be escorted from the 
room by deputies... despite their efforts... the board voted six to five 
to enact the ban.. ensuring... in theory at least... no more naked 
strolls. 

KNBC 0:27 11/21/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

just two weeks after voters re-elected him to a ninth term in 
congress... jesse jackson junior has resigned!  in a letter today 
jackson said he's quitting because of his ongoing treatment for 
bipolar disorder... he also admitted to quote "making mistakes"... he 
is reportedly the focus of two investigations.... one about his 
dealings with former illinois governor rod blagojevich... and another 
about the possible misuse of campaign money. 

KNBC 0:18 11/26/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

orange county sheriff sandra hutchens, said today she is 
undergoing chemotherapy for breast cancer. the 57 year old sheriff 
said she will stay on the job... while she quote "powers through" her 
treatment. if her health issues become too much... the orange 
county sheriff says... she'll... quote: "make other arrangements". 

KNBC 0:21 11/26/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

former los angeles mayor richard riordan says he will drop his 
campaign for a may 20-13 ballot measure... to reform the city 
pension system.  riordan's campaign determined they could not 
meet a december 28th deadline to gather 265-thousand signatures. 
riordan says he will continue to work for pension reform... 

KNBC 0:19 11/26/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

congress went back to work today... with leaders from both parties 
talking about compromise... to avoid the fiscal cliff. but a white 
house spokesman said president obama will insist on a tax hike for 
the wealthy as part of any agreement. automatic spending cuts and 
tax hikes take effect january first if there's no deal. 

KNBC 0:16 11/26/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

and there's been a shakeup at the securities and exchange 
commission. s-e-c chair... mary shapiro said today she's stepping 
down in two weeks. her replacement is a current s-e-c board 
member. that leaves four board members... and no tie-breaker for 
decisions that require a vote. 
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KNBC 0:15 11/27/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

former kansas senator and presidential candidate bob dole is in the 
hospital tonight... for what an aide called a routine procedure... dole 
is reportidly doing well... and is expected to be discharged 
tomorrow... bob dole is 89 years old... 

KNBC 0:14 11/27/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

and in washington d-c today... these activists took off their clothes 
outside house speaker john boehner's office... they were protesting 
proposed cuts in aids programs... they said the slogans on their 
bodies... were quote "the naked truth." 

KNBC 0:19 11/29/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

and... making good on his electon night promise... president obama 
had lunch at the white house today with mitt romney. then they 
posed for a picture in the oval office. neither side revealed what 
was discussed. in case you're interested...we do know they had 
white turkey chili and southwestern grilled chicken salad. 

KNBC 0:31 11/30/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

spurred on by a recent report... state senator alex padilla says he 
plans to re-introduce legislation that would make it easier to fire 
*teachers* for misconduct…  that report... which was released 
yesterday... found that many school districts often just *pay* 
employees to go away... rather than going through a long 
disciplinary process... padilla... also sponsored a previous bill...to 
reform the dismissal process for teachers accused of misconduct... 
including sexual abuse... but that bill died under heavy pressure 
from teachers unions... 

KNBC 0:20 11/30/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

in a show of support... city councilman joe biscaino joined the 
picketers on the docks at the port of los angeles today. he said he 
did it... because he has many family members and friends who've 
worked on the docks. the strike is now in its fourth day and most of 
the terminals at both the port of los angeles and port of long beach 
remain closed. 

KNBC 0:27 12/3/12 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

it looks like they are coming back - a 125 million dollar streetcar 
project for downtown los angeles.  this is what it might look like to 
have a streetcar system back in the downtown area. tonight in a 
preliminary election... voters living in that district gave the green 
light for the city to move forward with the plan. officials estimate the 
streetcar system would bring 9-thousand new jobs to the downtown 
area... 

KNBC 0:24 12/3/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

new at 11...state assemblyman... mike feuer... is spending the night 
in the hospital.  he's shown here at a news conference... today he 
was injured in a car accident. doctors say his condition is not life 
threatening... but he'll be in the hospital a few days. feuer is running 
for city attorney... and the accident happened as he was heading to 
jackie lacey's... swearing as the new los angeles county district 
attorney... 

KNBC 0:24 12/3/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

and at that ceremony... jackie lacey made history today... as she 
became the first women... and the first african-american district 
attorney... in l-a county history. 

KNBC 0:18 12/3/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

g-o-p leaders have come up with a counter proposal to avert the 
"fiscal cliff". their plan would increase revenues by reforming taxes 
... and cutting spending on medicare and social security... but... it 
immediately ran into trouble from the white house that won't 
"consider" any plan without a higher tax rate for the wealthy.... 
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KNBC 0:23 12/4/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight... in "lake forest"... the city council voted unanimously to 
'overturn'... a 'controversial' law... keeping 'registered sex' offenders 
'out' of parks.  the law forbids 'all' registered sex offenders from 
going into parks... even those who have 'not' been convicted of a 
crime against children. nearly half of "orange county's" 34 cities 
have adopted that law... considered one of the most 'restrictive' 
bans in the state. 

KNBC 0:15 12/6/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

and... people have been "lighting up" in celebration... in "seattle." at 
"midnight"... a new law kicked in... making it 'legal' for adults... to 
possess one ounce of pot. the new law... legalizes the 'recreational' 
use of marjuana. but... it remains a 'controlled substance'... under 
federal law. 

KNBC 0:25 12/7/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

the former republican governor of florida... charlie crist... 
announced on twitter tonight... that he's switching to the democratic 
party!  crist's tweet read quote... "i am proud and honored to join 
the democratic party"... and it included this photo... of crist holding 
up a voter registration form... crist spoke at the democratic 
convention this year and we're told... he got a celebratory "fist 
bump" from the president tonight at the white house! 

KNBC 0:22 12/10/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

police say l-a city councilman richard alarcon and his wife were 
involved in a two-car crash late this afternoon in north hollywood. it 
happened near hart street and laurel canyon boulevard. we have 
these photos from the scene. the driver of the second car was 
hospitalized in fair condition. alarcon and his wife... who was a 
passenger... were not seriously hurt. 

KNBC 0:43 12/12/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

and another big story... we learned today... that governor jerry 
brown is being treated for early-stage prostate cancer.  the 
governor's office said today that he faces four weeks of 
treatment.... and plans to continue a full work schedule. his doctor 
says he would be treated with a short course of conventional 
therapy. governor brown became the state's oldest serving 
governor when he turned 73 a few months into office last year.  our 
doctor bruce says the most important thing is for men to get tested 
regularly... so prostate cancer can be caught... early! 

KNBC 0:13 12/13/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

former president george h-w bush, got some encouraging news 
today from his doctors.... the 41st president could be home in time 
for the holidays. he's spent nearly three weeks in a houston 
hospital with a bronchitis-related cough. 

KNBC 0:22 12/13/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

tonight, u-n ambassador susan rice is explaining why she dropped 
out of the running.. to be president obama's next secretary of state. 
on n-b-c's "rock center", rice told brian williams.. she didn't want to 
see a prolonged and disruptive confirmation hearing. republicans 
accuse rice of downplaying the role of terrorists.. in the september 
11th attack on the u-s consulate in benghazi. 

KNBC 0:22 12/13/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

frank is a popular word tonight in washington... both sides are using 
it to describe the latest talks.. aimed at avoiding the so-called fiscal 
cliff. house speaker john boehner met for about an hour tonight with 
president obama at the white house. but there's no word of any 
progress in hammering out a deal.. to avoid major tax hikes and 
spending cuts set to take effect january first. 

KNBC 0:42 12/14/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

meantime... a highly emotional president obama said he feels 
quote... "overwhelming grief" for the victims of the connecticut 
school shooting... and their families. 
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KNBC 2:09 12/14/12 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the shooting is fueling the debate... over gun control. police found a 
'glock' and 'sig sauer' handguns... along with a "bushmaster rifle"... 
at the shooting scene. and... "nbc news" has confirmed... the 
weapons were 'legally' purchased... and registered to "lanza's" 
mother.  protesters quickly gathered... in front of the "white 
house"... calling for 'stricter' gun control. and... their argument is 
ringing out across the nation.  nbc 4's janet kwak is live in 
"downtown los angeles" with 'more' on the gun control debate. 
janet. 

KNBC 0:19 12/17/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

for the past 3 days...the national rifle association has kept a low 
profile... on-line... they haven't tweeted since the shootings at the 
elementary school... and their facebook page was taken down 
friday morning... although the page had nearly two million "likes" 
before the shooting... it was was reportedly inundated with negative 
comments afterwards... 

KNBC 0:18 12/17/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and today around two hundred protesters rallied outside the n-r-a's 
lobbying office on capitol hill. the crowd filled the building's 
driveway and surrounding sidewalk... many holding signs reading 
"stop the n-r-a" reportedly many of the protestors were teachers. 

KNBC 0:30 12/19/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

vice president joe biden will hold his first meeting **tomorrow**... on 
finding ways to reduce gun violence. president obama gave the 
new orders today.  the ideas under review are not new... they 
include banning the sale of military-style guns... and requiring 
background checks on all gun buyers. 

KNBC 0:33 12/20/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

also today.. vice president joe biden met with law enforcement 
leaders.  this is the first meeting of the president's task force... 
aimed at cracking down on gun-violence. the president has given 
them a january deadline to come up with concrete proposals. one 
newtown parent hopes change will come:  the national rifle 
association has scheduled a press conference tomorrow to talk 
about the issue.. 

KNBC 0:24 12/20/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

apparently there is so much disagreement among house 
republicans about dealing with the "fiscal cliff"... that house speaker 
john boehner has pulled his plan "b" proposal. congress adjourned 
tonight for christmas with no deal in place.  plan b would have 
raised taxes for those who make more than a million dollars a 
year... while extending tax cuts for most people lawmakers will try 
again next week.. after the christmas break. 

KNBC 1:25 12/21/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

today the head of the n-r-a blamed hollywood and video games for 
for creating a quote 'culture' of violence.... re-igniting the debate... 
not only about gun control... but about violent movies and t-v shows 
as well... nbc4's patrick healy reports. 

KNBC 0:19 12/21/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

and... hollow-point bullets and other ammo designed to cause 
extreme damage... could soon be banned in san francisco. the 
city's mayor and police chief are working on legislation that would 
ban the "specialized" bullets. it would also require sellers to notify 
police when any one person buys more than 500 rounds of ammo... 

KNBC 0:20 12/21/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

president obama and the first family are off to hawaii to spend 
christmas in his native state. they left washington tonight on air 
force one. the president was hoping to have a compromise 
agreement in place... to avoid the so-called fiscal cliff that will arrive 
with the new year. but there's still no sign of a deal with house 
republicans. 
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KNBC 0:15 12/21/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

house speaker john boehner is re-grouping tonight... after hardcore 
anti-tax members of his own party torpedoed his fiscal cliff plan. 
boehner had to cancel a vote yesterday... on his proposal to hike 
taxes only on those making more than a million dollars a year. 

KNBC 0:18 10/2/12 11:11p Health and 
Medical 

the "west nile virus"... has claimed a second life in "los angeles 
county."  health officials say... both victims were in their 80's... and 
lived in the "southeastern" part of the county. so far... this year... 
the department knows of 54 cases in the county. infected 
mosquitos spread "west nile"... but the vast majority infected... 
never show any symptoms. 

KNBC 0:18 10/4/12 11:10p 
Health and 

Medical 

tonight health officials are warning thousands of patients who got 
steroid injections for their *backs*.. they could be at risk for 
meningitis.. the injections may have been contaminated... the shots 
were given in 23 states.... including california... five people have 
died! and 30 others are sick... most of these cases are in 
tennessee. 

KNBC 0:20 10/5/12 11:24p Health and 
Medical 

if you're having vision problems... you might want to lay off the 
coffee. or at least that's what *one* study says!  a new study found 
a high incidence of vision trouble among men and women... who 
drank three or more cups of caffeinated coffee a day. they were 34 
percent more likely to develop what's called exfoliation glaucoma. 
that study was conducted by researchers at harvard. 

KNBC 0:24 10/8/12 11:08p 
Health and 

Medical 

the c-d-c says two health clinics here in southern 
california...received contaminated steroid shots... that are now 
linked to a deadly outbreak of meningitis. patients at the encino 
outpatient surgical center... and universal pain management in 
palmdale are being notified ... they were given shots of the steroid. 
eight people have died and more than 100 people have become 
sick. 

KNBC 0:29 10/10/12 11:16p Health and 
Medical 

landmark surgery in "los angeles." doctors have taken the 'first 
step'... in attaching a 'bionic arm'... to a woman who 'lost' hers in a 
bus crash. it's 'the' first time... doctors have performed this type of 
operation... in "california."  this morning... doctors in "downtown l-a" 
worked on the 'nerves' and 'muscle'... in what's left of "rosario 
velasco's" arm. they'll attach her 'new' bionic arm later. doctors 
hope... eventually... she'll be able to use her 'brain' to move her 
new arm... hand... and fingers. 

KNBC 0:20 10/15/12 11:10p 
Health and 

Medical 

and there has been an outbreak of *norovirus* at this middle school 
in ventura county. close to 100 students at medea creek middle 
school in oak park have been out sick the past few days... 
norovirus hits your stomach.... it's very contagious... very 
unpleasant... but rarely life-threatening. 

KNBC 1:57 10/16/12 11:07p Health and 
Medical 

we have new information on a story about west nile virus... more 
mosquitoes carrying the west nile virus... have been found in the 
*neighborhood* around a foreclosed home... and neighbors tell us 
it's getting worse... not better.  n-b-c-4's kim baldonado talked with 
neighbors tonight... she's live in studio city... kim! 

KNBC 0:26 10/18/12 11:08p Health and 
Medical 

the emergency room at the loma linda university medical center 
has re-opened ... it was evacuated and shut down earlier today 
because of powerful *fumes*…  the fumes came from an adhesive 
that was was being used by crew working on the roof of the 
building. the fumes got into the building's ventilation system… when 
people started feeling sick several floors were evacuated until the 
fumes cleared. the all clear was given shortly before six p-m... 
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KNBC 0:27 10/26/12 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

a new comprehensive study shows the long range impact of 
smoking... all the subjects in this study were women.  the oxford 
university studied more than one million women and found that 
quitting smoking can extend a life by *ten* years., women who quit 
by age 30... were 97 percent more likely to live a longer life... but 
women who continued to smoke after age 40 faced ten times the 
health risks. 

KNBC 2:31 10/31/12 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

this may look like an ordinary horse... but he's anything but 
ordinary.... this horse is a clone... cloning animals is becoming 
more and more common... but it's still a controversial procedure. 
nbc4's kathy vara reports... 

KNBC 1:13 11/14/12 11:16p Health and 
Medical 

how do you know if you have a cold or allergies? after all they both 
come with the sniffles.. and that "aching all over" feeling? nbc4's 
kathy vara got the answer! here's her report! 

KNBC 1:58 11/26/12 11:06p Health and 
Medical 

is there ever a case where a seven year old should be given 
medical marijuana? a little girl in oregon with leukemia is making 
people take a closer look at that question. nbc four's john cadiz 
klemack is live in studio city with her story... john... 

KNBC 0:14 11/26/12 11:10p Health and 
Medical 

the american academy of pediatrics... says teenage girls should be 
able to get the "morning after pill". the academy says doctors 
should write prescriptions for morning after pills "in advance"... so 
teenage girls can get them quickly if necessary. 

KNBC 0:21 11/27/12 11:10p Health and 
Medical 

a new report from the c-d-c has found that young people are 
becoming infected with h-i-v ...at a much higher rate... than you 
might think... people between the ages of 13 and 24 now account 
for more than a 25 percent of new h-i-v infections every year. and 
more than half of them don't even know they're infected. 

KNBC 0:26 12/19/12 11:08p Health and 
Medical 

new tonight at 11... a moorpark man in trouble tonight... police say 
he was posing as a dentist!  police say... william escobar... 
converted the bathroom in his apartment... into a dental office. 
investigators say he had no shortage of "patients"... among them... 
several teenagers. ... he's accused of practicing dentistry without a 
license.. and ...that's a felony... he's also accused of possessing 
needles... and furnishing pain-killers... 

KNBC 0:56 10/5/12 11:07p housing 

if you need help with a mortgage that you just can't afford, you may 
want to head to the l-a convention center this weekend.  a group 
called naca -- the neighborhood assistance corporation of america -
- is hosting what it calls an american dream event. it's aimed at 
keeping the dream of home ownership alive... by helping people 
get their loans modified. it got underway today...  naca says that 
sometimes... with help... struggling homeowners can save an 
average of 500 to a thousand dollars a month on their mortgages.  
the "american dream event" runs through tuesday at the l-a 
convention center.. from 8:00 a-m to 8:00 p-m daily. for more 
information... go to n-b-c l-a dot-com and search "foreclosure." 

KNBC 0:27 10/17/12 11:15p housing foreclosure notices drop to five-year low 

KNBC 0:14 11/13/12 11:09p housing 

the struggling housing market in orange county is showing definite 
signs of life. the market has rebounded to a four-year high... there 
were more than 31-hundred homes bought last month... up more 
than 40 percent from a year ago. 
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KNBC 0:23 12/3/12 11:09p Housing 

some of the nation's mortgage-lending giants have announced a 
holiday reprieve for people facing foreclosure... but the reprieve is 
*only* for the holidays...  home loan giants fannie mae and freddie 
mac announced today they will stop foreclosure proceedings and 
evictions between mid-december and january second. chase bank 
and citigroup said they'll do the same thing... but only until january 
second... 

KNBC 1:55 12/6/12 11:04p immigration 

chino hills residents met tonight... figuring out what to do about 
alleged "maternity hotels"... it's a business where pregant woman 
come to the united states to have their babies... who then become 
instant u-s citizens. nbc four's janet kawk reports from chino hills... 

KNBC 0:25 12/10/12 11:07p immigration 

tonight, two dozen people who arrived on a "panga" boat this 
morning... are the focus of a probe into human smuggling.  border 
patrol detained suspected illegal immigrants before dawn... when 
the boat drifted ashore in rancho palos verdes. authorities say 
several pickup vehicles may have been parked nearby. today's 
incident follows the killing of a coast guardsman last week... when 
two men aboard a similar boat rammed his vessel. 

KNBC 0:56 10/1/12 11:13p Lifestyle happening right now... crews are out in force... in west hollywood. 
let's go to 'alex calder"... over the scene... in newschopper 4. 

KNBC 0:41 10/1/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

during a race... a skateboarder had an unfortunate run-in with a 
deer... a warning... it's a hard hit.  the skate boarder was in the 
"buffalo bill downhill race"... this past weekend... in "colorado." out 
of nowhere... the deer got in his path... and rammed him. 
comments on youtube say... the skateboarder wasn't badly hurt 
and the 'deer' reportedly is okay. that race has earned the 
nickname of "the downhill bloodspill"... because of the frequency of 
high speed crashes. 

KNBC 0:20 10/1/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

the hollywood sign is getting a face-lift...  tomorrow crews will begin 
re-painting those famous white letters that overlook the city. the 
back of the sign will also be painted. it will be the most extensive 
refurbishing the sign has undergone in nearly 35 years. 

KNBC 3:02 10/2/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

los angeles is famous for a 'lot of things... including its "urban 
murals." but for a long time... one mural... was hidden... a coat of 
paint... covering its message of equality.  but now... as nbc4's john 
cadiz klemack tells us: **lives are connecting** to bring that mural 
back!    and don't miss our "life connected" special... in celebration 
of hispanic heritage month... this saturday night at 8:00 pm 

KNBC 0:19 10/4/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

the home of labor leader "cesar chavez" will soon become a 
'national' monument. "president obama" will be in "california" next 
week... to make the announcement. "chavez's" famous "grape 
boycott"... of the 60s... was the 'springboard' to new legislation... for 
farm workers 'nationwide.' the president says the monument will 
help preserve "chávez's" legacy. 

KNBC 0:43 10/4/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

a four year old boy shows no fear when he rides his bike down an 
advanced mountain bike trail for the first time... his dad put a small 
camera on his helmet and "here we gooo."  malcolm had no 
problem making his way down the trail called hellion.... this downhill 
run is in northfield, new hampshire..... despite a small fall malcom 
made it to the finish... and now he says he's ready to do it... all over 
again! 
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KNBC 0:20 10/4/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

now take a look at this rush-hour video out of florida.. the two-
legged creature stopping traffic.. is an emu named "taco." taco 
stands at five-foot-tall.. he doesn't fly.. but taco's owner says he 
escaped from his backyard home in order to find a mate. authorities 
were eventually able to heard the big bird home. 

KNBC 1:56 10/5/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

to new york... where a husky must have missed his owner.. a *lot*. 
zander... escaped from his home... and somehow managed to find 
the hospital where his owner was being treated. john noel picks up 
the story from here. 

KNBC 2:45 10/9/12 11:17p Lifestyle 

life connected... now... disabled veterans working with new 
technology... to help the troops in combat zones. it really is 
something to see... these vets with their new weapons... sewing 
machines! and their new motto: stitch or die.  nbc4's patrick healy 
reports.. 

KNBC 0:24 10/10/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

he's been big with kids before... you know the big yellow bird.... 
fresh off "mitt romney's" big bird comment... at last week's 
debate..."halloween costumes" of the sesame street character... 
are flying off store shelves.  stores that don't even stock the 
costume... say people have been asking for it. during last week's 
debate... romney said he likes big bird... but if elected... he would 
end federal subsidies for "p-b-s." 

KNBC 0:26 10/11/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

it's hard work... being a toddler... and even harder sometimes... to 
stay awake... even at meal time..  while trying to eat plates of 
spaghetti for lunch... these twins keep fighting the urge... to close 
their eyes. during the meal... their heads bob up and down... as 
they put handfuls of pasta into their mouths. eventually exhaustion 
takes over. 

KNBC 0:22 10/15/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

and check out this spray tan mishap. a bodybuilder in the arnold 
schwarzenegger classic made headlines when he took the stage 
with a fake tan.. from the neck down. this cokpetition took place in 
madrid... the winner was from jamaica . 

KNBC 2:36 10/16/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

southern california is home to the largest vietnamese-american 
community in the world... and we found their un-official hangout. of 
all places, it's a post office! and as nbc4's jacob rascon shows us... 
it's a place where lives get connected! 

KNBC 0:32 10/16/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

it's a dare on a moving train that almost cost a young girl her life. 
the video went viral... before it was suddenly pulled!  the girl video... 
is encouraged by a friend to sick her head out a moving train for a 
video... she turns her head just seconds before the oncoming train 
sends her tumbling backwards. the video has since been removed 
from youtube because of it's "depiction of dangerous activity". 

KNBC 1:24 10/18/12 11:15p Lifestyle 
a dog and her four puppies are getting a lot of the credit tonight... 
for finding a missing boy ...    the little boy was wet... and had no 
shoes... only those four puppies to keep him warm.. 

KNBC 0:32 10/18/12 11:17p Lifestyle 

it's part haunted house… part harvest festival… but it's all fun…  
with halloween just around the corner... the halloween harvest 
festival at the pierce college farm center in woodland hills is in full 
swing… the highlight... of course... is their famous haunted and 
*scary* corn maze... but there's plenty more to do… including hay 
rides and a haunted house… you can even milk a cow! the 
halloween harvest festival runs through october 31st… 
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KNBC 1:01 10/18/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

just in time for ski season! a new simulator that promises to have 
you in prime condition to shred or shush... whatever you do on the 
slopes this winter.  the new training simulator is called "sky tech 
sport..." and... it's the first time this technology has been vailable on 
a permanent basis here in the u-s.  the apline ski and snowboard 
simulator claims it allows you to experience the same g-forces 
you'd find out on the slope. the company claims beginners can 
develop solid technique while building confidence. and for experts... 
they say... its a great way to learn new techniques and stay in 
shape in the off season.  you can check out the simulator at sky 
tech sports which is now open in beverly hills. 

KNBC 0:17 10/19/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

a drama played out in a las vegas neighborhood today as people 
worked to rescue a stray cat on a telephone pole. tired and hungery 
the cat sat there for two days, not willing to come down even for 
food. luckily a passerby by stepped in. using his pole climbing 
boots... the man climbed up and brought the cat down. 

KNBC 0:17 10/19/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

and before we go... we just want to mention that kathy and i will be 
moderating the nbcu nbc4 earthquake prepaedness community 
open house tomorrow at university city walk and we'll be there 
bright and early at eight am. 

KNBC 2:39 10/23/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

in a world full of loss... one young girl has already suffered more 
than most people do... in a lifetime. yet through these tragedies she 
has come together with many people...  nbc4's vikki vargas shows 
us... how their lives have connected... 

KNBC 0:42 10/24/12 11:17p lifestyle 

a fullerton family now has a full house.. today they brought home 
their quintuplets... 5 babies... 3 girls and 2 boys.  the babies were 
born in arizona in september... with the help of a specialist in high 
risk pregnancies. the new siblings also have a big sister... this 
afternoon they all arrived home after a very long road trip.  
collectively the initials of the five spell the word grace. 

KNBC 0:19 10/26/12 11:33p lifestyle 

pacific park at the santa monica pier has put on its halloween 
costume ... and you are invited to the party!! for the next several 
nights ... the ferris wheel will feature spooky colors of the season... 
and the pier will also be full of halloween decorations. 

KNBC 3:07 10/30/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

lazarius (luh-zar-e-us) taylor's life has not been easy or normal...his 
mother died when he was seven....his dad disappeared.. and his 
older brother was in prison.  feeling lost.. he began to hang with 
gang members. tonight's "life connected" is about the power of 
"that look" from your grandmother... a look that changes everything.  
michael brownlee reports... 

KNBC 2:21 10/31/12 11:08p Lifestyle 

now... it's the biggest party in southern california tonight. hundreds 
of thousands took to the streets of west hollywood for the annual 
halloween costume carnaval.  the weho party is over ... but... the 
party-goers have moved into nearby restaurants and bars... and 
*that's* where we find n-b-c four's robert kovacik. robert? 

KNBC 0:30 11/1/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

we've seen some amazing halloween costumes this week... this 
one may be familiar to sci-fi fans!!  a dad posted this video of what 
he calls his "power loader" costume. you may recognize this 
character from the movie "aliens"... that's his baby daughter 
inside... she's a lot less scary than the power loader in aliens... the 
video has gotten half-a-million hits on the internet... 

KNBC 1:42 11/2/12 11:16p Lifestyle 
the mystery woman... who didn't know she was was holding a 
winning lotto ticket... finally stepped forward today... to claim her 
prize... in the nick of time! n-b-c four's janet zappala has the story! 
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KNBC 0:19 11/2/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

and this midsize poodle is on the move too... but... obviously... 
she's not your ordinary dog... shasha who lives in china... seems to 
love walking on her two hind legs... according to her owner she's 
been doing this for years... 

KNBC 0:21 11/8/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

she has a shot at a world record... a little terrier... no bigger than a 
can of soda... could be declared the world's smallest dog. take a 
look...  little meysi weighs just under nine ounces... she's almost 
four months old now... and isn't expected to grow much more.... 
she can register for the title with guinness when she's 12 months 
old. 

KNBC 0:14 11/8/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

the mexican american legal defense and educational fund... 
maldef... had its annual awards gala tonight at the westin 
bonaventure!! the organization promotes civil rights for latinos... 
and our own lolita lopez was among those on hand. 

KNBC 2:32 11/9/12 11:14p Lifestyle 
some people with dibilitating conditions... are turning to *art* for 
help... tonight... a woman who used her own recovery... to inspire 
others... it's what we call "life connected". here's patrick healy. 

KNBC 0:18 11/13/12 11:11p Lifestyle 

this man will never forget mitt romney's presidential campaign... he 
had the romney campaign logo tattooed onto the side of his face... 
a fellow romney fan paid him 15-thousand dollars... on a kind of 
"dare". and now... he says he still has no regrets... 

KNBC 2:52 11/13/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

we all know that dogs... can and often do connect with people in 
amazing ways! and sometimes... those connections... are literally 
*life savers*...  nbc4's vikki vargas... shows us some remarkable 
examples... of these canine-human life connections: 

KNBC 0:47 11/15/12 11:23p lifestyle 

maybe you've seen the shiny "chrome" cars that are becoming so 
popular... that right, even though some people worry that the 
reflective surface could blind other drivers !  justin bieber helped 
publicize the trend when he was pulled over in his shiny fisker 
karma... as he sped away from paparazzi. but he's not alone. in 
fact... putting a chrome covering on cars is a booming business.  
the process takes three days and cost 10 thousand dollars. as for 
concerns about reflection... this customer says she only plans to 
take hers out at night. 

KNBC 0:41 11/15/12 11:32p lifestyle 

you saw investigative reporter joel grover a few minutes ago... now 
we want to tell you... he got a big honor tonight! joel was named a 
recipient of the bill stout memorial award for excellence in 
broadcast journalism.  that's fritz coleman presenting joel with the 
award tonight in the taper auditorium at the riordan central libray. 
joel was honored for following in the tradition of bill stout... a 
revered local and nationial journalist who was a frequent stand-in 
for the legendary walter cronkite. val zavala... from k-c-e-t was also 
honored tonight. 

KNBC 2:01 11/20/12 11:15p Lifestyle 
it's an urban garden that's growing more than veggies. it's growing 
education... and motivation... and it's connecting lives! nbc4's john 
cadiz klemack shows us "seeds of change"... 

KNBC 0:22 11/21/12 11:15p lifestyle 

the world famous las vegas strip... is jammed tonight!! and once 
again! vegas is the top destination for southern californians this 
thanksgiving!  that's according to triple-a. second and third most 
popular destinations are san diego... san francisco... then comes 
the central coast and the grand canyon. 
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KNBC 0:24 11/21/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

one more final note on the start of the holiday shopping season! if 
your frustrated because shopping carts are never large enough to 
meet you needs...we have the answer!  this super-sized shopping 
cart is definately a head-turner in pennsylvania. it's 12 feet long... 
nine feet tall and comes equipped with a chevy engine, steering 
wheel, and brake pedal. and get this...the basket is 115 cubic feet 
...that's more than a dozen regular sized grocery carts...plenty of 
room for a few giant big screen t-v's... the cart is used mostley in 
parades...but businesses can rent it for eight-hundred dollars a day. 

KNBC 0:33 11/22/12 11:10p lifestyle 

and there are thousands of men and women in the military who are 
far away this holiday weekend... but not forgotten...  at a dining hall 
in afghanistan today... nearly a hundred people worked to bring 
turkey dinners to more than two thousand coalition members.... the 
soldiers said they loved the food... but they were missing their 
families...  some soldiers got these jerseys from the new york jets... 
to wear in their thanksgiving football tournament.. the jets said... 
they wanted the troops to feel like they're part of the team... 

KNBC 0:13 11/22/12 11:10p lifestyle 

and thanks to the kindness of strangers... today hundreds victims of 
hurricane sandy... got to celebrate thanksgiving... on staten island... 
restaurants donated food... and in hackensack, new jersey... the 
salvation army gave away turkeys and food baskets... 

KNBC 0:27 11/22/12 11:14p lifestyle 

now... to orange county... where... 15-thousand free dinners were 
served today at the annual "we give thanks" holiday event...  
today... outside the honda center in anaheim... la casa garcia 
restaurant... and the group called: *we give thanks*... teamed-up to 
provide thanksgiving dinners to those in need. some 15-hundred 
volunteers served-up one thousand turkeys... five thousand pounds 
of potatoes... more than 15-thousand dinner rolls... and five 
thousand pies. 

KNBC 0:37 11/22/12 11:14p lifestyle 

back in l-a... there was a big celebration at the midnight mission. 
thousands of homeless women... men... and children feasted on 
turkey... and all the trimmings. mayor antonio villaraigosa... and 
celebrities like... dick van dyke... volunteered their time.  volunteers 
served four-thousand pounds of turkey... three-thousand rolls... 700 
pounds of candied yams... 400 pies... and 15 gallons of gravy. 

KNBC 1:25 11/22/12 11:15p lifestyle 

and here in southern california...and here's the beauty of living here 
-- you can leave the beach... and a couple of hours later... you can 
celebrate thankgiving with skiing and snowboarding. nbc4's "jacob 
rascon"... went to mountain high in wrightwood. 

KNBC 0:17 11/22/12 11:33p lifestyle 

the annual macy's thanksgiving day parade had a mission this year. 
to serve as a beacon of hope in a city still healing from superstorm 
sandy. more than three million people lined the parade route this 
morning... including some five-thousand reserved seats for people 
affected by the hurricane. 

KNBC 1:29 11/23/12 11:15p lifestyle Festival of lights celebration at mission inn in Riverside 

KNBC 0:33 11/23/12 11:23p lifestyle Thanksgiving leftovers-food safety tips 

KNBC 0:23 11/26/12 11:16p lifestyle 

another flip of the switch... and another tree came to life tonight. 
this time... it was the annual tree lighting in south l-a.  lots of 
families turned out... to see kids... entertaining kids! like a pint-sized 
band playing journey music! councilman bernard parks first 
organized this event... when he first took office... and it's been a 
tradition ever since.! 
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KNBC 0:31 11/26/12 11:24p lifestyle 

another night! another stunt that's gone viral! this one is known as 
"milking"....  students in england have taken to pouring... entire 
bottles of milk over their heads... and they have the viral videos to 
prove it! we all know that college kids don't really *need* a "reason" 
to do something like this... but... in this case... they claim they *do* 
have a reason! they say they're protesting british citizens being 
quote "milked by the government" or so they say. 

KNBC 2:39 11/27/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

battling drug addiction can be an agonizing battle... and while 
recovery is a very personal journey... connecting with others who 
have been there... themselves... can really help... take a look... at 
how these lives connected... 

KNBC 1:58 11/28/12 11:17p Lifestyle 
and you saw it right here on nbc4.... the holiday season started in 
style tonight with the lighting of the big bright tree at l-a-live...  
nbc4's fritz coleman has been there all night! fritz... 

KNBC 0:22 11/28/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

at the 2012 l-a auto show today... a lot of the buzz centered around 
fuel economy...  ford showed off its ecoboost engine... part of its 
new 2013 fiesta... general motors also unveiled its new line of fuel 
efficient trucks and s-u-v's. the l-a auto show opens friday and runs 
through december ninth at the l-a convention center. 

KNBC 0:10 11/29/12 11:07p Lifestyle 
and skiers and boarders...listen up! it's snowing tonight at 
mammoth ... ski resorts... of course... are hoping this is the 
beginning of a booming holiday season. 

KNBC 1:08 11/29/12 11:20p Lifestyle Friz's Holiday Lights 

KNBC 0:28 11/29/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

a lot of people on the east coast who suffered from super storm 
sandy could use a visit from santa claus this year... and today... 
one man... was apparently doing the best he could to oblige.  
they're calling him a secret santa... although he didn't look much 
like kris kringle. so far... the businessman has managed to remain 
anonymous. today.. he was handing out 100 dollar bills on staten 
island and new jersey. 

KNBC 0:30 11/30/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

nbc-universal is proud to participate in "operation gratitude"  earlier 
today at the van nuys armory volunteers packed up care packages 
to be sent to service members. each box contains food - hygiene 
products and entertainment but perhaps most importantly letters of 
thanks. particularly at holiday times when service men and women 
are so far from home "operation gratitude" hopes to put a smile on 
the faces of service members - and remind them how much their 
sacrifice is appreciated. 

KNBC 2:23 11/30/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

we are celebrating the holidays in style right here on nbc4.... we've 
sent out our fritz coleman out to find the best holiday displays all 
over southern california...  tonight he's found a fabulous display out 
in castaic... fritz...      fritz's holiday lights is on the road. see a new, 
brightly decorated home every weeknight on the n-b-c four news at 
11. if you would like to enter your home in "fritz's holiday lights", go 
to "n-b-c l-a dot com". there's a special tab...right there on the home 
page. 

KNBC 0:21 11/30/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

the sydney opera house turned red to mark world aids day which is 
december first. it's become a day for people around the world to 
remember those who died from aids according to the u-n... thirty-
four million people worldwide were living with h-i-v last year. but 
there has been some progress there were 700-thousand fewer new 
h-i-v infections worldwide last year than in 2001. 

KNBC 1:33 12/3/12 11:19p Lifestyle Fritz's Holiday Lights 
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KNBC 0:17 12/4/12 11:10p Lifestyle 

and... a surprising find in a "florida" dumpster... plastic containers 
with 'neatly' packaged toys. it appears they were supposed to go to 
a charity. but... someone threw them in the trash. the containers 
were even 'marked' in age groups... for 'boys' and 'girls.' the newly 
discovered gifts will now end up in the hands of children. 

KNBC 3:04 12/4/12 11:13p Lifestyle 

when people face 'serious' injuries... sometimes the 'battle' for 
'hope'... can be 'just' as difficult as the 'battle' to 'heal.' tonight i'd 
like to introduce you to a young man who's life was turned upside 
down when he broke his neck... and became paralyzed...  he's 
fighting back... and commited to connecting others just like him.    
to send us your life connected stories... go to our website... nbcla 
dot com 

KNBC 2:00 12/4/12 11:20p Lifestyle Fritz's Holiday Lights 

KNBC 0:22 12/5/12 11:12p Lifestyle 

this is dangerous... illegal... and increasingly popular in russia. 
"train surfing." young people climb up on a train and hang on... 
while someone shoots a video. freight trains are prefered... but 
commuter trains have become popular with the train surfing crowd. 
there have been accidents... and fatalities... in this extremely 
dangerous sport. . 

KNBC 1:09 12/5/12 11:20p Lifestyle Fritz's Holiday Lights 

KNBC 0:31 12/5/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

and no... you're not seeing things. that's actually a 'dog' behind the 
wheel of that car. the "auckland.. new zealand" s-p-c-a has trained 
the dogs... to show how intelligent and adoptable they are. you can 
read more about these amazing dogs and that sea-faring robot on 
our website... "nbc l-a dot com." 

KNBC 0:19 12/6/12 11:16p Lifestyle 

as holiday stories go... this may be a new one! a la jolla millionaire 
purchased a billboard on the i-5 that says, "all i want for christmas 
is a latina girlfriend". the man behind the billboard... marc paskin 
...a real estate investor featured on an episode of "secret 
millionaire" last year. 

KNBC 1:06 12/6/12 11:19p Lifestyle el monte 

KNBC 0:49 12/6/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

now... to the royal baby watch. and... the 'closely guarded' mother-
to-be. the "duchess of cambridge" left the hospital today.  she's 
been undergoing treatment... for 'acute' morning sickness... since 
monday. the palace says kate will be resting at london's kensington 
palace for the time being....  to some she looked a little pale and 
tired... but still, gave a big smile for the cameras.... and prince 
charles expressed his joy at becoming a grandfather... he even 
made a little joke.  he was referring to that prank by two australian 
radio d-j's... they called the hospital and somehow convinced at 
least two nurses that queen elizabeth and prince charles were 
calling... 

KNBC 0:19 12/6/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

he looked pretty cute as he wandered around in a "monrovia" 
neighborhood... this afternoon. digging through trash cans. a 
neighoborhood dog distracted him... at one point. so what did the 
bear do? climbed up the tree over him... then... 'marked' his 
territory. 

KNBC 0:17 12/6/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

the "white house" is gleaming with "holiday spirit" tonight.  president 
obama and his family... flipped the switch... to light up a giant 
christmas tree... for the "90th annual national christmas tree 
lighting" ceremony. the event on the white house lawn officially 
kicked off the holiday season. 
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KNBC 0:29 12/7/12 11:10p Lifestyle 

we first told you about it last night. that wealthy la jolla man who put 
up a billbaord asking for a "girlfriend"! well tonight... his billboard 
has been vandalized!!  the billboard says "all i want for christmas is 
a latina girlfriend" but tonight... one day after it went up... the 
bottom half with his e-mail address has been ripped off. no word if 
the billboard will be replaced... but the la jolla man told nbc4 he's 
already gotten lots of responses! 

KNBC 0:28 12/7/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

the person with the second winning ticket in that recent 587-million 
dollar powerball drawing has now come forward.  and, guess what, 
it's not this guy! we showed you this video a few days ago.. of a 
man in maryland celebrating because he thought he had that 
second ticket. that turned out not to be the case. the second 
winning ticket belongs to a married couple from the phoenix, 
arizona area. they've chosen to remain anonymous, at least for 
now. 

KNBC 2:41 12/7/12 11:15p Lifestyle newport beach - balboa island 

KNBC 0:26 12/7/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

talk about the best of both worlds! it's a motorhome.. it's a boat.... 
it's a boater-home!  and here it is! it's being touted as the ultimate 
recreational vehicle that can go just about anywhere.. this viral 
video shows the boat half being launched from its hauler into a 
lake... it's been viewed hundreds of thousands of times... no doubt 
striking envy in a lot of those viewers! 

KNBC 0:43 12/10/12 11:20p Lifestyle home of ann spaulding valley village lived here since 1971 starts 
putting lights up after thanksgiving 

KNBC 3:01 12/11/12 11:15p Lifestyle 
if you'd like to purchase one of diedre's holiday cards... we've put 
the information on our website... just head to nbc-la-dot-com and 
search for life connected. 

KNBC 1:38 12/11/12 11:20p Lifestyle [toss to fritz] let's go to friz coleman... live in baldwin park with fritz's 
holiday lights. 

KNBC 0:18 12/11/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

an arizona woman who knew she couldn't compete with her 
neighbor's christmas lights -- has a clever response...  she spelled 
out the word "ditto" and made an arrow pointing toward her 
neighbor's home. the display is made of around 600 lights. her 
neighbor's set-up has about 16,000 colorful lights. 

KNBC 0:33 12/12/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

from chapels to courthouses around the world... couples were 
saying their "i do's".. on this once-in-a-lifetime date "triple 12's" 12-
12-12.  to accommodate all of the brides and grooms... the l-a 
county registrar-recorder's office extended its hours at six locations. 
the orange county clerk-recorder had 229 appointments for 
weddings today. and... some wedding chapels offered "triple 12" 
specials... like a free honeymoon trip to vegas! 

KNBC 1:13 12/12/12 11:19p Lifestyle 

this is the home of dan and sandy yadgir it's on the 200 block of 
easy gladstone in san dimas. they started decorating on october 
1st. they have 16 synchronized songs and 25,000 lights along with 
home made decoartions. they do it to bring christmas cheer to the 
neighborhood. 

KNBC 0:25 12/12/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

and from the oregon zoo... another clip of viral video featuring... a 
cute little boy... and a cute animal!  a beaver swims up to the 
glass... and the little boy and the beaver... seemed to wave to each 
other! the beaver must have been "ambidextrous" because he was 
waving with both paws! this was posted in october... and it's been 
viewed nearly twenty thousand times! 
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KNBC 0:28 12/13/12 11:10p Lifestyle 

the post office is getting ready for its busiest day of the 
year...monday, december 17-th. they are expecting to handle more 
than 650 million pieces of mail... that's an increase of about 20 
percent over the average daily volume. overall, the postal services 
projects it will have deliverd nearly 18 billion cards, letters and 
packages between thanksgiving and christmas eve. 

KNBC 0:23 12/13/12 11:10p Lifestyle 

billionaire entertainment mogul david geffen is donating 100-million 
dollars to the "david geffen" medical school at u-c-l-a. the money 
will be used for unrestricted scholarships. the donation is in addition 
to the 200-million dollars geffen gave u-c-l-a's medical school ten 
years ago. that amounts to four years of financial support for 33 
medical students. 

KNBC 0:19 12/13/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

this baby panda passed his weekly examination at the san diego 
zoo today with flying colors... he tipped the scales at 14 pounds... 
and then the staff tested his neurological development. he did 
great... but like any squirmy toddler.. it was hard for the staff to 
keep him still long enough to measure him. 

KNBC 0:29 12/13/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

two costco co-workers in the boston area are pretty happy... today 
they found out they're sharing a 50-million dollar powerball jackpot. 
the pair are taking the 33-million dollar lump sum pay-out. that 
means after taxes... they'll split 23 million. both winners say they'll 
keep working at costco... at least until they get their checks. even 
then they say they'll always come back to the store to shop. 

KNBC 1:19 12/13/12 11:19p Lifestyle 

home of paul blight... at 320 west western street in redlands. 
second year decorating. he has ten-thousand lights and plans to 
add more next year. he controls his light display on his cell phone 
and i-pad using wi-fi. he does all this for his two kids... and just 
enjoys entertaining the community of redlands. 

KNBC 0:30 12/13/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

a group of u-s military personal... returning from from the fighting 
overseas... got quite a suprise tonight. they showed up at cerritos 
community college expecting to play a recreational flag football 
game... but waiting for them was one big homecoming... complete 
with a-list stars like owen wilson... football legends like kurt warner 
and marcus allen... a surprise concert by the gym class heroes... 
and 12-thousand screaming fans. the event was organized by the 
pat tillman foundation. 

KNBC 0:21 12/14/12 11:25p Lifestyle 

the news is good... for 'skiiers' and 'snowboarders.' both "snow 
summit" in "big bear" and the "mountain high resort" in 
"wrightwood" will re-open tomorrow. both 'ski resorts' received as 
much as eight inches... of fresh snow yestreday... as well as a 
dusting overnight. even better... the snowfall's expected to continue 
on and off throughout the weekend. 

KNBC 1:46 12/17/12 11:04p Lifestyle 

so many people feel the need to help out... and even the smallest 
gesture can be a comfort in times of tragedy. a southern california 
man is sending his condolences to the people of new-town... in the 
form of a cup of coffee. kim baldonado is live in northridge with his 
story. 

KNBC 1:41 12/17/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

and the number of memorials to honor the memory of those 
shooting victims...continues to grow... tonight there were 
several...here locally... nbc four's john cadiz klemack is live in 
anaheim... john.. 

KNBC 1:25 12/17/12 11:22p Lifestyle holiday lights 

KNBC 0:15 12/17/12 11:33p Lifestyle holiday lights 

KNBC 1:59 12/18/12 11:15p Lifestyle 
a long beach man learns he has only a few months to live... and 
what he does next... is nothing short of remarkable...  nbc-4's john 
cadiz klemack shows us how his life... connected with others! 
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KNBC 0:55 12/18/12 11:22p Lifestyle 

the yi (pronounced, yee) family 24 inflatables, 12 added this year 
including the hello kitty, gingerbread soldiers and sock monkey. 
started decorating at tend of november, just finished last weekend 
(dec. 12) house has been in family for 4 generations and 55 
years!!!!!! 

KNBC 0:35 12/18/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

this time of year snowmen are every where...(ok maybe not so 
much around here). but ... one snowman in providence is getting a 
lot of attention...  this scary snowman has been described by his 
makers as quote "frosty's evil twin"... and has spent the past few 
holiday seasons... pranking people as they walk by. 

KNBC 1:39 12/19/12 11:06p Lifestyle 

now to newport harbor! where tonight they kicked off the annual 
christmas boat parade! beautiful... despite the controversy we've 
been telling you about! n-b-c 4's... kim baldonado... is live at 
newport harbor! kim! 

KNBC 1:28 12/19/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

a video on youtube showing an eagle snatching a baby scared a lot 
of people this morning... by noon... most people figured it was a 
hoax. now tonight... we meet the guys behind the video... art 
students. tarah schwarz reports.    that was tarah schwartz 
reporting... the art assignment was... create a video and make it go 
viral. those guys... got an "a"!! 

KNBC 1:20 12/19/12 11:22p Lifestyle holiday lights 

KNBC 0:32 12/20/12 11:17p Lifestyle 

tomorrow is the day - it's the end of the world - according to the 
myan calendar. that has some doomsday believers flocking to a 
mountain in france. they say it will save them.  local believers in the 
vicinity of this mountain are convinced they will survive - rescued by 
an alien spaceship which will explode from the mountian. or so they 
believe. the end-of-the-world predictions coincide with the winter 
solstice. 

KNBC 1:30 12/20/12 11:23p Lifestyle holiday lights 

KNBC 0:29 12/20/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

we think it's cold here... but how about living in a city where boiling 
water freezes in mid-air. in siberia... temperatures have plunged to 
the coldest in more than half a century. so... a resident there 
performed a 'fire and ice' experiment. please don't try this at 
home... but he threw a pot of boiling water out the window to see 
what would happen. at 42 degrees below zero... it instantly turned 
to ice. 

KNBC 0:25 12/21/12 11:07p Lifestyle 

donations are pouring in tonight to a local non-profit group... that 
had bags full of christmas gifts stolen by thieves.  strangers who 
heard about the theft have been donating replacement gifts... local 
firefighters are helping out as well.... the gifts that the non-profit 
group had initially collected were stolen this week from a garage in 
south l-a. that group... called "open door"... distributes holiday gifts 
to needy inner-city kids. 

KNBC 0:36 12/21/12 11:11p Lifestyle 

and... maybe you've noticed... we are still here! the world didn't end 
today but... a lot of people are using the whole "end of world 
prediction"... as an excuse to party!  here's one example... some 
people in west hollywood tonight poked fun at the dooms-day 
predictors... they set up their own end-of-the world clock.. and 
provided some raunchy entertainment. others around the world 
took the prophecy based on the mayan calendar... more seriously... 
they prayed as the appointed time approached, then celebrated 
when that time passed. our own griffith observatory is staying open 
until midnight... for anyone who wants to gather there! 
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KNBC 2:07 12/21/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

they were happily married for 48 years... or so they thought! a 
redlands couple has gotten a big surprise! they're not legally 
married after all!  inland empire reporter jacob rascon shows us 
what happened! 

KNBC 1:30 12/21/12 11:23p Lifestyle holiday lights 

KNBC 1:16 12/3/12 11:16p Poverty 

it's the photo that went viral on the internet... a new york police 
officer giving a cold, shoeless and seemingly homeless a pair of 
boots he just purchased.. but it turns out there is most to this 
picture than we can see.    hillman's brother... kirk... may have 
summed it up. he told the new york daily news... his door is always 
open to his brother... but this is a lifestyle he has chosen. 

KNBC 0:22 11/26/12 11:10p religion 

the man who made that anti-islam movie... blamed for protests 
across the muslim world... says tonight: he has no regrets...  in an 
interview with the new york times... mark youssef... said he wanted 
to quote "reveal the actual truth"... about the prophet mohammad... 
those were his first public comments since september.... when the 
14-minute trailer for his movie... sparked protests in some 20 
countries... 

KNBC 1:52 12/3/12 11:00p religion 

nativity scenes in santa monica... they've been the focus of a long 
term battle over church and state! and tonight: this controversy is 
going in a new direction!  tonight: traditional nativity scenes are 
coming back to santa monica! that's after opponents got them 
banned. nbc four's beverly white is live in santa monica. beverly... 
what changed? 

KNBC 0:24 12/6/12 11:09p religion 

a christmas tree at a newhall senior living complex will shine 
brightly after all...  residents claimed the managers ordered them... 
to take down the tree in their community room... because the 
managers claimed... it was a religious symbol... and therefore not 
allowed. the story caused a uproar on the internet.... today 
management says it was all a quote "miscommunication". and the 
tree stays! 

KNBC 0:17 12/10/12 11:10p religion 

and... orange county has a new catholic bishop. kevin vann... the 
former bishop of fort worth, texas... was installed today in a service 
at u-c irvine. vann takes over the diocese of orange... one of the 
fastest growing diocese in the country. he succeeds bishop todd 
brown ... who retired at the age of 75. 

KNBC 0:16 12/11/12 11:18p religion 

a celebration in honor of our lady of guadalupe... it happened at the 
cathedral of our lady of the angels tonight. this was the first time the 
celebration was being held at the cathedral on the eve of her feast 
day. the switch was made to follow the tradition in mexico city. 

KNBC 0:19 10/8/12 11:09p safety 

the "windseeker" ride at "knotts berry farm" may be 'out' of 
commission... for the foreseeable future.  last month... riders 
dangled '300' feet above the ground... for hours... waiting for 
rescue. "knotts" says the ride will stay closed... at 'six' of its parks... 
while it completes an 'internal review.' the "windseeker" 
malfunctioned in at 'least' two other parks. 

KNBC 1:36 10/31/12 11:10p safety 
parents were keeping a close watch on their little trick-or-treaters 
tonight! nbc4's beverly white live in glendale. bev! 

KNBC 0:40 11/16/12 11:07p safety New report finds LAFD response times are slower than national 
standard 
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KNBC 0:23 12/13/12 11:14p safety 

the golden corral shut down a wyoming restaurant this afternoon... 
when hundreds of people said they got sick after eating there... 
health officials are investigating the complaints.... and the company 
is spending the next 24-hours cleaning and disinfecting the 
restaurant from top-to-bottom...  the sickness, apparently was 
caused by the norovirus... but that can't be confirmed until 
laboratory test are finished. 

KNBC 0:19 12/19/12 11:06p safety 

new tonight... bullet proof backpacks for kids... trending on the 
internet! a utah company that makes the bags is reporting a 300 
percent increase... in sales. the company makes bullet proof bags 
and backpacks... as well as child-sized bulletproof vests. the 
backpacks run about 300 dollars... 

KNBC 0:28 12/20/12 11:17p safety 

if you're headed out to a party on new year's eve... state authorities 
want to make sure you make a smart decision about not drinking 
and driving.  this is the centerpiece of the "r-u-o-k" campaign... a 
car wrapped up to look like half-taxi, half-patrol car.. and it has a 
reminder about how much cheaper a cab ride is than a d-u-i case. 
you're going to see a lot of these vehicles between now and the 
first week of the new year... coincidentally... not far from bars. 

KNBC 2:08 10/11/12 11:00p severe weather 

right now... heavy rain... flooded streets -- really tieing up traffic on 
this freeway... you can see the line of cars... trying to squeeze past 
the problem.  from downpours... to funnel clouds. and... a 
'snapshot' of this 'spinning' threat off the coast.  and in the 
mountains... dropping temperatures even brought snow to the 
slopes in mammoth.  we're on storm alert... and let's get right to 
that flooding on the 60 freeway... it's causing a 'big back' up in the 
"inland empire."  and... reporter "janet kwak" is live... right in the 
thick of things. janet. 

KNBC 1:59 10/11/12 11:03p severe weather 
heavy rains... brought hail to the foothills... a lot of hail... in fact... 
and flooding in homes and even a mudslide... let's go live...  tonight 
in la canada flintridge... with beverly white...  beverly ad libs intro 

KNBC 0:43 10/11/12 11:05p severe weather 
breaking news... a big power outage... putting thousands of people 
in the dark... in several areas. let's go topside... to alex calder... in 
news chopper 4. 

KNBC 0:17 10/11/12 11:13p severe weather 

caught on tape in south gate....  these drivers could have paddled 
down this street in south gate this afternoon... the heavy rains 
proved to be too much for the drainage system causing the 
intersections and streets to flood. fritz coleman will be along in just 
a few moments with your updated forecast. 

KNBC 0:39 10/17/12 11:09p severe weather record breaking heat-fritz 

KNBC 0:28 10/22/12 11:19p severe weather 

in a land of mostly sunshine... it's quite unusual to see... a tornado! 
but they did today... in northern california.  this is video of the 
tornado that touched down... just north of sacramento today... 
several tornadoes were also spotted near yuba city... about three 
o'clock this afternoon. the tornado ripped shingles off rooftops... 
and knocked over trees and power lines. 

KNBC 0:25 10/23/12 11:18p severe weather 

it's feeling a lot like winter in the northern sierra's... the first major 
storm of the season has brought ten inches of snow to the tahoe 
basin.  there's been so much snow several ski resorts at donner 
summitt will be open for business this friday. another three to eight 
inches of snow is expected to blanket the tahoe area tomorrow. 
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KNBC 0:19 10/24/12 11:01p severe weather 

those strong santa ana winds have also left some people in the 
dark tonight... we're getting word of scattered power outages from 
hollywood to the san gabriel valley... also the silver lake area as 
well. we checked with the power company... and they tell us they're 
working on the problem. and some of the electricity is coming back 
on line... as we speak. 

KNBC 1:01 10/24/12 11:01p severe weather 

warmer tempertures tomorrow plus the arrival of even stronger 
winds adds up to a red flag warning... winds are expected to gust 
higher than 60 miles per hour in the hills. fritz coleman stepped 
outside to check it out... he's monitoring the changing conditions. 
fritz! 

KNBC 1:22 10/24/12 11:02p severe weather fritz ad libs toss to beverly  bev ad libs intro 

KNBC 1:31 10/25/12 11:01p severe weather 

now to our other big story...the red flag warning... and the return of 
the santa anas...  along with the damaging winds.. we have an 
increased risk for fire danger... one place where the winds have 
kicked up is santa monica - and that's where robert kovacik is 
tonight.. robert. 

KNBC 1:01 10/25/12 11:02p severe weather let's go to fritz... tracking the winds 

KNBC 2:02 10/26/12 11:03p severe weather 

turning now... to the winds! we were lucky today.... but a red flag 
warning is in effect through tomorrow afternoon across much of l-a 
and ventura county... wind gusts as high as 45 miles per hour are 
expected in some areas... creating a very high fire danger!  nbc 4's 
beverly white is live in porter ranch... beverly! 

KNBC 0:26 10/26/12 11:18p severe weather 

residents up and down the east coast tonight are preparing for 
hurricane sandy.. and the hybrid monster storm it may morph into.  
sandy continued to pound the caribbean today... it's now expected 
to make landfall monday night near the delaware coast. but the 
even bigger worry is.. that forecasters say sandy is likely to join 
with two winter weather systems.. as it moves inland. that could 
create one of the worst east coast storms ever. 

KNBC 2:15 10/29/12 11:00p severe weather 

breaking news... devastation from this super storm sandy -- the 
death toll stands at 15 -- and word tonight that hospitals.. even 
temporary shelters are now being evacuated.  sandy is no longer a 
hurricane...that changed late today...but the damage left behind 
sure looked as bad as any hurricane.! sandy turned into a thousand 
mile wide super storm... that combined the worst possible 
combination of weather events... jay gray is in cape may, new 
jersey: 

KNBC 0:26 10/29/12 11:02p severe weather 

and this is being called "heroic"! patients... including newborn 
babies... had to be evacuated tonight when nyu medical center lost 
power...and then lost the backup generator. a convoy of 50 to 70 
ambulances moved them to another hospital. there weren't any 
working elevators in the building... so many patients... including 
infants from the neonatal intensive care unit... had to be carried 
down the stairs. 

KNBC 0:21 10/29/12 11:03p severe weather 

and *this* is a video grab from our new york sister station wnbc 
tonight... showing a massive transformer explosion at a con-ed 
plant... this explosion is being blamed for knocking out power to a 
lot of manhattan! and now con ed says it could take up to a week... 
at least... for power to be restored to tens of thousands of people! 
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KNBC 0:26 10/29/12 11:07p severe weather 

in new jersey... people who were forced out of their homes... were 
then forced out of their temporary shelters. in atlantic city...near the 
boardwalk....the mayor being critized for even opening the shelters. 
new jersey governor christie says he's disappointed the major 
disregarded the "mandatory" exacuation orders... given the 
potential impact of the storm. the new jersey shore has taken 
perhaps the worst beating from this storm. 

KNBC 2:18 10/29/12 11:07p severe weather 

sandy is to blame for the sinking of a historic sailing ship off the 
north carolina coast... a ship that's been in movies from "muntiny 
on the bounty" to "priates of the caribbean". one member of the 
crew, with califonria ties, is dead and the captian is missing. n-b-c-
4's john cadiz klemack is here to tell us just what happened. john? 

KNBC 0:31 10/29/12 11:20p severe weather you're looking at a live picture of... times square... adlib 

KNBC 0:16 10/29/12 11:26p severe weather 

this is a look at hurricane sandy from two views - a noaa weather 
satellite and from the international space station. "sandy" is over a 
thousand miles across with hurricane force winds extending alost 
200 miles from its center.. 

KNBC 0:22 10/30/12 11:00p severe weather 

breaking news they're pumping water out of a field looking for two 
missing children... before they are declared the youngest victims of 
the superstorm!  the two and four year old brothers were swept 
away from their mother during the worst of sandy yesterday.... and 
tonight... the human toll appears to be much more significant that 
anyone could have imagined. 

KNBC 0:21 10/30/12 11:00p severe weather 

here is the very latest... officials say at least 50 people have been 
killed many of them... hit by falling trees. power outages still dot the 
eastern seaboard.... leaving millions in the dark...over 15 states. 
president obama will travel to new jersey tomorrow to see the 
damage first hand... and there *is* some controversy... involved in 
*that*!  nbc4's robert kovacik is in the newsroom with more late 
breaking details! robert! 

KNBC 2:28 10/30/12 11:01p severe weather 

president obama will be going to new jersey to view the damage... 
but not new york... new york mayor michael bloomberg told the 
president today... the city would "love to have him... but we've got a 
lot of things to do." bloomberg says he wasn't trying to quote "dis" 
him... 

KNBC 0:23 10/30/12 11:03p severe weather 

and we've just learned... limited air travel is expected to return to 
the new york city area tomorrow morning. j-f-k and newark 
international will begin limited operations at seven a-m. at l-a-x... 
close to 200 flights were canceled today... but that situation seems 
to be improving... 

KNBC 0:47 10/30/12 11:05p severe weather 
a family in new york state captured a terryifing moment when a gust 
of wind began snapping trees. here's what it sounded and looked 
like. 

KNBC 0:10 10/31/12 11:03p severe weather 

new video tonight... puts it into perspective... exactly what 
firefighters faced...the night hurricane sandy made landfall... nbc-4 
takes you past the fire lines... but first... new fears tonight about gas 
shortages... drivers lined up... for hours! 

KNBC 2:24 10/31/12 11:03p severe weather 

the death toll has now reached 70 people...and .. the damage 
total...maybe as high as *50 billion dollars* and now there's a new 
problem... gasoline rationing.  nbc4's patrick healy... is live in long 
island... with the latest... including a fight tonight at a gas station 
there! 
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KNBC 0:27 10/31/12 11:05p severe weather 

we're now seeing some increadable home video.. taken just as 
sandy made landfall.  poweful winds made it impossible for fire 
fighters to contain this inferno. three mansions in one of the 
wealthiest communities in the u-s... greenwich, connecticut burned 
to the ground. the first responders were able to evacuate people 
inside. but then they had to run for high ground... when it became 
too dangerous to get any closer. 

KNBC 0:22 10/31/12 11:07p severe weather 

and there is still no word on those brothers... two and four years old 
who were swept away during the height of the storm. the boys were 
with their mother on staten island trying to escape when the rising 
flood waters proved too much. 

KNBC 0:13 10/31/12 11:08p severe weather 

in crisfield, maryland...a final indignity caused by sandy. these 
caskets rose right out of the ground! the sheer force of the water 
caused caskets buried six feet under... to rise to the surface as the 
ground swelled. a force so strong it moved those heavy cement 
slabs that cover the grave sites. 

KNBC 2:30 11/1/12 11:00p severe weather 

the death toll from superstorm sandy is now 90... and tonight more 
than 4 million homes are still in the dark. plus... another storm is 
beginning to form... we'll have more on that in just a minute... but 
first...  nbc4's patrick healy is live in lower manhattan... where 
they're still having a lot of power problems!! patrick... 

KNBC 0:17 11/1/12 11:03p severe weather 

and this is a tragic ending... search crews today... recovered the 
*bodies* of those two little boys...we've been telling you 
about...brothers who vanished monday on staten island... the boys 
were swept out of their mother's arms when their s-u-v stalled in the 
fast moving flood-water. 

KNBC 0:39 11/1/12 11:03p severe weather 

\ we're going to compress time - something you can do with 
timelapse photography....you take one photo every few seconds, 
put them to gether and you've got hurricane sandy's assualt on new 
york city.  first, we are looking down the hudson river... the sky 
darkens as bands of rain move across the screen. on the far left... 
dry areas along the docks begin to fill with salt water. this is just the 
begining of the flooding and distruction to follow.  now it's monday 
night and you're looking out at lower manhattan. if you watch the 
buildings in the distance along the river... you'll see the power go 
out... at first it's just a few buildings... then they all go dark! 

KNBC 0:23 11/1/12 11:05p severe weather 

tonight ... help from here... is headed there... headed to the east 
coast to assist the victims affected by sandy.  today... crews from 
the air force reserves and the air national guard... loaded 70... 
socal edison utility trucks onto military cargo planes at march air 
reserve base. socal edison is also sending 12o crew members to 
help restore power... roughly four million people are still without 
electricty. 

KNBC 1:21 11/2/12 11:00p severe weather 
now back to our other big story... the cancellation of the new york 
city marathon. nbc four's patrick healy reports from manhattan... 

KNBC 0:23 11/2/12 11:02p severe weather 

we've been telling you about the gridlock in new york... because of 
a gas shortage... today... the ports were re-opened to ships 
carrying fuel...  this is long island... and people lined up for gas. this 
is only *one* of the areas... where it's in short supply... hurricane 
sandy damaged ports that accept fuel tankers... and damaged 
some underground equipment that sends fuel through pipelines. 
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KNBC 0:19 11/2/12 11:02p severe weather 

right now... the statue of liberty is closed... and it will stay that way 
until further notice. officials say the island where the statue lives is 
in the dark... flooded... and damaged from high water... and debris. 
but... sandy was no match for lady liberty. the statue made it 
through the superstorm unharmed. 

KNBC 0:19 11/2/12 11:02p severe weather 

and... aid has finally arrived on staten island. today... fema... the 
red cross... salvation army... and national guard delivered food... 
water... clothing... and supplies to dozens of displaced people. 
some of the locals on staten island criticized government officials 
for what they said was a "slow response". 

KNBC 2:25 11/2/12 11:03p severe weather 

if you've been watching nbc4...you've seen that we've been running 
a telethon all day and night... working with the red cross to raise 
money for the storm victims...  and you... our viewers...have been 
so generous giving what you can. even an eight year old boy in 
newbury park opened his piggy bank to help. janet kwak with our 
hard working red cross volunteers manning the phones in our 
newsroom. janet!!   

KNBC 0:24 11/2/12 11:33p severe weather final telethon total 

KNBC 1:51 11/5/12 11:07p severe weather 

people on the east coast still without power and dealing with 
temperatures in the 30's tonight... it's the last thing they need.... 
more bad weather. but another storm system is headed that way... 
kim baldonado is in the newsroom! kim! 

KNBC 0:21 11/5/12 11:09p severe weather 

and new video today of our southern california edison crews hard 
at work restoring power to new jersey... they also posted photos on 
twitter last night! this crew is part of the group that flew out last 
week and they will soon be joined by another 52 trucks and 90 
support crews who flew out yesterday from march air reserve base. 

KNBC 0:14 11/7/12 11:00p severe weather 

a new nightmare tonight for thousands on the east coast -- a major 
snow storm slams into an already battered region...  it's 11-o'clock. 
i'm chuck henry.  and i'm colleen williams. can it possibly get any 
worse? ... this new storm is expected to break some snowfall 
records -- and it's already grounding flights.... all while people are 
still reeling from superstorm sandy!  as the nor'easter closed in... 
officials asked people in low-lying neighborhoods to once 
again...evacuate... this storm plunged homes right back into 
darkness... trees and power lines were brought down *again*! utility 
companies report as many as 75-thousand customers lost power!  
at this point...more than 1500 flights...cancelled...through 
tomorrow... because of the storm.  

KNBC 1:19 11/7/12 11:00p severe weather fritz coleman has been tracking this new storm... fritz...how bad is 
it? 

KNBC 1:40 11/8/12 11:01p severe weather 
it wasn't a raging downpour... but the rain out there... made a real 
mess of things... and let us know...that winter... is definitely on its 
way! nbc4's robert kovacik is live in hollywood... robert.. 

KNBC 1:42 11/9/12 11:00p severe weather 

tonight... there's no doubt about it! winter is on the way!  that was 
made abundantly clear tonight... when a cold snap descended on 
the higher elevations! in the grapevine and mountains tonight... 
we've got snow... rain and frigid temperatures.  our janet kwak is 
braving snowy conditions tonight in frazier park. janet! 

KNBC 2:00 11/12/12 11:00p severe weather 

fire and ice! a red flag warning tonight in some parts of southern 
california! we begin with the ice! temperatures dipping below 
freezing in other places! beverly white is live in palmdale... and it 
looks cold out there beverly? 

KNBC 0:57 11/12/12 11:02p severe weather let's go to fritz now for details on the red flag warning... and the cold 
snap fritz! 
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KNBC 0:22 11/15/12 11:02p severe weather 

take a look at our radar...back there the green shows...it is coming 
down in some parts of southern california tonight...  it was raining in 
ventura county tonight! still... it didn't seem to bother a lot of people 
out there... walking or riding...  and burbank got its own share of it 
tonight... streets were wet...and wipers were required... fritz is 
tracking it all... from the weather center fritz... 

KNBC 1:52 11/28/12 11:00p severe weather 

it's definitely not summer any more! the entire state is experiencing 
wintery weather tonight... and tonight is only the first round!  here's 
what it looks like on radar at 11 o'clock... you can see it's already 
raining in several places.. nbc4's beverly white is live in oxnard... 
beverly... what's it like out there? 

KNBC 0:14 11/28/12 11:02p severe weather 
the weather so bad... that it grounded our news-chopper 4 tonight -- 
here's a live picture from where they sit -- at whiteman airport in 
pacoima. 

KNBC 0:14 11/29/12 11:07p severe weather 

and let's take a look at santa monica pier tonight. fritz says a high 
surf advisory is in effect through the weekend... for some west 
facing beaches. the highest surf will be on saturday... with some 
areas seeing waves as high as 15-feet. 

KNBC 1:47 11/30/12 11:03p severe weather 

these storms are creating plenty of other problems across southern 
california... wet roads of course leading to accidents... and tonight 
there are continued concerns about dangerous high surf at our 
beaches...  nbc 4's kim baldonado is live in manhattan beach! 
kim… 

KNBC 0:57 12/12/12 11:07p severe weather 
and the other big story tonight! the rain that has been moving in all 
night! and this is only the beginning...  it's a cold , slow moving 
storm... let's go right to fritz tracking it from the weather center! fritz! 

KNBC 1:57 12/12/12 11:08p severe weather 

tonight we have a dangerous combination shaping up rain turning 
to ice or snow along the i-5 in the grapevine. that means this could 
be a long night for the highway patrol and cal-trans. nbc four's jane 
yamamoto is live in castaic... jane! 

KNBC 0:47 12/13/12 11:00p severe weather 
but first... hail coing down in lancaster. and another storm system is 
on the way.  scattered showers tonight...but this is only the 
beginning. let's go right to fritz tracking more rain on the way. 

KNBC 1:44 12/13/12 11:00p severe weather 

today's rain made a mess of things from neighborhood flooding in 
the inland empire.. to rain and a high tide closing off a portion of 
picific coast highway. nbc4's janet kwak is live in granada hills 
tonight. janet? 

KNBC 0:58 12/17/12 11:05p severe weather rain is falling... here's a live look at our weather radar... fritz 
coleman is live in brea... fritz... what's it like there right now?... 

KNBC 2:02 12/18/12 11:01p severe weather 

right now... dangerous winds... are causing problems in a big part 
of our area...! this is what it looked like from news chopper 4 
tonight. downed power lines... on fire... this is north hollywood... if 
you had to go out...you know the wind is picking up...  here's what it 
looked like in south la. news chopper 4...captured this scene...a 
massive tree on top of a pick-up truck. nbc 4's jane yamamoto is 
live right now! jane... was anyone hurt? 

KNBC 0:51 12/18/12 11:03p severe weather let's go to fritz... tracking all this trouble! fritz! 

KNBC 0:51 12/19/12 11:00p severe weather we have a frost advisory tonight. let's take you right outside... with 
the latest from fritz coleman! fritz! 

KNBC 1:56 12/19/12 11:01p severe weather 
protecting people, pets and plants is important in this cold... let's go 
to jane yamamoto in northridge with some of what to do... jane! 
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KNBC 0:31 12/19/12 11:03p severe weather 

and... if that's not cold enough for you! blizzard conditions are 
hitting a large part of the nation's mid-section tonight... at the worst 
possible time for holiday travelers.  the same storm that's dumping 
a foot of snow in nebraska and colorado tonight... will be heading 
east later this week.. as we head into the holiday weekend... this 
could mean trouble.  it could affect travel out of l-a-x. take a look at 
the miserable travel conditions in the denver area. plenty of fender 
benders involving cars slipping and sliding around. and this is all 
headed towards the east coast.  

KNBC 1:47 12/20/12 11:02p severe weather 
now to the weather... if you've stepped outside tonight... you know 
it's unusualy cold... people are bundling up all over southern 
california... kim baldonado is live at l-a-x... kim... 

KNBC 1:02 12/20/12 11:04p severe weather 
instead of being in here with us...our fritz coleman is out in the cold 
in chino tonight... fritz... you're keeping track of a frost advisory... 

KNBC 0:16 12/20/12 11:05p severe weather 

snow is causing problems all across the country... people manned 
the shovels to dig out from under eight inches of snow today in 
parts of wisconsin... thousands of people are without power in 
surrounding states.... 

KNBC 0:17 12/20/12 11:05p severe weather 

and in oregon.. drivers were caught unprepared when a storm 
dumped snow heavy enough to close a 33-mile stretch of interstate 
five... many vehicles were left stranded. and crews had trouble 
clearing the roads because of all the cars... blocking the plows' 
path. 

KNBC 0:50 12/21/12 11:03p severe weather 

now to a story that's going to affect just about everyone! rain is 
coming for the holiday weekend!  the storm is heading down from 
the north... where it has already deposited lots of fresh snow in the 
high sierras!  meteorologist byron miranda is tracking the new 
storm in the weather center. byron? 

KNBC 1:42 12/21/12 11:03p severe weather 

and it's not just the rain *here* that will make things rough on 
holiday travellers! there are those huge snow storms moving 
through the middle of the country and the northeast this weekend.  
it's been busy at l-a-x... of course... with the airport estimating more 
than 2-million travelers through january second. so far... no major 
delays at lax due to the weather... but of course... a lot of flights will 
either be heading to... or coming from... cities hit by storms!      and 
looking live here at what we call our crush cam in orange county.. 
more than six-million southern californians will travel by car to their 
christmas destinations. the most popular spots are the usual 
suspects! las vegas, san francisco, san diego, the grand canyon 
and santa barbara. 

KNBC 0:21 10/4/12 11:09p technology 

this was "endeavour's" last flight and next week the shuttle will 
make its longest road trip. from lax to the science centerr. there will 
be road closures... and they'll have several designated viewing 
areas... along the route... among them... will be the forum... and 
another will be the california science center... when the shuttle 
arrives at its new home. 

KNBC 0:24 10/4/12 11:16p technology 

we're keeping an eye on a couple of 'space oddities.' this is a new 
"nasa" picture of a dying star... 650 light years away... that's 'very'... 
'very' far away. we also found out today... a new comet's headed 
our way. "national geographic" says... you'll be able to see comet 
"2012 s-one" right around "christmas"... next year.. and it will be 
very bright... maybe even brighter than the moon!! 
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KNBC 0:21 10/5/12 11:17p technology 

a rocket built by a hawthorne company is set to blast off to the 
international space station...  a rocket built by a hawthorne 
company is set to blast off to the international space station on 
sunday night space-x will attempt to launch another rocket! but 
rainy weather could keep the rocket grounded. the capsule will be 
full of food... clothes and science experiments for the astronauts at 
the space station. the company hopes to repeat the success of its 
may test flight. 

KNBC 0:25 10/8/12 11:10p technology 

and tonight... "history in the making"... as "the space-x dragon" 
heads to the "international space station." "space x" is based in 
"hawthorne." this is the first commercial cargo ship to ever deliver 
'experiments' and 'supplies' to the "i-s-s." it marks a monumental 
shift from "nasa" to the private sector for space flight. and... could 
re-energize "california's" struggling "aerospace" industry. "the 
dragon" should reach the "i-s-s" on wednesday. 

KNBC 0:35 10/10/12 11:08p technology 

t-minus two days... and counting. crews tonight are getting ready... 
to send the "space shuttle endeavour" on its 'final mission.' the 
mission to the "california science center."  endeavour's final '12' 
mile journey... through the streets of "los angeles" begins friday... 
just before dawn. it should take the shuttle 17 hours... at two miles 
an hour... to travel from "l-a-x" to the "california science center." the 
very first and very last time a shuttle moves through city streets has 
captured the imagination of "hollywood's" top movie makers. they're 
chronicling her every move... for free. "endeavour" goes on display 
at the "science center"... on "october 30th." 

KNBC 0:31 10/10/12 11:16p technology 

this could help ease the danger of firefighting... a company in 
maine is marketing what it calls the world's first firefighting *robot*!!  
the robotic firefighter is called... "the thermite tank"!! with drones 
and robots everywhere these days... the company figured this is a 
good way to protect firefighters.... although some critics worry it 
could eliminate jobs... the company says it can deliver 600 gallons 
a minute under the worst possible conditions. and the company 
says... it's a *tool* for firefighters... *not* a replacement. 

KNBC 2:07 10/11/12 11:08p technology 

within the hour the space shuttle endeavour is scheduled to roll out 
of its hangar at l-a-x... its set to begin its road trip to the california 
science center... around two a-m...  the journey to "exposition park" 
covers about 12 miles... on surface streets. but it will take nearly 45 
hours to complete...and should wrap up sometime saturday night.  
nbc4's patrick healy is live in westchester... patrick... 

KNBC 0:15 10/11/12 11:16p technology live picture of shuttle endeavor- rolling it out of the hangar soon 

KNBC 0:42 10/11/12 11:33p technology the shuttle is on the move... lets go to alex calder... 

KNBC 2:37 10/12/12 11:00p technology 

the shuttle endeavour not yet moving tonight... the latest leg of its 
ground journey from l-a-x to the california science center is on 
hold... for at least another 30 minutes.  endeavour was supposed to 
begin moving again about an hour ago... but apparantly there was 
an issue with the current set up used to tranport the shuttle over the 
405 bridge.  we have team coverage tonight... janet kwak will take 
a look at the route endeavour will be following tonight and 
tomorrow... but we start with patrick healy in inglewood near the 
405  patrick is the delay causing any concern. patrick! 

KNBC 2:02 10/12/12 11:03p technology 

thousands of people are expected to turn out tomorrow all along 
the shuttle's route... one prime spot where you'll get an up close 
look....the forum in inglewood...  nbc4's janet kwak is live in 
inglewood with details on that... janet... 
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KNBC 0:12 10/12/12 11:05p technology 

let's take a look at endeavor's final trek on saturday: after going 
through inglewood... it will move up through baldwin hills and 
then...finally head into exposition park and to it's permanent 
home...the california science center. 

KNBC 1:49 10/12/12 11:15p technology 

when the secretary of defense warns of a possible impending 
attack... it gets our attention.. and this just did: a new warning about 
the consequences of a cyber attack by iran that could create havoc 
right here at home. 

KNBC 0:33 10/12/12 11:33p technology live in inglewood-looking at space shuttle 

KNBC 0:12 10/12/12 11:33p technology 

big news from apple! a smaller... cheaper version of the i-pad could 
be unveiled very soon... an announcement could come on october 
23-rd. the mini i-pad could have a screen measuring under 8 
inches... and a price tag between two hundred and two hundred 
and fifty dollars. 

KNBC 0:44 10/15/12 11:05p technology 

at the california science center tonight crews have been at work at 
the space shuttle endeavours new hangar before it goes on display 
at the end of the month. it took three days to move the shuttle from 
lax - but thanks to time-lapse photography we've compressed days 
into seconds.  when you speed things up, like we've done here, you 
can appreciate what a job is was to negotiate those 12 miles from 
the airport to the science center. and the transporter was simply 
amazing they way it moved from side-to-side to get around 
trees...poles and buildings. the video is much longer than we have 
time to show you here - so if you'd like the see more, we've put it 
up on our web site nbcla.com just type the word: "shuttle" in the 
search window. 

KNBC 0:36 10/15/12 11:33p technology 

if you know about the social media site "foursquare"... then you 
know... there's a battle brewing to be the "mayor of mars."  a couple 
of weeks ago, mars rover "curiosity" started its quest to become 
mayor on "foursquare". "foursquare" allows you to "check in" at 
various locations. people who check in the most from and one 
location... can earn the title of "mayor" of that location... the 
computers on "curiosity" are going for it. but now the computers on 
the *other* mars rover "opportunity"... are going for it too! like we 
said... it's a "social media" thing! 

KNBC 0:19 10/23/12 11:24p technology 

apple revealed its new... much anticipated... i-pad mini today.  the 
screen is seven-point-nine inches... and it's said to be as thin as a 
pencil. front and back cameras are also part of ipad mini's features 
mix. prices start at three hundred and 29 dollars, and you can place 
orders starting friday. 

KNBC 0:24 10/24/12 11:23p technology 

google is at it again! a new mapping project that will let you explore 
the grand canyon... without ever leaving your computer!  google is 
using 15 cameras in this odd looking device to photograph trails 
from nearly every angle... just like "street view". when they're 
finished people will be able to experience some of of the most 
scenic hikes in the world... with the click of a mouse... 

KNBC 0:42 10/25/12 11:24p technology 

the oldest facebook user to date is 101 years old... now comes an 
even older facebook user from albuquerque - who thinks she 
should have the title.  'maria colunia segura metzgar's' is 105 years 
old... her timeline includes photos... of her '14th' birthday... and her 
wedding picture... taken in '1925.' facebook doesn't recognize her 
as its oldest user yet... that's because facebook founder mark 
zuckerberg flew a 1o1 year old woman to facebook headquarters in 
august...and at the time she was believed to be the oldest facebook 
friend. facebook is trying to figure out a quick solution.... 
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KNBC 0:16 10/29/12 11:09p technology 

not everybody is using social media to be helpful. the web site 
"info-wars-dot-com" compiled an alarming number of tweets 
encouraging people to loot in new york city. the national guard is 
standing by just in case the tweets are taken seriously. 

KNBC 0:16 10/29/12 11:10p technology 

there are also a lot of "fake" storm photos circulating on the 
internet. the web site... "is twitter wrong?" put together some of 
them. they include shots from prior storms... photo-shopped 
images... and some video clips from disaster movies. 

KNBC 0:22 11/1/12 11:23p technology 

another apple "must have" hits the stores tomorrow!  sales for the i-
pad mini begin at eight a-m in all time time zones. the price $329.... 
in japan and australia where it's already friday... hundreds of 
people were seen camping out and waiting in lines. 

KNBC 0:21 11/2/12 11:23p technology 

the last of the travelling space shuttles has finally arrived at its new 
home!  just like endeavor did here in southern california... atlantis 
moved through the streets of florida today... on its journey to its 
new home at the kennedy space center. atlantis will be on display 
there... over the next few months... the final touches will be added 
to the spaceship's new home.. 

KNBC 1:41 11/7/12 11:04p technology 
while the students at ole miss took their post-election anger to 
streets... thousands of others...are posting their outrage on social 
media... nbc4's kim baldonado live in the newsroom… 

KNBC 3:10 11/20/12 11:24p technology 

tonight..we have an exclusive inside look at the future of america's 
manned space program.  with the end of the shuttle missions many 
questioned when and if we would ever get back into human space 
exploration. nbc4's lucy noland tells us the shuttle's end is actually 
a begining. 

KNBC 0:24 11/21/12 11:24p technology 

it's estimated 70-percent of black friday shoppers will use their 
smart phones to find the best deals before they head out to do their 
shopping.  apps like "the black friday app" and "t-g-i black friday"... 
let you browse ads.. create shopping lists and compare prices. and 
despite their names... these apps are looking for deals all year 
long... not just black friday. 

KNBC 0:20 11/27/12 11:24p technology 

the fallout continues... over apples new maps application in the i-
phone five and ipad  today apple announced... it has *fired* the 
manager who oversaw that mapping application... the mapping 
program that replaced "google maps" was widely criticized because 
of its incorrect addresses, wrong driving directions... and misplaced 
landmarks. 

KNBC 1:20 11/28/12 11:15p technology 

monday in san francisco the people who spent 2.5 billion dollars to 
drill, dig and scoop up samples on mars - are expected to tell us 
something about what they found. and there has been alot of 
specualtion..since a nasa scientist told national public radio this.....    
since landing on mars... curiosity has already found signs of an 
ancient stream bed... and learned that properly equipped 
astronauts could withstand the radiation on the planet. 

KNBC 0:26 12/3/12 11:23p technology 

could the red planet, mars support life?? the mars rover got answer 
today.  nasa released these pictures in san francisco today. the 
"curiosity" is on a two-year mission to look for possible signs of life. 
the rover found traces of water, sulfur and a mix of other chemicals 
on mars. but it did *not* find any of the carbon-based compounds 
that make up the building blocks of life. 

KNBC 2:06 12/5/12 11:06p technology 

what if your tv... was watching you? verizon is creating a device to 
do just that. yep... watch your every move. the new technology 
would apparently help tailor commercials... to your personal tastes! 
"nbc four's" kim baldonado is live in the newsroom. and... kim... this 
sounds incredibly intrusive. 
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KNBC 0:28 12/5/12 11:24p technology 

a 'surfboard-sized' robot... has made history. it sailed across the 
pacific ocean... breaking the world record for the distance traveled 
by an unmanned vessel  this is the papa mau... it spent the last 
year sailing nine-thousand miles from san francisco to australia.. 
along the way it gathered information with it's sensors and 
cameras.... transmitting to scientists data on weather and climate 
change. 

KNBC 0:16 12/10/12 11:16p technology 

a lot of facebook users say they weren't able to get into the site 
today... facebook says it made a change to its domain system.... 
which caused the problem. while facebook didn't say how many 
users were affected or for how long... some tech blogs say the 
problems lasted for about 20 minutes... 

KNBC 1:25 10/1/12 11:07p transportation 

when you travel by air it's not susposed to be like a carnival ride. 
but that's how passengers described what happened in row 12 of 
an american airlines flight to miami. and it comes at a rough time 
for the bankrupt airline.    last week american accused some pilots 
of conducting an illegal work slowdown... which led to a spike in 
delayed and canceled flights. the seat incident is being investigated 
by the faa. 

KNBC 0:30 10/2/12 11:23p transportation 

american airlines says the problem with seats coming lose on three 
flights was traced to an improperly installed clamp that hold the 
seats in place.  the airline says it is unrelated to their labor 
problems with pilots and the layoff notices that went out to 11-
thousand employees system wide. the faa is also looking into the 
seat problem especially since it happened three times and doesn't 
appear to be an isolated incident.. 

KNBC 0:16 10/3/12 11:16p transportation Gas prices on the rise again; avg price in la county is 4.23 

KNBC 0:28 10/3/12 11:33p transportation Jetblue offers free flights to voters who pick the president who 
loses in election giveaway 

KNBC 0:43 10/4/12 11:08p transportation 

flight cancellations and delays tonight at "l-a-x"... as "american 
airlines" works to fix a major problem with 'loose seats.'  american 
grounded 48 of its 757's today. the seats started coming loose 
'midair' monday... resulting in emergency landings. today's 
cancelations came with an apology.  here's the 'part'... that 
"american" says is behind the problem. the airline says it hopes to 
have it all fixed... by saturday. 

KNBC 2:20 10/9/12 11:02p transportation 

a busy night... to our other top story. a man dressed in body 
armor... on board a flight into "l-a-x." in his luggage... police say 
things like these 'leg irons'... 'billy club'... a 'hatchet'... even a 'gas 
mask.'  but it's the 'smoke grenade'... that ultimately got him 
arrested. it all went down at l-a-x -- and tonight we are learning a lot 
more about the suspect.  nbc four's beverly white is live at l-a-
x...beverly do we know what tipped them off? 

KNBC 0:25 10/15/12 11:15p transportation 

new tonight... angry words over an upcoming freeway closure!! cal 
trans plans to close part of the 73... corona del mar freeway... this 
weekend... for filming of the movie "hangover three." the mayor of 
costa mesa calls the decision outrageous.. especially because his 
city will get nothing in return!! the closures are planned for most of 
the day saturday and sunday... between the 405 and the 55 
freeways. 

KNBC 0:18 10/17/12 11:16p transportation Plane mishap at burbank airport-plane sitting tail down, nose up 
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KNBC 0:29 10/19/12 11:04p transportation 

all lanes are open again tonight on the 60 freeway in diamond bar... 
but it was closed down for hours today... because of a fatal big rig 
crash!  a truck driver was killed, three others injured... two of them 
critically. it happened around eleven this morning in the eastbound 
lanes. both directions of the freeway were shut down... the 
eastbound side for *hours*. that caused huge traffic backups. it's 
still not clear tonight just what caused the accident... but it involved 
*three* big rigs! 

KNBC 0:38 10/19/12 11:16p transportation 

new developments tonight surrounding those full-body scanners at 
airports... it turns out... the t-s-a has been quietly removing them 
from major airports over the last few weeks...  the t-s-a says it is 
removing the scanners to speed up checkpoints at busier airports... 
not because of safety concerns... the scanners have already been 
removed from l-a-x... replaced by wave scanners that use radio 
waves instead of radiation... the original machines used tiny 
amounts of radiation to search people for weapons and 
explosives... the tsa always said... that the small amount of 
radiation was safe... but some people were still very concerned. 

KNBC 0:22 10/26/12 11:10p transportation 

it's a *bridge* -- not the shuttle -- that's being moved through l-a's 
streets... this 40-ton foot-bridge is being taken to children's hospital 
in hollywood. it'll be hoisted up onto supports there across sunset 
boulevard.. to connect two portions of the hospital. sunset is closed 
and not expected to re-open until ten tomorrow morning. 

KNBC 1:41 10/29/12 11:05p transportation 
every major airport in the target zone is having problems...and that 
has a riccochet effect. sandy is causing trouble at aiports accross 
the country! nbc4's angie crouch is live at lax... angie... 

KNBC 0:09 10/31/12 11:06p transportation 
tonight...the airlines are working to get things back to normal. an 
estimated two million travelers need to re-book flights. lax had 27 
cancellations today. 

KNBC 0:16 11/7/12 11:00p transportation 
so once again.... there are long lines of frustrated travelers trying to 
get to the east coast. at lax today... united cancelled 5 flights to 
jfk... american airlines cancelled 8.  

KNBC 1:02 11/8/12 11:11p transportation its a first for los angeles county a freeway "toll" lane. it's on the 110 
freeway ... nbc4's angie crouch reports... 

KNBC 0:30 11/9/12 11:24p transportation 

in just a few hours from now... l-a county's first express lanes will 
officially open for business!  the toll lanes cover an 11-mile stretch 
of the 110 harbor freeway...  the one year pilot program will allow 
carpools... buses and motorcycles to use the express lanes for 
free... but... solo drivers can use it too if they're willing to *pay*. the 
tolls will range from 25 cents to $1.40 a mile depending on traffic 
conditions. 

KNBC 0:30 11/19/12 11:10p transportation 

as you're getting ready to travel for thanksgiving... you should know 
tsa is beefing up security and taking a second look at carry-on 
desserts. here are a few things you need to remember to avoid an 
embarrassing situation.  the tsa says cakes and pies will require 
additional screening...you may know what's inside but they don't. 
they also recommend leaving things like gravy and cranberry 
dressing behind. for all the holiday travel do's and dont's ... just go 
to nbc-la-dot-com and search "tsa." 

KNBC 0:44 11/20/12 11:14p transportation 
the thanksgiving getaway started tonight for *really a lot* of people 
lets go back to alex calder, in newschopper 4. alex... 

KNBC 2:06 11/21/12 11:00p transportation 

it's here! traffic still bad in some places... and long lines. we've 
been watching a mass exodus on the freeways tonight...and a lot of 
people making that last minute dash at the stores.  but there's more 
to it than that! police warn us thanksgiving eve is *also* one of the 
most dangerous nights of the year! let's go to robert kovacik -- live -
- with why. robert! 
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KNBC 1:13 11/21/12 11:02p transportation traffic has been a mess all day and into the night! let's go to alex 
calder in newschopper 4. alex what's it like now? 

KNBC 0:37 11/21/12 11:06p transportation 

as if getting to lax wasn't difficult enough.. today there were 
protestors marching down the middle of century boulevard... 
making it even harder to get to your flight on-time.  union workers 
deliberately chose one of the busiest travel days of the year to draw 
attention to a dispute over pay and health care. caught in the 
crossfire... hundreds of passengers trying to get out of town for 
thanksgiving. the march shut down parts of century and sepulveda 
for several hours. police arrested more than a dozen protestors. 

KNBC 0:28 11/21/12 11:14p transportation breaking news... traffic jam on the 105 

KNBC 0:21 11/26/12 11:05p transportation 

right now... there's a closure in the sepulveda pass... again! it's part 
of a billion dollar 405 freeway widening project... that stretch of 
sepulveda between montana avenue and church lane will be 
reduced to one lane in each direction during the day and will be 
completely closed between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. *this* closure will last 
for seven days. 

KNBC 0:28 11/28/12 11:08p transportation 

mega-bus, the company that offered low-cost express bus service 
to las vegas from los angeles three years ago - is back.  mega-bus 
has been a regional service with express service to oakland, san 
jose and san francisco. their blue double-decker europe style buses 
is offering a special $1 fare on select day's and destinations this 
month.. if you book far in advance. 

KNBC 2:08 11/29/12 11:02p transportation 

now to developing news out of burbank... some of the runway lights 
at bob hope airport are out... and have been for hours... and that's 
causing major flight delays.  you can't have night flights without 
runway lights... and bob hope airport didn't have any tonight on 
runway 15-33. nbc four's beverly is live at the airport... bev, what's 
happening now?? 

KNBC 1:57 11/29/12 11:05p transportation 

and while it didn't rain all that hard today... roads were wet enough 
to tangle up southern california drivers. nbc4's kim baldonado did a 
little research on just how much a little rain can affect our traffic. 
she's live in hollywood.. kim! 

KNBC 0:25 12/3/12 11:08p transportation 

an "american airlines" flight... out of "dallas"... delayed for two 
hours tonight... because of one passenger.  the plane... bound for 
"guatemala"... was taxiing for take-off... when the pilot suddenly 
returned to the gate. one passenger was 'agigated.' witnesses 
say... he 'yelled' out something... about a 'bomb.' but... the airline's 
'not' confirming that. authorities searched the plane and found 
nothing. the "f-b-i" questioned the passenger... but did 'not' arrest 
him. 

KNBC 1:55 12/10/12 11:02p transportation 

for decades residents have succeeded in stoping construction that 
would extend the 710 freeway through pasadena.. tonight the issue 
was back on the table. nbc4's beverly white is live in pasadena. 
bev. 

KNBC 0:16 12/10/12 11:10p transportation 

no more free rides on the new toll lanes of the 110 freeway. for the 
last month... metro's been looking the other way when drivers... 
without a "fastrak" device... used the lanes without paying. but that 
grace period ended today. anyone caught... will face a fine. 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD , Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, repeated 
the next morning 11:30-12:00N effective 
12/28/98 is an entertainment news-
magazine which discusses the current 
news and issues in the entertainment 
business.  The program also profiles 
current stars as well as behind-the-
camera personalities.   

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

CHRIS MATTHEWS SHOW, Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, 6:30PM-7:00PM 
Saturday, the weekly program brings 
viewers up close and behind-the-scenes 
with the nation’s most powerful and 
influential newsmakers. 

DATELINE NBC , Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA! , Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday effective 9/5/94 
and for an hour various times on the 
weekend effective 9/11/94 is a news 
magazine program about the current 
happenings in and around Los Angeles.  

Hisapnics Business Today , Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program 
examines business issues, challenges 
and concerns facing Hispanic business 
owners and entrepreneurs.  The focus will 
be on giving those entrepreneurs and 
businessmen/businesswomen, the tools 
they need to compete successfully in the 
business and corporate worlds and show 
them how to increase business 
opportunities, access capital and market 
share. 

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS , Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 
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NONSTOP NEWS LOS ANGELES , 
Local News, 7:00pm-7:30pm, Monday 
through Friday, includes concise reports 
from authorities on a variety of subjects 
as well as comprehensive coverage of 
fast breaking stories in Southern 
California, the nation, the world. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND , Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
10:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 

WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT,  
Recorded, Public Affairs/Other, various 
times on the weekend.  This weekly 
program hosted by Maria Bartiromo who 
has been covering financial news for over 
15-years.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 
career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW , Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 

 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting qua rter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 10/1/12 Tue 10/2/12 Wed 10/3/12 Thu 10/4/12 Fri 10/ 5/12 Sat 10/6/12 Sun 10/7/12
start 
time

5:00a
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 105R] 5:00a

5:30a
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1103] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
7:00a Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

8:00a Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

8:30a Pajanimals 8:30a

9:00a Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201241] 9:00a

9:30a Justin Time
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7211] 9:30a

10:00a Lazytown
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

9/29 10:00a

10:30a The Wiggles org sch 10/6 10:30a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a 11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p Know Your Heritage Hispanic 
College Quiz [#1] 

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1567] 3:00p

3:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p NBC4 News 4:00p

4:30p 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News at 5p 5:00p

5:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p 6:00p

6:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#19025] Extra [#19026] Extra [#19028] Extra [#19029] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4191] Access Hollywood [#4192] Acc ess Hollywood [#4194] Access Hollywood [#4195] 7:30p

8:00p Animal Practice 30 Rock
Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Hispanic 

Heritage Month 
8:00p

8:30p Guys with Kids Up All Night Open House [#5176] 8:30p

9:00p Go On (9:01p) NBC4 News The Office The Challenge (8:54p) 9:00p

9:30p The New Normal (9:31p) Access Hollywood [#4193] Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

10:00p Revolution (10:01p) Parenthood (10:01p) Dateline NBC (My Kid Would 
Never Do That: Driving) 

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams (10:01p)

Dateline NBC (Secrets in the 
Snow) 

Dateline NBC (Poison) 
Dateline NBC (My Kid Would 

Never Do That: Cheating) 10:00p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p 11:30p

11:35p Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201241] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a 12:00a
12:30a 12:30a

1:00a LXTV: First Look [#3177] 1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a) Open House [#6152] 1:30a

2:00a Light Uptickets (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1418] 2:00a

2:30a Know Your Heritage Hispanic 
College Quiz [#2] 2:30a

3:00a 1st Look 3:00a
3:30a Open House NYC 3:30a
4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Truth About Pain 
(Paid Program) 

[NLPP1419] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#91R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL536]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1036]

Steve Harvey [#1025]

Ellen [#10016]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL537]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Voice

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL538]

Jeff Probst [#1030]

Steve Harvey [#1023]

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1038]

Steve Harvey [#1030]

Ellen [#10018]

2012 Presidential 
Debate #1

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Ellen [#10017]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL539] 

(11:14a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1037]

Steve Harvey [#1019]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL540]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#10019]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1041]

Steve Harvey [#1022]

Ellen [#10020]

NBC4 News at 5p

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull: Joy Ride 

Major League Soccer 
Chicago @ New York 

The Voice

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football San Diego 
Chargers @ New 
Orleans Saints  

(5:20p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W839]

Saturday Night Live     
(Daniel Craig & Muse) 

new 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
PBR 

NBC Sports Special UCI 
Road Cycling World 

Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
America's Cup 

Notre Dame Football 
Miami @ Soldier Field 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W839] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19030] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

Page 1 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/8/12 Tue 10/9/12 Wed 10/10/12 Thu 10/11/12 Fri 1 0/12/12 Sat 10/13/12 Sun 10/14/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1104] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201242] 9:00a

Justin Time
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7212] 9:30a

Lazytown The Wiggles org sch 10/13 10:00a

Pajanimals org sch 9/29 10:30a

Know Your Heritage Hispanic 
College Quiz [#4] 11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1568] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p 5:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19031] Extra [#19032] Extra [#19033] Extra [#19035] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4196] Access Hollywood [#4197] Acc ess Hollywood [#4198] Access Hollywood [#4200] 7:30p

Animal Practice 30 Rock 8:00p

Guys with Kids Up All Night 8:30p

Go On (9:01p) The Challenge (8:54p) 9:00p

The New Normal (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:24p) 9:30p

Revolution (10:01p) Parenthood (10:01p) Chicago Fire Dateline NBC (Who Killed the 
Radio Star?) 

Dateline NBC (Family Afair) 
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (In the Middle of the 

Night) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201242] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3185] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [6148R] 1:30a

Nutribullet V.2B R2  (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1412] 2:00a

Know Your Heritage Hispanic 
College Quiz [#3] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a

Nutribulletv2 
6X$19.99//Free S&H 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1420] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#100]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL541]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1044]

Steve Harvey [#1027]

Ellen [#10021]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL542]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Jeff Probst [#1040]

Steve Harvey [#1021]

Ellen [#10022]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL543]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1045]

Steve Harvey [#1024]

Ellen [#10023]

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1034]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Ellen [#10024]

2012 Vice Presidential 
Debate #1

NBC4 News

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL544]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#1032]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL545]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1033]

Steve Harvey [#1026]

Ellen [#10025]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Sports Illustrated 

Notre Dame Football 
Notre Dame Special 

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 
Packers @ Houston 

Texans   (5:20p)

Revolution

Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(Christina Applegate & 

Passion Pit) new 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
World of Adventure 

NBC Sports Special 
Kellogg's Tour of 

Gymnastics Champions 

NBC Sports Special 
PBR Notre Dame Football 

Stanford 

NBC4 News (4:17p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W840] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19036] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

Page 2 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/15/12 Tue 10/16/12 Wed 10/17/12 Thu 10/18/12 Fri  10/19/12 Sat 10/20/12 Sun 10/21/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1105] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201243] 9:00a

Justin Time
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7213] 9:30a

Lazytown My Pillow Version 2 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1348] 10:00a

The Wiggles org sch 10/20 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1569] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p 5:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19037] Extra [#19039] Extra [#19040] Extra [#19041] Open House [#5183] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4201] Access Hollywood [#4203] Acc ess Hollywood [#4204] Access Hollywood [#4205] Open House [#5182] 7:30p

Animal Practice 30 Rock 8:00p

Guys with Kids Up All Night 8:30p

Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit The Office The Challenge (8:46p) 9:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Santa Barbara Brush Fire  

(9:45p)
Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:16p) 9:30p

Revolution (10:01p) Dateline NBC (In an Instant) Chicago Fire
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Crossing the 

Line) 
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Death of a 

Golden Girl) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201243] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3186] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6153] 1:30a

Social Media Profits S2V2-
Smcq (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1432] 
2:00a

Milana Bra (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1433] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
M Beauty 4 V 4B Cr Pi 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1431] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#101]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL546]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1029]

Steve Harvey [#1029]

Ellen [#10026]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL547]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1043]

Steve Harvey [#1034]

Ellen [#10027]

2012 Presidential 
Debate #2

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL548]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1039]

The Voice

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL549]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#1039]

Ellen [#10028]

Steve Harvey [#1031]

Ellen [#10029]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL550]

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1042]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1031]

Steve Harvey [#1001]

Ellen [10002R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Chicago Fire

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Pittsburgh 

Steelers @ Cincinnati 
Bengals   (5:20p)

Saturday Night Live     
(Bruno Mars) new 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

NBC Sports Special 
Skate America Notre Dame Football 

BYU 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W841]

Extra Weekend 
[#19042]

NBC4 News

Revolution

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W841] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19042] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/22/12 Tue 10/23/12 Wed 10/24/12 Thu 10/25/12 Fri  10/26/12 Sat 10/27/12 Sun 10/28/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1106] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201244] 9:00a

Justin Time
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7214] 9:30a

Lazytown Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1418] 10:00a

The Wiggles org sch 10/27 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Jeff Probst [#1046] 2:00p

Jeff Probst [#1046] (2:34p) 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1570] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1106] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19044] Extra [#19045] Extra [#19046] Extra [#19047]
Annie's Search For Sandy 

[NCMH68034] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4207] Access Hollywood [#4208] Acc ess Hollywood [#4209] Access Hollywood [#4210] Open House [#5184] 7:30p

Animal Practice 30 Rock 8:00p

Guys with Kids Up All Night 8:30p

Go On (9:01p) The Office The Challenge (8:48p) 9:00p

The New Normal (9:31p) Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:18p) 9:30p

Dateline NBC (The Last Dive) Parenthood (10:01p) Chicago Fire
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Wild, Wild 

Web) 
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Deadly Trust) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201244] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3180] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6154] 1:30a

Luminess V118 P1 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1435] 2:00a

Nutribullet V.2B 6X$19.99 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1436] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Derm Exclusive Fill & 

Freeze (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1434] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#102]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Voice

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL551]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1049]

Steve Harvey [#1035]

Ellen [#10030]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL552]

2012 Presidential 
Debate #3

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1055]

Steve Harvey [#1037]

Ellen [#10031]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL553]

The Voice

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1054]

Steve Harvey [#1042]

Ellen [#10032]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#1028]

Ellen [#10033]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL554]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL555]

NBC4 News at Noon

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1048]

Steve Harvey [#1044]

Ellen [#10034]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(Seth Macfarlane & 

Frank Ocean) 

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

Major League Soccer 
New York @ 
Philadelphia 

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 
Championship 

Mockingbird Lane

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New Orleans 

Saints @ Denver 
Broncos  (5:20p)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix Skate - 

Canada 

NBC Sports Special 
PBR 

Extra Weekend 
[#19048]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W842]

NBC4 News

Revolution

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W842] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19048] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/29/12 Tue 10/30/12 Wed 10/31/12 Thu 11/1/12 Fri 11/2/12 Sat 11/3/12 Sun 11/4/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 102R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1107] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Today Show Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201245] 9:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Hurricane Sandy Coverage  

(9:43a)
Justin Time

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1571] 9:30a

Lazytown Nutribullet V.2B 6X$19.99 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1436] 10:00a

The Wiggles M Beauty 4 V 4B Cr Pi (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1431] 10:30a

M Beauty 4 V 4B Cr Pi (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1431] Open House [#5185] 11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

NBC News Special Report 
Hurricane Sandy Coverage  

(1:38p)
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1571] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams Extra [#19050] Extra [#19051] Extra [#19052] Extra [#19053] Open House [#5185] 7:00p

Extra [#19049] Access Hollywood [#4212] Access Hollywood [#4213] Acc ess Hollywood [#4214] Access Hollywood [#4215] LXTV: First Look [#3187] 7:30p

30 Rock 8:00p

Guys with Kids 8:30p

9:00p

NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

Revolution (10:01p) Sandy's Fury an NBC News 
Special (10:01p) Chicago Fire

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams (10:01p)

Dateline NBC (Hurrican Sandy: 
Rescue & Recovery) 

Dateline NBC (Buried 
Secrets) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201245] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3187] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6155] 1:30a

Social Media Profits S2V2-
Smcq (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1432] 
2:00a

Nutribullet V.2B 6X$19.99 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1436] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
M Beauty 4 V 4B Cr Pi 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1431] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#101R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL556]

Days of Our Lives 
(1:03p)

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives 
(1:02p)

Jeff Probst [#1058]

Steve Harvey [#1040]

Ellen [#10035]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL557]

NBC4 News at Noon

Steve Harvey [#1046]

Ellen [#10036]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Jeff Probst [#1057]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL558]

NBC4 News at Noon

Jeff Probst [#1061]

Steve Harvey [#1045]

Ellen [#10037]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Ellen [#10038]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL559]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1052]

Steve Harvey [#1043]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hurricane Sandy: 
Coming Together

Grimm

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL560]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Sports Illustrated 

Jeff Probst [#1053]

Steve Harvey [1000R]

Ellen [#10039]

Horse Racing Breeder's 
Cup - Santa Anita  (4:59p)

NBC4 News

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W843]

NBC Movie of the 
Week Rudy 

Saturday Night Live     
(Louis C.K. & Fun) new 

Notre Dame Football 
Pittsburgh 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W843] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19054] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ Atlanta 
Falcons  (5:20p)

The Challenge (8:42p)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
World of Adventure 

Major League Soccer 
MLS Playoffs #1 - 

Kansas City @ 
Houston 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/5/12 Tue 11/6/12 Wed 11/7/12 Thu 11/8/12 Fri 11/ 9/12 Sat 11/10/12 Sun 11/11/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1108] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201246] 9:00a

Justin Time
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1572] 9:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Address  (10:04a) Lazytown

Mb4 V .4B/Cr (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1439] 10:00a

Today Show jip  (10:28a) The Wiggles My Pillow Version 2 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1348] 10:30a

My Pillow Version 2 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1348] 

Awb17 Boss Awms Cd 1086 
Fos Awb17 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1442] 
11:00a

Open House [#5186] 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1572] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1108] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams Extra [#19058] Extra [#19059] Open House [#5186] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4216] Access Hollywood [#4218] Acc ess Hollywood [#4219] Access Hollywood [#4220] LXTV: First Look [#3188] 7:30p

Go On 8:00p

Guys with Kids 8:30p

The Office The Challenge (8:48p) 9:00p

Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:17p) 9:30p

Revolution (10:01p) Chicago Fire (10:01p)
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Obsession) 

Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit

Dateline NBC (Finding 
Booker's Place) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201246] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

Extra [#19056] LXTV: First Look [#3188] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Access Hollywood [#4217]
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a) Open House [#6156] 1:30a

Enduring Sleep (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1440] 2:00a

My Pillow Version 2 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1348] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Today Show Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Mb4V.48/Cr (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1439] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#103]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL561]

Days of Our Lives

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:11p)

Jeff Probst [#1060]

Steve Harvey [#1048]

Ellen [#10040]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL562]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC News Special 2012 
Election Night  (11:40p)

NBC4 News

Jeff Probst [#1062]

Ellen [#10041]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at 5p

Steve Harvey [#1050]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL563]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1056]

NBC News Special 
2012 Election Night 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#1041]

Ellen [#10042] Ellen [#10043]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL564]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1050]

Steve Harvey [#1047]

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL565]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:07p)

Jeff Probst [#1059]

Steve Harvey [#1049]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#10044]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(Anne Hathaway & 

Rihanna) new 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special Red 
Bull: Loretta Lynns 

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 
Championship - 

encore 

NBC Sports Special 
Onward Notre Dame: South 

Bend to Soldier Field 

Extra Weekend 
[#19060]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W844]

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W844]

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix Skate - 

Russia 

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News

Revolution

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W844] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19060] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Houston 
Texans @Chicago 

Bears   (5:20p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/12/12 Tue 11/13/12 Wed 11/14/12 Thu 11/15/12 Fri  11/16/12 Sat 11/17/12 Sun 11/18/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1109] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201247] 9:00a

Justin Time
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1573] 9:30a

Today Show Lazytown 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1109] 11:00a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL568]

Aaa So. California (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1444] 11:30a

Nutribullet V.2B R2  (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1412] 12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Steve Harvey [#1036]
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1573] 3:00p

Steve Harvey [#1036] 
(3:32p) NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19061] Extra [#19062] Extra [#19063] Extra [#19064] Extr a [#19065] Open House [#5187] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4221] Access Hollywood [#4222] Acc ess Hollywood [#4223] Access Hollywood [#4224] Access  Hollywood [#4225] LXTV: First Look [#3189] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock Go On 8:00p

Guys with Kids Up All Night Guys with Kids 8:30p

Go On (9:01p) The Office The Challenge (8:52p) 9:00p

The New Normal (9:31p) Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:18p) 9:30p

Revolution (10:01p) Parenthood (10:01p) Chicago Fire
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Christina Aguilera, 
Lauren Scruggs, Andrea Canning) 

Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Conspiracy) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201247] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3189] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6157] 1:30a

Mb4 V .4B/Cr (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1439] 2:00a

My Pillow Version 2 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1348] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Dream Exclusive Fill 
& Freeze 002 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1443] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#104]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL566]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1063]

Steve Harvey [#1055]

Ellen [#10045]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL567]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Jeff Probst [#1064]

Steve Harvey [#1053]

Ellen [#10046]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (10:32a)

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1066]

Steve Harvey [#1061]

Ellen [#10047]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1068]

Ellen [#10048]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL569]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL570]

NBC4 News at Noon

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1069]

Steve Harvey [#1052]

Ellen [#10049]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(Jeremy Renner & 

Maroon 5) new 

Saturday Today

Notre Dame Football 
Wake Forrest 

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Baltimore 

Ravens @ Pittsburgh 
Steelers  (5:20p)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
World of Adventure 

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix Skate - 

Paris 

NBC Sports Special 
NBC Sports Skating 

Special 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W845]

Extra Weekend 
[#19066]

NBC4 News

Revolution

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W845] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19066] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/19/12 Tue 11/20/12 Wed 11/21/12 Thu 11/22/12 Fri  11/23/12 Sat 11/24/12 Sun 11/25/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 77R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1110] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201248] 9:00a

Justin Time
Life Connected Special in 

Celebration of American Indian 
Heritage Month 

9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

Cp 1 V.3 / Mm (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1445] 11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1574] 3:00p

Extra Weekend [#19072] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
NBC Sports Special NFL 

Pre-Game Show 
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1110] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19067] Extra [#19068] Extra [#19069] Extra [#19071] Open House [#5182] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4226] Access Hollywood [#4227] Acc ess Hollywood [#4228] Access Hollywood [#4230] LXTV: First Look [#3182] 7:30p

Whitney 8:00p

Guys with Kids 8:30p

Go On (9:01p)
Roggin’s Heroes 

Thanksgiving (8:49p) 9:00p

The New Normal (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:19p) NBC4 News (9:16p) 9:30p

Revolution (10:01p) Parenthood (10:01p) Chicago Fire Dateline NBC (America Now: Lost 
in Suburbia) 

Dateline NBC (The Ballad of Mike 
& Dalia) 

Dateline NBC (Secrets in a 
Small Town) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201248] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3182] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6158] 1:30a

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 2:00a

Nutribullet V.2Br2 / Mdg  (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1412] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Bosley/Up Close 

Directed (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1413] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[98R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL571]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1071]

Steve Harvey [#1051]

Ellen [#10050]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL572]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Jeff Probst [#1070]

Steve Harvey [#1062]

Ellen [#10051]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL573]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1075]

Steve Harvey [#1058]

Ellen [#10052]

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 
Patriots @ New York 

Jets  

National Dog Show

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade encore 

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1073]

Steve Harvey [#1065]

Ellen [10035R]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:34p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC4 News at 5p

National Dog Show

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL575]

NBC4 News at Noon

Saturday Night Live     
(Joseph Gordon Levitt 
& Mumford  &  Sons) 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special USSA 
Aspen Winter National 

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix Skate - 

Japan 

Bayou Classic 
Southern vs. 
Grambling 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W846]

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 
Week Indiana Jones 
And The Kingdom of 

the Crystal Skull 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W846] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19072] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
NBC Skating Special 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 
Packers @New York 

Giants  (5:20p)

The Challenge (8:45p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/26/12 Tue 11/27/12 Wed 11/28/12 Thu 11/29/12 Fri  11/30/12 Sat 12/1/12 Sun 12/2/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 60R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1111] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201249] 9:00a

Justin Time
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1575] 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

Mb 4 V 4B/Cr (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1439] 11:00a

Golf Global Golf Adventure 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1575] (3:05p) 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1111] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19073] Extra [#19074] Extra [#19076] Extra [#19077] Time Life Direct Holdings (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1448] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4231] Access Hollywood [#4232] Acc ess Hollywood [#4234] Access Hollywood [#4235] Open House [#5188] 7:30p

30 Rock 8:00p

Up All Night 8:30p

Go On (9:01p) The Office The Challenge (8:55p) 9:00p

The New Normal (9:31p) Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:20p) 9:30p

Revolution (10:01p) Parenthood (10:01p)
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Under a Killing 

Moon) 
Dateline NBC (The Night Lynsie 

Disappeared) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201249] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3169] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6159] 1:30a

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 2:00a

Guthy Renker Gr1/Pa 12V 6/Nd 
(Paid Program) [NLPP1449] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Micp / 3X $54.17 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1447] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[101R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL576]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1065]

Steve Harvey [#1060]

Ellen [#10053]

NBC4 News at 5p

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL577]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Steve Harvey [#1033]

Ellen [#10054]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL578]

Jeff Probst [#1067]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1051]

Steve Harvey [#1059]

Ellen [#10055]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL579]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4’s Holiday Tree 
Lighting at L.A. LIVE

Christmas in 
Rockefeller Center

Jeff Probst [#1074]

Steve Harvey [#1056]

Ellen [#10056]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Saturday Night Live     
an SNL Christmas 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL580]

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1015]

Steve Harvey [#1063]

Ellen [#10057]

NBC4 News at 5p

Saturday Night Live     
(Daniel Craig & Muse) 

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

Golf World Challenge 
presented by 

Northwestern Mutual 

Extra Weekend 
[#19078]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W847]

Christmas in 
Rockefeller Center

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Philadelphia 

Eagles @ Dallas 
Cowboys  (5:20p)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special USSA 
Audi Birds of Prey 

NBC Sports Special AT&T 
Winter National 
Championships 

Golf World Challenge 
presented by 

Northwestern Mutual 

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W847] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19078] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/3/12 Tue 12/4/12 Wed 12/5/12 Thu 12/6/12 Fri 12/ 7/12 Sat 12/8/12 Sun 12/9/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 113R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1112] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201250] 9:00a

Justin Time
Mb 4 V.4B/Cr (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1439] 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1576] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1112] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19079] Extra [#19080] Extra [#19081] Extra [#19082] Extr a [#19083] Open House [#5189] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4236] Access Hollywood [#4237] Acc ess Hollywood [#4238] Access Hollywood [#4239] Access  Hollywood [#4240] LXTV: First Look [#3190] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock 8:00p

Guys with Kids Up All Night 8:30p

Go On (9:01p) The Office The Challenge (8:55p) 9:00p

The New Normal (9:31p) Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

NBC Specials Blake Shelton's Not 
So Family Christmas  (10:01p) Parenthood (10:01p) Chicago Fire

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams (10:01p)

Dateline NBC (A Shot in the 
Dark) 

Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit

Dateline NBC (Written in 
Blood) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201250] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3190] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6160] 1:30a

Tmt Just Takes (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1451] 2:00a

Su 1 V.3 / Nd (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1450] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Su 1 V.3 / Nd (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1450] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#105]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL581]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [1057R]

Steve Harvey [#1057]

Ellen [#10058]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL582]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Jeff Probst [1061R]

Steve Harvey [#1054]

Ellen [#10059]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL583]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1072]

Steve Harvey [#1068]

Ellen [#10060]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL584]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1076]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#1067]

Ellen [#10061]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Saturday Night Live     
an SNL Christmas 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL585]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull: Rampage 

Jeff Probst [#1079]

Steve Harvey [#1011]

Ellen [#10062]

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Detroit Lions 

@ Green Bay 
Packers   (5:20p)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
ISU Grand Prix Skate - 

Final 

Golf Franklin 
Templeton Shootout 

The American Giving 
Awards

Saturday Night Live     
(Jamie Foxx & Ne-Yo) 

new 

Golf Franklin 
Templeton Shootout 

Extra Weekend 
[#19084]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W848]

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W848] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19084] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/10/12 Tue 12/11/12 Wed 12/12/12 Thu 12/13/12 Fri  12/14/12 Sat 12/15/12 Sun 12/16/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 79R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1113] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Today Show Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201251] 9:00a

NBC News Special Report Sandy 
Hook School Shooting  (9:38a) Justin Time

Mb.4 V 4B/Mdg (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1453] 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL590] 1:00p

NBC News Special Report Sandy 
Hook School Shooting  (1:45p) 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p
NBC4 News Special Report 

Sandy Hook School Shooting  
(3:04p)

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1577] 3:00p

Steve Harvey jip [#1071]  
(3:26p) NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[evergreen] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC4 News Special Report Cal 

State Fullerton Lockdown 
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19085] Extra [#19086] Extra [#19087] Extra [#19088] NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

Time Life Direct Holdings I, 
Burnett (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1448] 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4241] Access Hollywood [#4242] Acc ess Hollywood [#4243] Access Hollywood [#4244] Access  Hollywood [#4245] Open House [#5190] 7:30p

Whitney Up All Night 8:00p

Guys with Kids Up All Night 8:30p

9:00p

The Challenge (9:24p) 9:30p

NBC Specials Michael Buble 
Christmas Special  (10:01p) Parenthood (10:01p) Chicago Fire

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Dateline NBC (Sandy Hook 
Elementary) Chicago Fire

Dateline NBC (The 
Confession) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201251] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3191] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6161] 1:30a

Sensa Products , Llc  / Sensa 
V.11E/Ndm (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1397] 
2:00a

Nutribullet V.2B R2/ Mdg (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1412] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
New X5 Show (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1452] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#106]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL586]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1078]

Steve Harvey [#1070]

Ellen [#10063]

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL587]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Steve Harvey [#1072]

Ellen [#10064]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Take it All (9:01p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Take it All (9:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Jeff Probst [#1082]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL588]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1084]

Steve Harvey [1018R] 
(3:12p)

Ellen [#10065]

NBC4 News at 5p

Take it All

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL589]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1047]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#1066]

Ellen [#10066]

NBC4 News at 5p

Take it All

NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour Ion 

Mountain 
Championships 

NBC News Special 
Report Sandy Hook 

School Shooting  
(10:06a)

NBC4 News Special Report 
Sandy Hook School 

Shooting  (2:12p)

Ellen [#10067]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC Specials Michael Buble 
Christmas Special 

Take it All

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge 

Football Night in 
America

Chicago Fire

Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(Martin Short & Paul 

Mccartney) new 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour Ion 

Mountain 
Championships 

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge 

Extra Weekend 
[#19090]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W849]

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W849] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19090] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football San 

Francisco 49ers @ 
New England Patriots  

(5:20p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/17/12 Tue 12/18/12 Wed 12/19/12 Thu 12/20/12 Fri  12/21/12 Sat 12/22/12 Sun 12/23/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 60RR] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1114] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential News Conference Poppy Cat
The Best of Fritz's Holiday 

Lights 9:00a

Today Show (9:39a) Justin Time 9:30a

Today Show Lazytown 10:00a

NBC News Special Report John 
Kerry Nomination  (10:36a) The Wiggles Aaa So. California (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1444] 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

Days of Our Lives jip  (1:21p) 1:30p

Jeff Probst [#1089] 2:00p

Jeff Probst [#1089] (2:44p) 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1578] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1114] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19091] Extra [#19092] Extra [#19093] Extra [#19094] Extr a [#19095] Open House [#5179] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4246] Access Hollywood [#4247] Acc ess Hollywood [#4248] Access Hollywood [#4249] Access  Hollywood [#4250] LXTV: First Look [#3168] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Office The Challenge (8:50p) 9:00p

1600 Penn (9:31p) Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:17p) 9:30p

Take it All Chicago Fire
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Holiday How-

To Guide) 
Saturday Night Live     (Martin 

Short & Paul Mccartney) 
Dateline NBC (Extreme Escapes 

Caught on Tape) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

The Best of Fritz's Holiday 
Lights (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

Real Music Live [NLPP1455] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#6162] 1:30a

Tt16 Tt16 Pala 9.99 
Temptations (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1454] 
2:00a

Bosley/Up Close Directed (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1413] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Nutribullet V.2B R2 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1412] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[101R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL591]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1077]

Steve Harvey [#1073]

Ellen [#10068]

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL592]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Steve Harvey [#1074]

Ellen [#10069]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Voice finale 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL593]

Jeff Probst [#1083]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [#1085]

Steve Harvey [#1075]

Ellen [#10070]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL594]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Miss Universe Pageant

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL595]

Jeff Probst [#1081]

Steve Harvey [#1076]

Ellen [#10071]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Christmas in 
the White House 

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Blake 
Shelton's Not So Family 

Christmas 

NBC Specials Michael Buble 
Christmas Special 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special Notre 
Dame Year in Review 

NBC Sports Special USSA 
US Snowboard-Cross Cup 

NBC4 News at Noon

Steve Harvey [#1077]

Ellen [10067R]

NBC Specials Mr. Magoo's 
Christmas Carol 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

WWE Tribute to the 
Troops

Saturday Night Live     
(Bruno Mars) 

Meet the Press

Christmas in 
Hollywood

NBC Sports Special USSA 
Audi Birds of Prey 

NBC Sports Special 
World of Adventure 

NBC Sports Special 
NBC Fight Night 

Extra Weekend jip 
[#19096]  (3:02p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W850]

NBC4 News

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 
Championship - 

encore 

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W850] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19096] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football San 

Francisco 49ers @ 
Seattle Seahawks   

(5:20p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/24/12 Tue 12/25/12 Wed 12/26/12 Thu 12/27/12 Fri  12/28/12 Sat 12/29/12 Sun 12/30/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 91R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1115] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:00a

Pajanimals 8:30a

Poppy Cat
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201253] 9:00a

Justin Time
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1579] 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

The Wiggles 10:30a

B3N9 Mb4V.4B/Mdg (Paid 
Program) 11:00a

Cami Shaper 3X$19.99+Fs&H 
(Paid Program) 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Life Connected 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1579] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1115] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19097] Extra [#19098] Extra [#19099] Extra [#19100] Extr a [#19101] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4251] Access Hollywood [#4252] Acc ess Hollywood [#4253] Access Hollywood [#4254] Access  Hollywood [#4255] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock Go On 8:00p

Guys with Kids Up All Night Go On 8:30p

The Office The Challenge (8:48p) 9:00p

Parks & Recreation (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:17p) 9:30p

NBC Specials Blake Shelton's Not 
So Family Christmas Chicago Fire

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams (10:01p)

Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit

Dateline NBC (Drew Peterson: 
Deadly Intent) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201253] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3186] 1:00a

Life Connected jip  (1:42a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a) Open House [6151R] 1:30a

Tnwc-V3Ha (Paid Program) 2:00a

Derm Exclusive F&F (Paid 
Program) 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

The Best of Fritz's 
Holiday Lights

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Sensa Products , Llc  

/ Sensa V13B/Nd 
(Paid Program) 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[102R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [10044R]

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [1035R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

Christmas Eve at St. 
Peters Basilica In 
Rome (11:34p)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL596R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [1041R]

Steve Harvey [1035R]

Ellen [10041R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Movie of the 
Week Horton Hears a 

Who 

Christmas Liturgical  A 
Hawaiian Christmas 

Gospel Superfest 
Holiday

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL597R]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [1046R]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL598R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [1031R]

Steve Harvey [#1200]

Ellen [10040R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL599R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [1044R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [1047R]

Ellen [10033R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL600R]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull: Torc Hilight 

Show 

Jeff Probst [1043R]

Steve Harvey [1053R]

Ellen [10043R]

Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(Anne Hathaway & 

Rihanna) 

Golf Tyco Golf Skills 
Challenge 

Extra Weekend 
[#19102]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W851]

NBC4 News
NBC Sunday Night 

Football Dallas 
Cowboys @ 

Washington Redskins  
(5:20p)

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W851]

Golf PGA Tour: Year 
in Review 

Golf Tyco Golf Skills 
Challenge 

Operation Smile

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W851] 

Extra Weekend 
[#19102] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 12/31/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/31/12
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am 6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#19103] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4256] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

NBC's New Year's Eve with 
Carson Daly 2012 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p
11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(2:31a) 2:30a

3:00a
3:30a

Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL601]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Jeff Probst [1016R]

Steve Harvey [1041R]

Ellen [10050R]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (1:31a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Movie of the 
Week Enchanted 

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly 

continued 
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